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At The Capitol

For Marine Corps
Recruits Will Be Accept
ed In Portland—Age
Between 18 and 30
The establishment of a U. S. Ma
rine Corps Recruiting Station in
Portland has been made ln order
to offjr the opportunity of enlist
ment ln "the most colorful service
ln the world" to eligible young men
ln this vicinity.
The expansion of the country's
defenses has enlarged this service.
Travel, adventure, education, pro
motion and gcod pay are offered
to those interested.
Some of the qualifications for
enlistment are: Between the ages
of 18 and 30; single, and native
born or fully naturalized citizens;
not under 5 feet 4 Inches or over 6
feet 2 Inches in height; ln good
health und of gcod naoml character.
Persons unable to apply in per
son may write for additional Infor
mation to the U. S. Marine Corps
Recruiting Station. Room 24 City
Hall, Portland. Maine.

Young Folks There
Members and Leaders Of
4-H Clubs Attending
Club Camp At Orono
About 200 outstanding members
and leaders of Maine 4-H Clubs are
at thc University of Maine this
weekend, attending the tenth an
nual State 4-H Club Camp. Dele
gates came from all Maine counties.
The program opened Wednesday
afternoon, with President Arthur A
Hauck welcoming the delegates to
the university. Dean Arthur L
Deering of the College of Agricul
ture spoke on some recent develop
ments in the field of agriculture
and Miss Ella Oardner. of the U. S
Department of Agriculture, led the
group in singing and recreation.
Instruction ln many fields of
agriculture and hememaking fea
tures the morning session at State
camp, with members of the univer
sity staff for instructors. Some of
the subjects considered are soils,
dairy herd management, poultry
management, foods, clothing, and
room improvement
K Gordon
Jones of Brewer High School, led
the discussions on personality de
velopment.
Training for citizenship and lead
ership. recreat.on, and instruction
are the points around which the
State camp pregram ls built. PourH Clubs are local groups ot young
people between the ages of 10 and
21. They are sponsored by the
county farm bureau, the Extension
Service of the College of Agricul
ture, and the United States De
partment of Agriculture

Bond Issue For New
Armories Approved—
Vain Appeal For the
State Police
A S2.o00.000 bond issue, an emer
gency mcasu-e to provide funds for
20 new armories and improve sirport fact'‘ties and a new unemploy
ment compensation law. were ap
proved by the Maine Legislature in
extraordinary session Thursday
Retirement of the serial bonds ln
20 years is provided lor in the flrst
measure. Part of the funds will
be utilized to step up training of
the state's thousands of National
Guardsmen.
Another emergency measure en
acted designates the state treas
urer as custodian of Federal funds
alloted to Maine for industrial vo
cational training.
Thirteen existing airports are
scheduled for Improvement as soon
as funds become available, and the
Federal Government is prepared to
ship into Maine additional military
equipment valued at $962,907 as
soon as armory and airport facili
ties are improved.
Gov. Barrows addressed the ex
traordinary Joint session on a re
solve calling for additional state
police officers and equipment, but
despite his appeal for $100,000. the
Legislature approved only $40,000—
the sum recommended by the Joint
committee on ways and bridges.
The approved measure calls for
a new headquarters building ln or
near Augusta and more machine
guns, rifles and ammunition.
Saving of an estimated $8,000 will
be realized by the State through
changes enacted into the Unem
ployment Compensation bill. In
the future all checks will be made
outj by the U.C C. office rather than
. the state comptroller.

Census Reports
Knox County Declines
In Population, But
Lincoln Rises
A gain of 666 in population dur
ing the past 10 years was recorded
for Lincoln County, according to a
preliminary report Issued by Sec
ond District Census Supervisor M
A Gould Thursday. The coastal
county stepped up from 15,408 in
1930 to 16.164 in 1940
Farms in Lincoln County gained
from 1.870 in 1930 to 1.875 in 1935
but dropped to 1.843 in 1940.
Three Maine counties. Franklin,
Somerset and Knox showed popula
tion drops on preliminary reports
U»ued the first of the week.
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Coming as a dramatic climax to one of the most mo
mentous national conventions the Republican party has ever
held was the nomination ln Philadelphia of Wendell Willkie
as the O. O P. standard bearer for the 1940 campaign. The
sixth and final ballot came Just as a new day was being
ushered in—prophetic of the new political era which lt may
signalize. This man of destiny, who was scarcely making a
dent ln the Gallup survey a few short weeks ago came to the
front with astonishing rapidity, so much so that the political
wise heads predicted that he would “go stale" before the nomi
nating speeches came and would be sacrificed on the altar of
the "stop Willkie" movement. The flrst ballot saw him an
Impressive third choice, and from that moment he gained
steadily until the sixth ballot amounted to a stampede. The
nomination was immediately made unanimous by the rival
candidates, and the applause had scarcely died away before
the new candidate—no longer a dark horse—received the sin
cere congratulations of party leaders whose support can
scarcely mean any other outcome than success on the flrst
Tuesday of next November.
The support for Wendell Willkie almost from the start,
has come directly from the people who worked voluntarily
and without remuneration to bring it about. Opponents
sought to stem the tide by citing Willkie's career as the head of
a large Industrial corporation, but this made scant headway
because Mr. Willkie's efforts meant action and employ
ment. Dyed in the wool Republicans were inclined to look
askance upon Willkie’s brief affiliation with the Republican
party and ln the convention at Philadelphia there was an
occasional outcropping of bitterness on that score. But today
tlie country is not minded to cavil about a candidate's
political past. It accepted Herbert Hoover, who was definitely
placed in the Republican ranks until he accepted the Presi
dential nomination, and who, it has been said, was ready to
accept the nomination from either party.
One of the most significant events in the pre-convention
campaign was the editorial declaration of the New York
Herald Tribune, one of the country's most conservative Repub
lican newspapers. It had treated the situation with the utmost
fairness, and refrained from taking sides until the morning
of the day on which the balloting began. It then came out
flatly for Wendell Willkie in an editorial from which we are
pleased to quote the following:
Extraordinary times call for extraordinary abilities. By
great good fortune Mr. Willkie comes before the convention
uniquely suited for the hour and for the responsibility.
First upon his list of qualifications we place his ability
to unite the nation, No other proof of this is needed than the
unprecedented rise of hls popularity among all sorts of people,
in every section of the country. The polls give mathematical
corroboration of this fact. The political atmosphere at Phila
delphia has made it equally clear.
We place flrst this extraordinary ability of Mr. Willkie to
inspire confidence in every type of human being because it
seems to us of flrst importance to the nation at this time. Por
the Republican party it offers the highest hope of success in
November. Second among his qualifications stands hls train
ing and experience. As a skilled manager of production upon
a vast scale he would bring to the Presidency the precise
executive equipment most urgently needed at this time. The
convention could search the country through without finding
any one better qualified to direct the task of preparedness with
all efficiency and speed.
We place third on the list his fine qualities of mind and
character. He has shown an extraordinary swiftness of imagi
nation and accuracy of thought which would be invaluable
to the nation In determining the answers to the new and com
plex problems of foreign relations, of trade, of economics,
which will unmistakably crowd the next four years. He has
been generous and fair to every one, whether rival or oppon
ent. There is no meanness or pettiness in him—as his long
list of devoted friends testifies.
A man of the people, a Middle Westerner who knows all
America, a Democrat for many years, a Republican by choice,
he seems to us heaven's gift to the nation in IU time of crisis.

NEW TAXES COMING

The State Liquor Commission announces an Increase in
the price of 1U wares after July 1st as a result of the new
Federal levies authorized by Congress. It ls not the only
luxury which will feel the pinch, but lt ls doubtful lf the
new tax will stop the flow.

Swan** Island or Vinalhaven.

THE DOYLES REUNITED

For a Long. Invigorating Sail—60 Miles—and a Short Stay
Ashore—2'• Hours—take the big powerful steamer North llaven
for Swan's Island wllh way landings at North Haven and

The widow of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, creator of “Sher
lock Holmes,'* has Joined him "on the other side," her death
having taken place in London Thursday. Never really sepa
rated she believed, for both were strong ln their spiritualistic
faith, and she claimed to have been ln frequent communication
with his spirit since his death ten years ago. A comfort un
fortunately which does not seem to be universally experienced.

Stonington.
Fcr a shorter sail—'55 miles, and a longer stay ashore—seven

hours—take the beautiful twin screw steamer W. S. White.
Both Boats Leave Tillson's Wharf Each Sunday Morning At

WENDELL WILLKIE
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OaklandPark.
Ranting!

_ WEDNESDAY,
JULY 3
SPECIAL HOLIDAY DANCE

Music By EDDIE WHALEN and hls ORCHESTRA
DANCING 10 TO 2.
ADMISSION 44c hi IncL
DANCE TONIGHT 9 TO I
78* lt

TWAS WARREN'S BIG NIGHT
Bridge Dedication Was Thoroughly Suc
cessful—Great Throng In Attendance—
Patriotic Note Sounded

Here is a view of Warren’s hands ome new bridge which replaces the
ancle-, wooden structure which united the town for generations.

Warren's new bridge was dedi
cated Friday night at formal dedi
cation exercises held In the mill
square and attended by 700 per
sons . A speaking and musical pro
gram presented with these speak
ers: Rev. L. Clark French opened
the ceremonies with invocation. In
a welcoming address. Willis R.
Vinal, town clerk and treasurer,
spoke of Warren's pride in the new
bridge, which is a beautiful monu
ment to Its builders, and that he
hoped It would never be used as a
military passage.
Rep. Elbert L. Starrett pointed
out the foresight of the 1937 select
men, Edwin E. Gammon. Charles
Young and John MacDonald and
the County Commissioners in se
curing the bridge. Mr. Starrett
gave interesting points in the pro
curing of the funds, and also
spoke of the friendly feeling exist
ing between Edgar Cyr and Co.
Waterville contractors, who built
the new structure, and the citizens
of Warren.
Adin L. Hopkins of Camden,
county commissioner, district road
supervisor, representing the State
Highway Commission, gave historic
facts of this site's structures, which
dated as far back as 1791 He said
it was his hope the bridge would
stand for centuries as a monument
to the integrity of Warren in
habitants.
Hon. Bradford C. Redonnet of
Wiscas»ett, topped the program
with poetic thought and emphasized
the importance of the bridge as a
utility to the State and to out-ofState residents, and that it is well
worth the sacrifice of those who
are paying for it. Adding a pa
triotic touch he said. "Thank Ood
we live ln the greatest country in
the world, a peaceful people stand
ing together and working together.
Let our young people have faith in
whatever paths in which they are
led. Sometimes we live too much
for ourselves. We should think
more of serving our homes, com
munities, our State and our na
tion.”
Stuart C. Burgess, Rockland at
torney, but native son of Warren,
1s credited with being an able mas
ter of ceremonies. He introduced
Stuart C. Orbeton of West Rock

MODERN OFFICES
TO LET

ODD FELLOWS BLDG.

port, chairman of the County
Commissioners, who took a round
ol applause, bearing witness to his
popularity in this section.
The Town Orchestra, conducted
by Mrs. Willis R. Vinal, rendered
patriotic airs and snappy marches,
surprising everyone by appearing
ln bright red paper caps, supple
menting the combination of red.
white and blue cconsisting of flags
in the stores, lodge room windows,
Georges River Mills, on the bridge
and at private residences.
Surprising features on the musi
cal program were two vocal selec
tions. "God Bless America," and
“The Star Spangled Banner" sung
by the mixed trio. Mrs. William O.
Anthony of Chicago. Mrs. 8idney
Wyllie and Roger Teague of War
ren
Tltc combined speakers' and band
stand was improvised by two
trucks, lent by Lloyd Simmons and
Chester Wallace.
These were
placed end to end. and decorated
in red, white and blue.
The bridge contractors, the three
Cyrs, and their families were pres
ent from Waterville.
The traffic and parking problem
was handled by State Patrolman
Ray Foley, members of the Legion
Patrol. Orville Williams, Fred
Burnham of Thomaston and Ken
neth Fales of South Warren, and
the town constables. Silas A Watts,
Oscar E. Starrett and Charles Ring.
The public speaking system was
handled bj’ John Fogg assisted by
Josef Vinal, and added greatly to
the proceedings.
The dedication and ball which
followed was sponsored by the
Woman's Club. Olover Hall was
decorated ln silver and fuschla
ccmpleme: ied by varied colored
balloons, which were dropped from
the ceiling by a clever device
worked out by F. Boynton Maxey.
Other fun was .added by paper
caps and streamers.
Town Hall carried out the red.
white and blue motif in the deco
rations by means of garden flow
ers. Cards were in play and re
freshments were served.
The feature attractions of
coming week at Strand The
are: Sunday, Monday and Tues
"Susan and God," with Joan Ci
ford, and Frederic March; V
nesday and Thursday, "G
Breakers" witli Bob Hope and P
ette Goddard; Friday and Sa
day. Four Sons," with Don Ami
and Mary Beth Hughes.

Gift packages of products w:
have been rationed in the Ur
.Kingdom cannot enter any of
78-80 countries except by import licet
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ALONZO H. TUCK
Attorney at Law

public on Wednesday, July 3, from 10 A. M.

Largest and Most Complete Stork

Succeeding to the Practice of the Late
Judge Edward K. Gould

Admission $1.00.

Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,

in Eastern Maine to Select From

JAMES DONDIS

OFFICES AT
368 Main St.,

Trustee

TeL 1004

OPP. PERRY’S MAIN ST. MARKET
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(By The Roving Reporter)

Imagine a telegram 521 feet long,
That’s what President Roosevelt
received this week, urging him to
oppose the bill calling for thc de
portation of Harry Bridges, C.I.O.
leader. It bore the signatures of
17.000 coast residents and was the
longest telegram ever sent.

William T. Norris of Belfast
writes: “Am a mail carrier in Bel
fast and have observed that there
are still a few mud scrapers still at
some residences here. Also I have
a boot Jack made by my grand
father many years ago which I
find very handy ln removing
'High-cuts' or tight fitting rubbers
in the winter season. Enjoy the
All of the other thrills I have
many Interesting items ln The
experienced while listening to the
Black Cat.”
radio paled into insignificance
Thursday night (and yesterday
Three weeks ago Miss Beatrix
morning) as I listened to the pro
Flint, clerk at the Senter-Crane
ceedings of the Republican Nation
store, lost a watch which slie valued
al Convention as lt nominated
highly, and even a classified ad in
Wendell Willkie for President The
Tlie Courier-Gazette failed to lo
part that Maine played in starting
cate it. Yesterday a customer en
the stampede drew the first heavy
tered the store and asked Miss
applause from the crowded gal
Flint If tlie concern was now giv
leries.
ing prizes with their sales. The
- -o mystified clerk was then informed
Howell Cullinan, tlie Herald- that when the customer tried on a
Traveler newscaster, made thou coat there she found a watch In
sands of mouths water yesterday the pocket.
It had probably
as he told of the luscious straw slipped from the clerk’s person
berries In the Boston market, and while the coat was being tried on
the many delicious uses to which another customer.
they are put—not forgetting, of
course, strawberry shortcake and
One year ago: The Garden Club
strawberry pie. These little human of Maine held its annual two-day
touches In Cully's broadcasts help session In Camden, electing Mrs.
make him one of the most popular Clarence 8. Beverage president.—
news announcers of tlie day.
Out in Illinois a Rockland boy,
“Chuck" Ellis was practicing with
the Cubs—Arthur W. McCurdy
Over Warren way last night it
died at tlie age of 76.- Rev. Ernest
sounded as lf the townspeople were O Kenyon was instructor of the
mighty proud of that new bridge. Episcopal Summer School
in
And when Warren folks like any Brunswick—The Rockland Oarden
thing they are neither bashful nor Club elected Mrs. Donald H. Fuller
backward about saying so.
as president.

A Zone Meeting
Tail Twitter and Club
Grouch Have Hands Full
At Rockland Session
The Lions Club of Camden-Rock
port, Belfast, Vinalhaven and Rock
land held a «one meeting Wednes
day night at The Hotel Thorndike
with the Rockland Club as host.
There were also Lions from Water
ville and Portland. Zone Chair
man O. V. Drew appointed Uie
newly-elected president of the
Camden-Rockport Club as the tall
twister, and Lion C. Earl Ludwick
of the Rockland Club as Club
Orouch, for the evening. It is need
less to say a great many objections
were heard from the club groucli
and many fines imposed on the
Lions by tlie tall twister.
Through the generosity of the
Thorndike's proprietor. Nathan
Berltawsky were donated the ser
vices of two very charming young
ladies who sang many vocal selec
tions. Many numbers were request
ed from the members, the last
selection being "Ood Ble.ss Ameri
ca," which was very beautifully
sung and on the second chorus the
Lions all Joined ln making a very
fine and appropriate number. Lion
Gilbert Lalte of the Camden-Rock
port Club sang several selections
which were very enthusiastically
received.
Brief remarks were made by the
King Lions of the Clubs and also
the retiring zone chairman, O. V.
Drew, and District Governor Ar
thur Hinman.
The newly elected District Gov
ernor, William Nlehoff. was the
speaker of the evening and gave
as his talk, "Fifth Column Activi
ties." He said that is should be
the duty of every patriotic Ameri
can to be watchful of foreign
agents and that we should keep
foremost in our minds the Lions
Slogan, "Liberty, Intelligence, Our
Nations Safety."—By B. B.

Mrs. Harold Hupper

Rockland’s Leading Fire
works Store for over
20 years

Lucy C. Farnsworth, the homestead at No.

to 2 P. M.

The Black Cat

WHEELBARROW
FARM

In accordance with the will of the late Miss .

21 Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the

Number 78.

CHARLES McNARY

whose nomination as the Republiran whose nomination for the Vice
candidate for the Presidency has Presidency Ls highly pleasing to the
caught the public's favor.
Western constituency.

TELEPHONE 247
OR SEE THE JANITOR
16 SCHOOL ST., ROCKLAND

9 o’clock. Daylight Time, and Arrive Back in the Late Afternoon.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Volume 95

WILLKIE: MAN OF DESTINY

This paper has been taken to task for spelling Willkie’s
name with one “1.” But the Republican National Conven
tion never did find out how that North Dakota delegation
chairman spelled it. In the political history of our State
there's a familiar word descriptive of how Maine went for
Gov Kent, and lt certainly had two l's In lt.

run over beautiful Penobscot Bay. Fast, comfortable steamers.
Low Excursion Fares. Delicious Shore Dinners if desired at

REPUBLICAN STANDARD BEARERS

'Issue

[EDITORIAL]

IUS NAME HAS TWO L'l

Every Sunday up to and including Sept. 15. excursions will be

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, June 29, 1940

Saturday

MARTINSVILLE, ME.
TEL. TENANT’S HARBOR 55-5

THEY'RE COMING, FOLKS

What may have been a new
record ln local transportation
circles was this morning's arri
val of the New York train—six
cars ln the first section, seven
in the second and nine in the
third. Looks as if the Summer
season was coming into Its own
—Summer or no Summer.

Corking Main Bout
Carl Lawless of Thorndike added
sensationally Io hls laurels last
night when he knocked out Bomb
er Al Carlson of Worcester, Mass.,
in the fifth round. The bout had
the fans on edge from the start.
Before the knockout Lawless put
his opponent down once, also In the
fifth, for the count of nine.
In the semi-final Pop Eye Quinn
of Worcester. Mass., knocked out
Johnny Bod man of Rockland, ln
the second round. Butch Wooster,
Jr. of Rockland, won a decision
over Bob Stevens of Worcester;
Tony Coster of Worcester, knocked
out Lester Staples of Rockland,
In the fourth, and Charlie Larra
bee of Roikland won a technical
kayo over Joe Jokl of Rockland ln
two rounds.

Texas last year furnished more
than 36 per cent of all natural gas
produced and marketed in the U. S.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
n I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to read aome
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loaa of these
tastes la a loea of happlneaa.—Charles

THE FOOL'S PRAYER
The royal feast was done; the Kin*
Bought some new sport to banish
care.

And to hla Jester cried: "Sir Pool.
Kneel now and make for ua a 1
prayer!”
The Jester doffed hla cap and hells.
.And stood the mocking court before;
They could not aee the bitter amUe
Behind tile painted grin he wore

He bowed hls head and bent hla knee
Upon the monarchs silken stool;
Hls pleading voice arose 'O Lord,
Be merciful to me. a fool."
•' Tls not by gu'lt the onward sweep
Of truth and rtgbt. o lord, -we stay;
Tls by our follies tnat eo long
We hold the earth from heaven awayt

"These clunuy feet. still ln the mire,

Lobster, Chicken and
Steak Dinners

Oo crushing blossoms without end;
These hard, well-meaning hands we
thrust
Among the heart-strings of a friend.
"The 111 timed truth we might have
kept—
Wlio known how sharp It pierced and
stung?
Tlie word we had not sense to sap—
Who knows how grandly lt had rung!
"Earth bears no balsam for mistakes;
Men crown the knave, and acounge
the tool
That did hls will; but Thou. O Lord.
Be merciful to me, a fool!"
Tlie room was hushed; ln she nee rose

LOBSTER SPECIAL 60c

cool.
And walked apart, and murmured low,
' Be merciful to nte. a fool I"

OPENS

Sunday, June 30
SERVING

The

King.

and sought hla gardens

77-78 —Edward

Rowland 81U ,
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TRKEE-TIMtS-A-WEE*

MAIL SCHEDULE—DAYLIGHT TIME

Softball League—Elks Team

Effective July 1, 1940
Arrivals
Truck,
Train No. 55,
Train No. 57.
Train No. 775,

And it came to pass, that,
when the sun went down, and
it was dark, behold, a smoking
furnace and a burning lamp that
passed between those pieces.— I
Gen. 15: 17.

Arico. Glover. Robbins, Marshall. Roes.
Jenkins. Chaples.

Hunt, f ........... ...
H Ta’ jot, 3b
...
Pa \ own. c ............
Boynton, p
..
Jameson, lb
Woodman. 2b ..
Achorn, cf ....... ..
Thomas, lf ...........
Connon. r ......... ...

4

1

4
4
3
4
4

1
0

2
2
1
0
1
1
1
3
2

1
2
1
0
9
2
0
0
4

Back row: Shepherd. Felt, Sleeper, Cole.

0
2
1
0
0
4
0
1
0

0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1

All Set For Sunday

You get

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

when you borrow from w!
At “Personal" you also Ret
frigrdly. considerate service.
Ixtans of $25 to $250 or more.
Endorsers seldom required.

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.

12 Mo. 20 Mo.

7.39

170

37.10

17.10

11.45

210

«.?«

21.00

16.00

FOR SALE

BEER PARLOR

Tinwnat finance ca
2nd. Fluor, Krenge
Bldr., Km. 201, 211
Water Stret, AngnMa, Maine. Tel.
1155.
irrew 3% on Unpaid Monthly bale np io 1150. 2«/i% Monthly on
ance nbove.
mall Loan Statute License No. 1
i ran teed by OOOD IIOI’SEKKKP
INO aw advertised therein

10.15 AM.
4.30 P3L

7.15 AM
1.30 PM.

Daily except Sundav
Daily except Sundav
Daily except Sunday
Sunday only

Night before 5.30 A.M.
10 00 A.M.
10.30 AM.
2.30 P.M.
2.00 PM.
10.00 AM.
10.00 A.M.

7.15 AM.
1.35 PM.
4.30 P.M
6.00 PM.

Daily except Sunday
Daily except Sunday
Sunday only
Sunday only

10 00 AM.
2.00 P.M.

10.30

AM.
2.30 PM.

1.35 PM.
4.30 PM.

10.00 AM.

10.00 A.M.

6.00 PA^.

/
I

•

•

•

•

In

the busiest city in

Maine,

with good business
The sareng, thc cyclic South Sea garb, popularized oy lovely Dorothy
Lamour, has become contagious. Not content with its influence on femi
nine styles, Dottie has put the outfit on her two new boy friends, Bing
(rosbv and Bob Hope, in the threesome’s new picture together. “Road To
Singapore.” Paramount's song filled and sarong filled comedy, playing at
l oirtique Theatre, Camden, Sunday and Monday, .lima 10 .Inly I

•

•

Rockland
Close
DepartAr
Night before 6.00 AM. 10.45 AM.
8.30 AM.
9.00 AM. 12.45 AM.
6.30 PM.
2.30 P.M.
3.00 P.M.

Frequency
Daily except Saf. and Sun.
Vinalhaven.
Saturday only
Daily except Sunday
Sunday only

LAMOURFEATURES THE SARONG

—

So. Thoma-Mon, Dailv except Sunday 9.45 A.M.
Spruce Head.
’ Daily except Sunday
4.00 P.M.
Clark's Island, ) Daily except Sunday

•

LEAGUE

6.03

7.30 A.M.
4.15 PM.

Islands

The United States Civil Service
0
Commission has announced open
A Grand Good Time
1
competitive examinations for the
9
Awaits You On Either
positions listed below. Applications
3 2
must be filed with Commission’s
Penobscot Bay
4 2
Washington o-Jce no*, later than
o
Excursion Steamer
3
the dates specified ln each case.
The first date given is for receipt
Criticisms are the daily lot of any
34 12 15* 20 11 3
of applications from States east of
newspaper
along with other public
Indies.
0
1
x
—
13
0
7
5
0
Colorado; the second, for receipt
Snow Shipyard. 2 0 1 0 0 1 3- 7 servants, but every once in a while
of applicaitons from Colorado and
Two base hits, J. Talbot. Payson.; comes a red letter day. brightened
States westward.
The salaries
Connon. DeVeber. V. Crockett. Home, by a word of appreciation. Such
given are subject to a retirement
runs. Foley. Frye Base on balls, off an occasion is brought to mind by
deduction of 3'j percent.
Boynton 2, off Willis 2. off Topping 1.1 an advertisement (which appears
Junior engineer, $2,000 a year, League Standing
Struck out. by Topping 1. Hits off on the first page of this issue of
Optional branches arc: Aeronauti
W.
r.
PC Willis. 11 in 3 innings
Losing The Courier-Gazette.
cal, and naval architecture and Amoco . ............. 6
.857 pitcher, Willis. Umpires. Smith and
i
Last Summer in August foUow
•»
marine
engineering.
Applicants Elks .................. 7
.778
ing a very hot Sunday a tall, fine
must not have passed their 40th Indies ....... ....... 6
667 Freeman.
3
appearing man. entered the office
birthday. For this examination ap Texaco ............... 6
.667 Texaco 14. Perrys Markets 3
3
with this pleasing word: "I'd like
plications will be rated as received A. Si P........... ........... 3
4
Hal Spofford held Perry's Mar to thank this newspaper for mak
4 •
until further notice.
5
Perry's Markets 3
.375 kets to seven hits Thursday night ing possible a delightful experience
Advanced apprentice engraver. Van Baalen ...... 2
7
while his mates backed him with 17 for my family. We arrived Satur
$3.85 a day (5-day week), Bureau) Snow Shipyards 1
.100 to give Texaco an easy 14 to 3 win. day. strangers in this section and
9
of Engraving and Printing. Wash- i Sunday: Perry's Markets vs. Elks. After giving four hits for three runs chancing to note the advertisement
ington. D. C. Applicants must have I Monday: Van Baalen vs. Texaco. in the first two innings, Spofford in your newspaper, made the Sunkept the losers away from the plate da)' excursion trip to Swans Island
had certain high school education Tuesday: Indies vs. A. A: P.
on three scattered singles. Roy It was a truly delightful experience
(a general qualiflng test may be
Mank led the hitters with three and we feel that the sail among
given those who do not meet this Indies 13. Snow 7
singles. The score:’
requirement) and in addition must
Penobscot Bay islands is the most
Two big innings were too much for
have had training in a resident art
Perry’s Markets
beautiful in America."
Snow
Shipyards
last
night
as
the
school or experience in engraving on
ab r bh po a e
This sentiment is not original
Jumped back into a tie for
steel plates for printing purposes. Indies
3 0 1 5 0 2 with this Summer visitor, for it has
third place with a 13 to 7 win. Seven McCarty, lf......
They must have reached their 17th in the second and five in the third Perry, r ..........
1 1 1 10 0 been shared by all who have made
but must not have passed tlieir 20th put the ball game in the ice box for I Feyler, cf ........
300300' it, visitors and natives alike. From
birthday. These age limits will not' the Indies. Topping. E. Crockett 1 Connon, lb......
3 1 2 4 0 0, the moment the steamer leaves
be waived in any case. Closing dates and DeVeber performed like acro McPhee. 2b......
3 0 0 1 3 0 Tillson s wharf the excursion is an
are July 16 and July 19. 1940.
300000, experience long to be remembered.
bats in the outfield, stunning the 1 Dudley, rf ........
, Assistant scientific aid $1,620 a crowd with sensational catches, but ' Anderson. 3b ....
3 0 0 1 1 1, Thf rough cliffs and heavily wood
year. Optional branches are: Chem this only kept the score a little lower. j Olover. c
3 i 2 0 0 0 1 ed southern shore of the harbor.
istry, physics, cotton-textile tech The score:
! LaCrosse, ss.....
30 1 232, Hotel Samoset, setting like a jewel
nology. and yarn and fabric test Snow’s Shipyard
1 O 0 0 0 0 in its handsome grounds, the close
I Rackliff, p ......
ing. Certain college study or study
up of Breakwater Light, rugged
e
ab r bta PO
in a textile school above high school Foley. 3b ........
26 3 7*17 7 5 Owls Head in aU its beauty,—these
4 Q 3 1 1 3
level is required, except for the sub DeVeber. r ....... .. 3 1 1 6 0 0 ■ Texaco
are but the prologue.
stitution of experience in the op Dowling. 2b ..... .. 4 0 1 0 1 q
ab r bh po a e
Passing Munroe Island comes the
tional branch chosen. Applicants Frye, c
4 1 2 6 0 0 first cool salty breath of Old Ocean,
....1..... 4 1 I 1 1 1 Gowell. lb .
must not have passed their 53d Topping, cf. p ... .. 3 0 »> *> 0 1 i Spofford, p .
4 12 0 10 and no matter how hot the day,
birthday. Closing dates are July C. Willis, p, cf . .. 3 0 0 2 0 0 I Merritt, c ...
4 2 2 3 1 0 that invigorating air is like a tonic.
8 and July 11. 1940.
4 2 2 0 0 0 Fox Island Thoroughfare has a
E. Crockett. If ... .. 3 0 1 1 0 1 R Allen, cf
Construction cost auditor. $3200 V. Crockett, lb .. 3 0 1 2 0 0 Seavey. 3b ....
2 1112 0 beauty unsurpassed with its rugged
a year; principal. $2800 a year; Blackman, rf.... 2 1 0 0 0 1 Chris, 2b ___
4 0 0 2 1 0 shores, attractive Summer homes
Junior, $2600 a year; U. S Maritime Carter, ss ......
2 12 10 0 and myriad pleasure craft.
3 2 1 3 1 1 i H Allen, rf ....
Commission. In addition to meet
3 2 0 3 0 0
Stone, lf .....
The Eastern Bay is entered
ing certain general accounting ex
1 0 0 0 0 0 through a fair way of beautiful32 7 11 18 4 8 i McLoon, lf ....
perience requirements, applicants
4 1 3 2 2 0 islands with one of the most spec
McLeod, ss .
must have had responsible expert-I Indies
3 2 B 2 0 0 tacular light houses on the coast,
| Mank. r ........
a
e
bh
ab
r
PO
ence. manufacturing or construction
10 0 10 0 romantic Widows Island and a
Hodgkins, r ..
cost accountant or cost auditor. J. Talbot, ss .... r 2 2 1 3 0
smoky glimpse of the great Herman
Applicants must not have passed
38 14 17 21 7 0 estate. Arrival at Stonington shows
their 53d birthday. Closing dates librarian*. $5000 a year, and assist Texaco.
6 2 1 5 0 0 x—14 !
of the nation's busiest granite
are July 15 and July 18. 1940.
ant director of libraries (librarian), Perry's ?4arkets. 1 2 0 0 0 0 0— 3 j some
section and always, a laughing
Furniture designer. $3800 a year $3800 a year, Department of Agri
Two base hits. Gowell. Connon , throng at the steamboat wharf.
Federal Prison Industries. Depart culture. Completion of a 4-year
ment of Justice. Except for substitu college course and certain success Three base hits, R Allen. Hom". The hour's run to exposed Swans
run. Merritt, Stolen bases, Glover.' Island is a joy with the great hills
tion of certain college study in ar ful library experience are required LaCrosse.
Double play. McLeod to }
chitecture. study in a resident school Applicants must not have passed Chris to Gowell. Base on balls, off of Mount Desert in the background
and emerald and granite isles on
of art or design, applicants must thelr 53d birthday. Closing dates
Rackliff 5. off Spofford 3. Struck every hand. Historic Old Harbor
have had experience in designing are July 16 and July 19.1940
Full information may bi* obtained out. by Spofford 1. Umpires, Smith has at its entrance the spindle
furniture for custom or commercial
where Steamer Oov. Bodwell piled
manufacture and experience in in from Leroy D Perry, secretary of and Freeman.
up one windswept winter night and
terior decoration. They must not the Board of U. S Civil Service Ex
near the dock, if the tide is low,
have passed their 55th birthday aminers, at the post office building. 1 Read The Courier-Gazette
may still be seen the pile of wreck
Closing dates are July 15 and July
18. 1940.
age that is all that remains of the
Director cf libraries (principal
grand old ship after her fiery doom
Swans Island itself is a typical
island community with its fish
NOTICE TO DEPOSITORS
stands, sparse vegetation, stores and
in the
warm hospitality everywhere. It
Rockland Savings Bank-Rockland
also has an ex-gold mine and
The provisions of Section 48. chapter
57, Banking Laws of Maine, require the
granite quarries, but a very real as
State Banking Department to verify
set in the fine shore dinners at the
pass books ln savings banks and sav
Stinson House. There ls ample
ings depositors in trust companies and
shareholders books In loan and build
time for the dinner and a look
ing associations at least onre every
around before leaving time. The
three years. The regular verification
of pass books at the above named in
trip to Vinalhaven is less spectacu
stitution Is now being made by the
lar
and much shorter, with a cor
Banking Department, and for the sole
respondingly long period ashore.
purpose of correcting errors or omis
sions you are requested to bring your
Both steamers, the powerful yearbook, or send by mail lo the BANK
round North Haven whose prowess
romptly. Verification closed Junc 29,
in the ice has won great acclaim,
f940.
ANDREW J. BECK,
and the trappy twin screw W. S.
Bank Commissioner
White, leave Tillsons Wharf each
Augusta, Maine. June 24, 1940.
76-78
Sunday at 9 o'clock daylight time,
' - *<• '---------------------------------------------and returns in the late afternoon.

11.65

17.00 Noon
4.30 PM.

Dark Harbor
Islesboro.
No. Islesboro
Pripet,

SOFTBALL .

13.10

11.30 A.M.
4.00 P.M.

Glen Cove.
Rockport,
Camden,

Maybe You Will Be Interested In
Some of These Propositions

21.02

Daily except Sunday
Daily except Sundav

Ash Point.
Owl's Head,

Front row. left to right:

60

•
•
•
Frequency
Daily except Sunday
•

Stages
Rockville.

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS

110

« • •

Lvs. Depot
Depart
Close
8.10 AM.
7.30 A.M.
7.20 A.M.
2.10 P.M.
1.30 P.M,
1.20 P.M.
4.25 P.M.
450 PM.
4.15 P.M.
8.15 P.M.
8.00 P.M
•
• •
Depart Ar Rockland
Close
7.15 AM.
12.30 PM.
12.00 Noon

Departures.
Frequency
Train No. 57,
Dally except Sunday
Train No. 54.
Daily excep< Sunday
Train No. 56,
Daily except SundayStar Route 1299 Daily lincl. Sun.)

Penny Plants Petunias. Published
by Meador Publishing Company
Boston.
The author. Janette Dickman (
Winslow, has made of this charming
story a really educative and inspir
ing instruction for children, in
teaching them love for flower cul
tivation and pride in the knowledge
of identification of their names.
This child happened to have an
adorable grandfather whose love for
gardening and flowers sets the pace;
with his love for children, and his
thought for their need of things
worth while to busy their minds and
hands with lines of value to their
education not petunias alone are
planted and studied by this young
gardener, but most of the familiar
flowers dear to the hearts of the1
world. Teachers and mothers will
And the book enjoyable and every
child would love this charming j
story on her book shelf.

5 Mo.

Sunday only
• • •

North Haven.)
Stonington.
'
Isle au Haut. '
Lookout,

Dailv except Sunday Night before 5.30 A.M.
Daily except Sunday 2.30 P.M.
3.15 PM.
Sunday oniv
No departure
Sunday only

12.55 PM.
8.00 PM.

Minturn.
Atlantic.

Daily except Sunday Night before 5.30 AM.

12-55 PM.

Daily except Sunday
Sunday only

2.30 PM.
3.15 PM.
No departure

12.55 PM.
8.00 PM.
6.35 PM.

Dally except Sunday

2250 P.M.

3.15 P.M-

1255 PM.

Tues., Thurs., Sat.

7.00 AM.

7.15

AM.

3.30 PM.

Swan's Island.

6.35 PM.

Frenchboro,

Sunset,

Deer Isle,
Sargentville.

Matiuicos,

I

Criehaven,

|

Corridor open dally, excej« Sunday 5.00 A. M. to 8.30 P. M.
Sunday only 10.00 A. M. to 1230 P. M. and 5.30 P. M. to 8.00 P. M.

Rockport

Twilight League

ab r bh po a
Hall, ss .......
Simmons, c .
G. Starr, rf
Bohndell. lf
Moon, lb
Andrews. 3b
M. Starr, cf
Whittier. 2b
Delay. 2b
Aho, p .........

Rockland 4. Rockport 1

In a very well played game at
Community Park Thursday night
the Pirates beat the boys from
2 11
Rockport 4 to 1. Bruno Aho held
0 0
the Pirates to five hits but four of
1 2
them were bunched in the second
0 0
inning, good for three Of the four
0 2
runs. LaCrosse doubled. Collamore
2 0
tripled. Karl singled. French struck
out and Raymie Ellis tripled.
38 1 10 24 13 0
03100000 x—4
Dick French pitched the first ' Rockland.
00 1 00000 0—1
three innings and struck out eight Rockport.
Three-base hits. R. Ellis and Col
men. Al. McMeally then took over
and held Rockport scoreless for the lamore. Two-base hits, LaCrosse.
last six innings. Al has a better . Hall and Moon. Struck out, by
fast ball and a sharper breaking ' French 6. by McNeally 5. by Aho 9
back than last year and looks very- 'Base on balls off Aho 1. Hit by
pitcher, Drinkwater and R. Ellis.
good on the pitchers mound.
Ott Billings played a whale of a | Scorer. Maude Winchenbach.
• • • •
game at shortstop for the Pirates
while Collamore led them at bat.
There are rumors of a sevenOeorge Bodman caught two inn game series between the Camden
ings for the Pirates and will prob Shells and Rockland.
• • • •
ably see more action with them.
Rockport has a complete new in
Rockport has two Starrs and a
field and it looked very good. Bruno Moon on its roster.
Aho shows the result of good coach
• • • •
ing at U. of M.
The
Twilight
League welcomes
Rockport made twice as manyhits as the Pirates, but they were Charlie Maxey to the managerial
fold. A good man and a dyed in
scattered.
the wool baseball fan.
The score:
Rockland

In a recent excellent Life color
bh po a e photograph of Nicholas Murray
Billings, sa .....
0 . Butler in his library. Little Brown
Foote, c ............
1 & Company noted with pride that
Bodman. c ..........
1 Bartlett s -'Familiar Quotations"
Ellis, 3b ..............
0 sits on the self nearest at hand be
LaCrosse, lb ........
1 6
0 tween the Bible and "Who’s Who."
2 2
Collamore, 2b . .
I This same famous book of "Famil
1 2 0 0 iar Quotations" can also be seen
Karl, cf ...............
French, p ..........
0 0 0 0 In a recent photograph of President
McNeally. p
0 0 0 0 Roosevelt s White House desk where
R. Ellis. ir
10 0 0 it is prominently displayed wtth
Chisholm, lf
0
0 0 0 half a dozen other books.
0 0 0 0
Drinkwater ..........
0 0 0 0
Winchenbach, rf
Albert Maltz and Oeorge Sklar
have gone to Hollywood where they
28 4 5 27 9 3 will rewrite their play "Peace on
Earth" for production by the Holly
Weekday trips are made by the wood Theatre Alliance The drama
steamers twice daily. They are op was originally produced in 1933 by
erated by the Vinalhaven & Rock the Theatre Union in New York
City.
land Steamboat Co , Tel. 402.
•

ab r
4 0
3 0
0 1
4 0
4 1
3 1
3 1
1 0
2 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0

78‘lt

What should the 1940 stream
lined dancing girl possess? The
answer is given by exotic Luana,
pictured above. Luana, vivid LatinAmerican personality, now touring
this country for the first time, de
clare* that the perfect dancing girl
ls tall, slender, beautiful, possessor
of individuality, personality and :ntellect. Luana, creator of the color
ful 'Danse Savage," has been wide
ly recognized as possessing the ideal
attributes for a dancing career 8he
believes that ,he American stage
offers girls with determination and
ambition, unlimited possibilities
I uana. a 8*lndotit attraction, is nuw
featured with Billroys Comedians

which with a company of 80 people,
including many lovely girls and
15 featured vaudeville acts is com
ing to Rockland Tuesday. July 16,
for one performance only in its
huge tented theatre, located at Old
Circus Grounds. Pleasant street.
"Billroy s Comedians." the great
est of all touring theatrical ven
tures is presenting a two hour pro
duction at their well-remembered
popular prices, with ladles free,
when accompanied by one paid
adult admission The doors of the
big tent open at 715 p. m.. with
overture by The Rhythm Swing-OPators. Ambassadors of Swing at
7 30. and the performance starts at
8.15 sharp.

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW

For Your “Rent Money”
Buy a home through
a Savings Bank mort
gage and your "rent
money" in many
cases will pay off the
mortgage.
Remember, a Savings Bank Mortgage is one of thc
simplest. Consider theee advantages:

1.

Greater flexibility — each mortgage treated
individually to meet your own particular situ
ation.

2.

Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
of interest, to suit your budget.

3.

5'« on mortgages in good standing interest
paid when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
amortized in I 5 years.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

66Str

'

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
of the

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION
ROCKLAND, ME.
As Shown By Its Books

WHY NOT BUY A FARM!
1 have several lo sell, and I know one of them

______________ May 25, 1940______________
J. ALBERT JAMESON, Pres.
I. LAWTON BRAY, See.-Treas.
EDWARD F. GLOVER. Vice Pits.

would fit your requirements

DIRECTORS—A. Judson Bird. Putnam P. Bicknell. Thomas H. Chisholm.
Walter P. Conley, Charles H. Duff. Edward F. Glover, I. Lawton Bray.
J. Albert Jameson, J. Fred Knight. Walter H. Spear, LeForest A. Thurston.

EMIL RIVERS

Organized May 8, 1923

342 PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
75S81

SUGGESTIONS FOR SUMMER
Gliders 10.25 to 21.75. Hammocks 8.75 to 12.50
Hammock Standards........................................... 4.75
Hammock Awnings.................................. 4.75 to 7.50
Porch Rockers...................................
2.10 to 4.85
Steel Spring Chairs............................ .. 2.19 to 6.00
Croquet Sets........................................... 1.25 to 6.C0
Lawn Chairs with foot rests and canopies,
2.45 to 4.60
Bamboo Chairs...................................... 4.15 to 5.25
Adirondack Chairs................................................ 1-65
DeckChairs .. 1.75. Lawn Mowers .. 6.25 to 9.75
Complete line Perfection Oil Stoves, Camp Stoves
Oil Stove Ovens...................................... 98c to 8.73
White Metal Refrigerators........... 19.00 to 43.00
Chair Pads, red and green....................... 1.00, 1.15
Lawn Settees, metal base ....................... .......... 2.25
Smoking Stands.......... . ................ ......... 85c to 10.00

Inquire of

S. W. BARNES
78 Center St., Bath, Me.

WITH BILLROY'S COMEDIANS

4.00 A.M.
10.25 A.M.
2.32 P.M.
10.05 A.M.

Arrives at office.
Arrives at dc lot.
Arrives at d« pot,
Arrives at depot,

Daily except Sunday
Daily except Sunday
Daily except Sunday

•

Book Review

A rut.

Every-Other Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 29, 1940
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V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
283 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1154

RESOURCES
Loans on Shares ........................................................

Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate (direct reduction)
Advances for Taxes, Insurance, etc................................................
Real Estate Acquired by Foreclosure
Real Estate in Process of Foreclosure .............
Stock in Federal Home Loan Bank
.. .
......................
Furniture and Fixtures .................................... ........................................
Cash on Deposit
Cash on Hand
...................
Special Participation Loan
..............................................
Other Resources .............................................................................................

$8,735 00
234.517 00
496.S93 78
321 68
4,170 50
4,503 96
7.200 00
7J1 10
It.180 xi
300 00
5.000 00
1 03

$775,954 86

LIABILITIES

380.596 27

Accumulated Capital (free shares)
Accumulated Capital (mortgage pledge-1 shares) ...
Accumulated Capital I pledged for share loans)
....
Advance Payments ...................... ................................................................
Matured Shares
......... ...................
Prepaid Shares Certificates .................................................... ...................
; Full-Paid Shares Certificates
.............. .....
I Guaranty Fund .................................................... .............................. .'U-.....

Profits

....................................................................................

Reserve
.........
i Forfeited Shares ...................................
Due to Borrowers
Borrowed Money
............................. .......................................

121,227 57
25.748 87
8.787 86
19.578 75
89.800 0J
2 500 00
38,814 53

79.814 17

.

Other Liabilities ... . ........................................................................

2.793
40
2.149
10,000

09
60
35
00

103 80
$775,954 86

Number of Shares Outstanding ..................... ................. .......................
Number of Shares Pledged ................................................................ .....
Number f Shareholders ............................................................................
Number of Loans ...........................................................................................

6,374
1.56J
1,120
751

Number of Borrowers ........................................... ..................... -......

702

ANDREW J. BECK,
flank tummlxsluner,

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

PLANKS IN THE REPUBLICAN PLATFORM
AGRICULTURE

A prosperous and stable agriculture is the foundation of our economic
structure. Its preservation ls a national and non-pohtical social problem
not yet solved, despite many attempts. The farmer is entitled to a profitJune 3b—(Baseball, 3pm) Rook- price for his products. The Republican party will put into effect such
land Pirates vs. Old Town Redskins at governmental policies, temporary and permanent, as will establish and
Communltv Park
July 1 -Vinalhaven
Eastern Star maintain an equitable balance between labor, industry and agriculture by
School ot Instruction at Masonic hall expanding industrial and business activity, eliminating unemployment,
July 4 Russell Bros, three-rlng cir lowering production costs, thereby creating increased consumer buying
cus
July 9 —, Rockport — Garden Club power for agricultural products.
Flower Show at Lester P Shlbles',
Until this balance has been attained, we propose to provide benefit
July 13—Woman's Educational Club payments, based upon a widely applied, constructive soil conservation
picnic with Mrs Minnie Miles (3 to
program free from government-dominated production control, but ad
8 301.
July 17—Owls Head Grange talr at ministered, as far as practicable, by farmers themselves; to restrict the
Town hall.
July 18—Waldoboro Woman's Club major benefits of these payments to operators of family-type farms; to
festival at High School auditorium
continue all present benefit payments until our program becomes opera
July 18-19 — Thomaston — American tive; and to eliminate tire present extensive and costly bureaucratic
Legion fair
July 24 Rockport — Baptist Ladles' interference.
Circle Fair on Church lawn.
We shall provide incentive payments, when necessary, to encourage
July 31—Thomaston—Annual concert
increased production of agricultural commodities, adaptable to our soil
at Baptist Choral Society
Aug. 5 -Union — Eastern Star Held and climate, not now produced ln sufficient quantities for our home
day
markets, and will stimulate the use and processing of all farm products
Aug 7-10—Rockport- Regatta Sports
in industry as raw materials.
men's Show
Aug 9—Thomaston — First Summer
We shall promote a co-operative system of adequate farm credit, at
Theatre Play at Watts hall
lowest interest rates commensurate with the cast of money, supervised
Aug 14- Martinsville Ladles Circle
by an independent governmental agency, with ultimate farmer owner
fair at Orange hall.
Aug 14—Owls Head-Church fair at ship and control; farm commodity loans to facilitate orderly marketing
library.
Aug 13- -Warren Concert at Baptist and stabilize farm income; the expansion of sound, farmer-owned and
farmer-controlled co-operative associations; and the support of edu
Church
Aug 20-23—Union Fair.
cational and extension programs to achieve mere efficient production and
Aug. 26- Three Quarter Century Club
marketing.
meets at Old Orchard Beach.
We shall foster government refinancing, where necessary, of the
The tug Seawood, transformed heavy Federal farm debt load through an agency segregated from co
Into that rig at Sncw’s yard, ls operative credit.
We shall promote a national land use program for Federal acquisi
now on lhe job for the Seaboard
Paper Co., at Bucksport.
tion, without dislocation of local tax returns, of non productive farm
lands by voluntary sale or lease subject to approval of the States con
Thomas Sweeney, who recently cerned; and the disposition of such lands to appropriate public uses in
left Rockland, ls acting aa second cluding watershed protection and flood prevention, reforestation, recre
officer on the Mallory Line freight ation, erosion control and the conservation of wildlife.
We advocate a foreign trade policy which will end one-man tariff
steamship running to Cuba.
making, afford effective protection to farm products, regain our export
At the 75th anniversary meeting markets, and assure an American price level for the domestically conof the Maine Dental Society at I sumed portion of our export crops.
Iakewood Wednesday, Dr. Edward
We favor effective quarantine against imported livestock, dairy and
W. Peas'.ec of Rockland and Au other farm products from countries which dc not Impose health and
gusta was elected vice president.
sanitary standards equal to our own domestic standards.
We" approve the orderly development of reclamation and irrigation,
When Charles Fowler of Union project by project and as conditions Justify,
passed a hayrack on a hill in I
Warren his car ran into another I
~~~~~~~~~
Federal food will be distributed
auto and he suffered head injuries j Dr . O. R Lawry who has been on
Likewise he ran into trouble in i vacation during the renovating of Tuesday at the City Building.
Judge Dwinal's Court where he was ] his offices has resumed office hours
Mrs. Alice W. Spear ls ill at her
fined $10 and costs. Appealed and
home on the Old County Road.
furnished ball, Charge, reckless
THE HOLIDAY ISSUE
driving.
Because of Independence Day
Warren C. Noyes. Maine Central
the Issue of The Courier-Qazette
The
Congregational
Junicr usually published on Thursday engineer, who has been located in
Portland and Waterville the past
Choir has elected these officers:
will appear 'Wednesday afternoon
Honorary president,. Betty Beach; instead. Advertisers, correspond few years, has been assigned to the
president. Mary Lamb; vice presi ents and occasional contributors Rockland end of the regular
freight.
dent, Nancy Howard; secretary.
are asked to please bear this in
Eileen [Beach; treasurer, Ruth
mind,
and
present
their
offerings
Spear; publicity .ut ".:, Barbara
Tlie Well Baby clinic will be held
Monday from 2 to 4 p. m„ at the
Lamb; librarian, Barbara Lamb, early.
Red Cross rooms. Children who
Eloise Law.
i7.30
m »>
not attend the Pre-school
Friday
night
at
at
Methodist
„„„„
“.V,,,
Vnn/1
rva' C2IDIC 111 tJllZIC UTC cLSKCu tO COIIAC to
The Red Cross sewing rooms at /Church
men and women ofin Knox tnis
... clinic at a4 ~
p. m., Monday for
the Congregational Church will not
be open until Tuesday, July 9, due
to the holiday next week. All per
Thirty-one
persons
obtained
sons interested in sewing for the X
work through the Maine Employ
refugees are welcome Any organ sion and organization.
ment Service this week, and the
ized groups doing welfare sewing
The assessor's office is a busy number of applicants dwindled,
may have materials for their or
ganization by contacting Mrs. Eu place these days, thanks to the Manager Trott said he could place
gene Lamb or Mrs. Charles Whit registration of aliens nearly 70 of an electric-maintenance man in a
whom have geen put through the paper mill, a cleaner and presser
more.
paces by A. J. Bird, and his assist- , in a tailor shop and still has need
of housekeepers.
The Maine Unit of the Interna ant, Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost,
tional Florists' Telegraph Delivery
BORN
AtRotary Club yesterdav. the
Association held Its annual'meet
Comly-At Elkins Park. Penn .
June
was, devot*d £ .reiadh2. °f
ing in this city Wednesday, with
reports. Retiring Presiheadquarters at Silsbys Flower 24 to Mr and Mrs LeRoy comiy, Jrthe annual
Slop. These officers were chosen. lEioise Dunn of Thomaston), a son— dent John Smith Lowe thanked
LeRoy Coqjly. 3d |Correction)
the
members
for their cooperation
District representatives. Hale Dow
through the year, and the new
of Westbrook; district chairman,
MARRIED
president, Joseph E. Blaisdell will
Chester Avery of Sanford; secre
_
Marreo-Staples — At Rockland. June take charge at the next meeting.
tary, Mrs. _____
Harriet _M. Frost
of
Rockland: treasurer. Mrs. Minnie I
5'?” Visiting Rotarians were Ward
Vose Smith of Portland The rep- FrjCnesF s^va^
, Whyte of Portland and Ralph B.
resentatives of the long named as- j Johnson-ltobarts-rtt Rockland June wiis°n.
soclatlon enjoyed thelr Rockland 28 Ardle M Johnson and Elva Robarts,
Visit, particularly the nice dinner '
of ^Rockland. By Rev. J. Charles
Earle Sheldon on Route 1, War
ren. has long been associated with
£7e£otundlhem at Wltha“’S LCb‘ i McDonald
ReportGraffam-Miller—At Rockport, June motors and motor fuels in the pub
27 Harold S Graffam, and Miss Ruth
B Miller both of Rockport By Rev. lic mind. A year ago he took on
the agency fer the Nu-Blue Sonoco
Free—a full color reproduction of1 Forrest F Fowle
gasoline and has been amazed and
Trumbulls painting, “Adoption of
DIED
immensely pleased with its en
Declaration of Independence," illus
trating a new poem by Edgar Lee
Schermerhom—At Union, June 26 thusiastic reception by the public.
Masters—on the front cover of th* Andrew D Schermerhom. Age 76 years. Now on the anniversary he is in
3 months. 5 days. Funeral today at 2 troducing
Sunoco's
remarkable
American Weekly Magazine with o'clockfrom Simmons funeral parlors.
the June 30th Boston Sunday Ad Union Burial at Lakeview cemetery “Whirlfoam Crankcase Service",
vertiser.
' 78*lt
Hall-tAt Warren, June 28. Chester B which removes the carbon and
Hall Age 73 years. 11 months. 3 days sludge from piston rings, etc., and
Sunday at 3 30 o'clock from leaves the motor clean and ready
Awnings, large or small, hammock Funeral
residence. Burial tn Newcomb ceme
fer the new Sunoco motor oil which
tops, chair backs and seats, boat tery.
He
Elliot—A’, Hathorne's Point. Cushing. Mr. Sheldon now handles.
covers. All sorts of canvas work. June 27. Dr Henry L. Elliot, aged 65 plans as an anniversary special to
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W. years. S months. 18 days. Funeral give free service on July 1 and 2. •
9undav at 2 o'clock from the residence
16 Willow St.
73-tf of Frank D Elliot. Burial ln Thom

watsis as*

aston cemetery

CARD OF THANKS
[
At. 10 30 a m on July first one year
1 ago Blue Sunoco made Its first ap
pearance at Sheldon's station ln War1 ren
Since that time thia motor fuel
] has gained great popularity
To cuatomera and friends who have patron
! Ized me and to those who will become
| pairons, may I at this time show mv
appreciation by saying "Thank you.''
Earl Sheldon
Warren, June 23
•

ROLLERSKATING
Ocean View Rollerway
f*
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ROCKLAND, ME.

Every Wednesday
Thursday, Friday
and Saturday
Nights, and
Sat. afternoon

According to the American Iron
and Steel Institute, the housewives
of the United States bought 400.000
tons of steel last year in the form
I of home appliances and equipment.

71-72&Th-S-tf

FRANCIS I. TILLSON
Carpenter and Builder

, During thc month of April, the
• ’ Class 1 railroads of the United
Slates made a profit of $33,822,211.
j compared with $15,323,766 for the
corresponding month a ycar ago

IS MEADOW' RD, THOMASTON
PHONE 45-4
53Th-S-tf

Seaplane Service
ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN,
NORTH HAVEN
Leave Daily Except Sunday
Standard Time
Rockland,
8. A. M.. 2.15 P. M.
Vinalhaven. 8.15 A.M, 2.30 P. M.
North Haven, 825 A. M-. 2.40 P. M.
$2.00 EACH WAY

66-tf

TELEPHONES
ar 781-11

$N. 781-1

116-llt LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MK
116-1

AURORA LODGE

BEANO

DORMANETTE

282 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND,MF

Sat. Night Special

DANCING TONIGHT
9.00 TO LOO D. S. T.

Join the new OWN-A-HOME SAVINGS CLUB

LAKEHURST

BAKED BEANS

DAMARISCOTTA, ROUTE NO. 1

CABBAGE SALAD

HOME MADE YEAST ROLLS

Midnite Dance, Wed. July 3

TRY OUR STEAK DINNERS

MIDNIGHT TO 4.00 A. M.

ORDERS TAKEN FOR

LOU PAUL
and his ORCHESTRA

HOME COOKING

78* It

A.
Bird.
Willis I. Ayer.
Tyler M. Coombs,
Board of Assessors.

NO PARKING WORRY

SHELDON’S SUNOCO CELEBRATION

.-Sn IL

The past twelve months have made a Big Year For Ua with NU-BLUE
SUNOCO and SUNOCO MOTOR OIL CELEBRATING THIS, WE NOW
OFFER YOU SUNOCO WHIRLFOAM CRANKCASE SERVICE.

month for 36 to 60 months will

your own dream home be

make home ownership possible for

watching

our Own-a-Hoine Savings Club was

We add attractive earnings to
every dollar you save! A free book

formed...to enable you to acquire

let giving full details about this

the down payment you need, simply

amazing plan is waiting for you at

by saving a small amount monthly.

our offices, or mail the coupon below,

As little as $10 set aside each

you.

today, without obligation.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N., •
18 SCHOOL ST.

«ROCKLAND

It will amaze you to see the hard carbon around piston rings and sludge
it will remove from your motor. FREE SERVICE JULY 1 AND 2. Everyone
knows NU-BLUE SUNOCO. Now discover how good SUNOCO MOTOR

Ambulance Service

OIL is.

•

Send free booklet about your Own-a-Home Saving. Club.

Try it in a clean motor.

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. <62
ROCKLAND, MK
M-tf

• Can’t you imagine the thrill of

come a reality? Well, sir, that’s why

(Sig'ied)

77tf

T

THE

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

The Messenger Quartet of the
Eastern Nazarene College will be
at the Nazarene Tent, Pleasant
street and Broadway, July 7-28. occording to announcement made by
the new pastor of the local church,
Earl G. Lee. Services every night
except Saturday at 7 30, Sunday
Bible Schcool at 2 and evangelistic
services at 3 and 7.30. The public
AVan-e-set Inn at Tenants Har is invited.
bor will celebrate the Fourth in
the time honored custom of grac
Steaming Hot Tamales. Lobster,
ing the dining table with fresh sa.- Chicken, Crabmeat Salad Sand
mon and green peas. This Inn, wiches at Baldy's (out Thomaston
which opens for the season Mon way i Home of Maine's Mammoth
day, has enjoyed liberal patronage Mastiff <10-lnch Hot Dog) Soft
through the years and its invita drinks—adv.
78‘lt
tion to "Come again" never falls
cf acceptance.

Manager Winchenbaugh of the
Rockland Pirates has signed up an
extra strong attraction for Sunday
afternoon — the Old Town Red
Aces.
This outfit is composed
wholly of Indians, but they use
bats instead of tomahawks, and
certainly know how to use them.

The use of motor trucks on the
highways by railroads has been
rapidly expanding during recent
years. As late as 12 years ago, the
rail carriers had no store-door de
livery service. During 1939 the
railroads used more than 48,000
quartet with Mrs. Faith Berry at trucks in this connection alone.
SERMONETTE
the organ. The theme of the ser The total number oi' motor trucks
mon by Rev. Corwin iH. Olds will now operated by railroads is placed
be. "God's Idea of Independence." at more than 65,000. Incidentally
Church Membership
• • • •
the United States, with 4.299,000
One beautiful Sunday, when
"Rags or Robes, Which?" will be motor trucks, now has more than
I was young. I sat with a Portu the subject of the sermon at the Half of the world's total. The
First (Baptist Church Sunday at j figure for all other countries comgese friend watching the people 10.30.
The church school with Jbined ls 3,603.000, making a grand
swarming into the Cathedral of classes for all ages will meet at j total or 7,902,000.
• • • •
Antigua. Doubtless my friend noon. The Endeavorers will open
had attended Mass before I came their Inspiration hour at 6.15 with
Since the first of January, 62,364
Miss Viola Miller of Laconia, N. H.,
ashore. We were going to ride as leader. The people's evening names have been added to the So
up into the interior of the island service will open with the prelude cial Security Board to contributory
' old age pension lists. According to
into the deep woods, where Jerry and big sing assisted by tlie in Administrator Paul B. McNutt the
struments
and
the
choir.
Tliis
ser

was going to attune my ears to
number of claims from retired
vice will last Just 63 minutes. Mr.
the cooing of the wild pigeons. MacDonald's subject will be. "Tlie workers over 65 and from thelr
wives excceeds advance estimates
In the deep quiet it was hours Devil's D. D." Tlie choir will sing by almost 20 percent. The average
before I cpuld catch the sound at both services. Daily Vacation i payment to retired workers is
and then it seemed as lf I could Bible School every day this week j slightly more than $20 a month,
with the exception of Thursday while thelr wfves get less than $12.
hear nothing else.
and Saturday.
♦ • • •
♦ • • •
Antigua is a beautiful lsland of
Thc wheat supply of the United
"Christian Scienoe" is the sub
108 square miles ln latitude 17
ject of .the Lesson-Sermon that States for this year is estimated
degrees 6 minutes north and will be read ln all Churches of at apnroxiu.ately 963,000,000 bush
Tills includes Winter and
longitude 61 degrees 45 minutes Christ, Scientist, throughout the els.
west. It was discovered by Col world on June 30. Thc Golden Spring wheat and the July 1
Text Is: “The prophecy came not carry-over. Wheat available for
umbus in 1493 and settled iby the . in old time by the will of man; but export or for carry-over at the end
British ln 1632. As we drove over holy men of God spake as they of the year will ,be about 295,000,the uplands, we passed many were moved by the Holy Ghost” 000 bushels. Thc world crop ls
(H Peter 1; 21). Tlie citations likely to be smaller this year than
quaint churches. Negroes and
from the Bible include the follow last This means a reduction of
whites in bright Sunday clothes ing passages: “O house of Jacob, world carry-over a year hence.
were swarming into them, as in come ye and let us walk in the
light of the Lord. Jesus cried and SALVATION ARMY
the city below.
He that believeth on me, be
Adjt. Thomas Seaver of the Sal
I said to my friend, “Are these said.
lieveth not on me, but on him that vation Army will conduct morn
Catholic churches? •
sent me. I am come a light into ing service at the Methodist Church
And he said, "No, Methodist. the world, that whosoever be ln Friendship Sunday morning, and
The reason for the crowds today lieveth on me should not abide in also the afternoon service at the
darkness'' (Isaiah 2: 5 and John Methodist Church ln Cushing. The
is that the white Bishop and 12 : 44,46).
morning service at the Salvation
• * • •
white ministers are here holding
Army will be conducted by Lieut.
The
'service
at
the
Universalist
Conference, it ls only once a
Church, 1045. will be the last of Maude Staples of Providence, R. L,
year that they hear white the season. Holy Communion will who is spending a vacation at her
preachers." So, that was that.
follow the sermon. Dr. Lowe’s home in this city. Lt. Staples
brief Communion sermon will be graduated from the New York
Have you never wondered, ln
based on “The Place of Jesus in Training college this June. In the
Rockland, how the churches are I Present
Day Life." Y P.C.U. meet evening service at the Salvation
filled and whre church mem ing in the Church parlor at 7 p. m. Army Adjt. and Mrs. Seaver will
bers come from every Lord’s day, The vacation period will extend say farewell to the local Corps, and
and what makes them?" The through July and August, the precede on Wednesday to thelr new
church reopening the, second Sun appointment, ln Ithaca, N. Y.
majority of Christians come into day ln September.
• • • •
the church through two main
"Things Which Remain" will be
portals—one might be called the
Dr. Wilson's subject at 10.30 to
portal of Christian nurture. This morrow at the Methodist Church.
I should say. was the principal Castine Institute delegates will re
port at the 7 o’clovk service on
gateway into the Catholic Com
munions, and also in many “The Day of Thy Youth”. All
Sunday School classes meet at 9.30.
Protestant Churches.
The midweek prayer services at 7
Children carefully instructed p. m. Tuesday.
• • • •
ln youth, Just naturally find their
Church of die Nazarene holds
place ln God's fold at confirma Sunday Bible School at 2 p. m.;
tion or by baptism, the Sunday
afternoon sendee, 3, when the new
pastor and hls wife will be starting
School, home influences and
their regular work. Sermon on
membership. The other great
"Not Mine but Thine,'' evening
portal through which millions
HERE cannot but be
evangelistic service, 7.30 p. m., ser
comfort as well as pride
have entered is the portal of
mon, “God’s Greatest Work. ’
in the thought that the
• • • •
revivals. One is as apostolic as
memorial chosen, placed and
“Things that Endure,” will be the
the other; one by Christ's direct
dedicated is the finest that
subject used by Rev. C. A. Marit is possible to acquire. Mod
command. "Suffer the young to
staller pastor of the Littlefield
est or imposing, Guardian
come unto me," the other the
Memorial Baptist Church at the
Memorials represent beauty
morning service which begins at
method of Pentecost; other en
unsurpassed — permanence
10.30. Special music will Include
trances by love of friends. But
that endures through centuries
a
solo
by
Mrs.
Bertha
Thurston.
to come. They are surprisingly
these are the two great open
Sunday School meets at 11.45;
reasonable in price.
doors into God s fold—church
Young People's meeting at 6 o’clock
The Guardian Memorial Bond is
an evtrlasbaa guarantee.
_,
membership.
with Miss Miriam Dorman as lead
er. For the evening service which
—William A. Holman
Wm. E. Doman & Son,
begins at 7.15 the pastor will use
INC.
as his subject. “Standing on the
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
At the Congregational Church Threshold," special music will be
KANT UNION A THOMASTON
the service of public worship is at provided. Mid-Week prayer meet
10.30 a. m., with music by the mixed ing Tuesday evening at 720.

WANESET INN

ISLAND AIRLINES, Inc.
Next to Public Landing. Tel. 338

The newly imposed ten percent
The cabin cruiser Karlak, owned
by Oeorge Williams of Farming- Federal tax on movie admissions
ton, Conn., has been put in com goes into effect Monday.
mission after a winter’s hiberna
tion at Snow's.
For the benefit of those desiring
to enlist in the Navy, Army or Ma
A group knowr as the Olrl rine Corps, the American Legion
Mariners, cruising along the Maine has appointed three more members
coast, laid siege to Rockland to co-operate with Ray Duff and
Thursday and the port capitulated Levi Flint. They are Lawrence
without a shot being fired. The Hamlin, Frank Emery and Austin
lassies evidently thought that sea Brewer.
faring was a great lark.

The State Boxmg Commission
has issued the following com
munication to all promoters: "Tlie
following are names of boxers who
are eligible to compete in elimina
tion contests to determine cham
pionships cf Maine. These boxers
were selected from the Commission
records as of May 1st. and cover the
period from Sept. 15. 1939 to that
A. F. & A. M.
date. They are the boxers who
MEETING
have the most number of wins to
WEDNESDAY, JULY 3
their credit. Licensed promoters
who intend to put on elimination
AT 720 P. M.
bouts should advise the Commis
In THOMASTON
sion. in advance, of the number of
bouts and the boxers who will par
ticipate therein. Elimination bouts
shall be six three-minute rounds.
After the eliminations are complet
ed, final results will be recorded in
the Boxing Commission office at
Augusta. Paul Junior and Coley- 1. O. O. F. Hall, Rockland
8.00 P. M.
Welch have agreed not to partici
pate, as they hold, or expect to hold, Door Prize, $10 worth of Groceries
other than State championships ’’
78* It
In the list to which the Commis
sion refers are the names of two
Rockland boxers—Henry "Butch'
DANCING
Wooster, heavyweight division; and
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
Kendall H. Wooster, welterweight
MONDAY NIGHT, 8.30
division. Carl Lawless of Thorn
dike appears ln the middleweight
DOOR PRIZE
Music by ROYAL COMMANDERS division,
OPENS JULY 1
Admission 25 Cents
All roads lead to Yorkle's Little
78* It
FOR THE SEASON
Diner. Miss Camden, in Camden,
where you can get a Lobster Salad 1
Sandwich, a nice Juicy Hamburger Special 4th of July Dinner
or Maine's Best Hot Dog. Always
BOARD BY DAY OR WEEK
on the Main St.—adv.
MEzALS SERVED DAILY
D.U.V. beano Monday afternoon
TENANT
’S HARBOR. TEL. 27
in G.A.R. Hall. Chicken door
78-79
prize. Refreshments—adv.

NOTICE!
In accordance with Governor
Barrows' proclamation of June 14,
1940, railing for registration of all
aliens in the State, we. the under
signed request that all such aliens
living in Rockland, appear at 'he
Assessors’ office at once for regis
tration.

NATIONAL DEFENSE
The Republican party is firmly opposed to involving this nation in
foreign war.
We are still suffering from the ill effects of the last World War; a
war which cost us a twenty-four-billion-dollar increase ln our national
debt, billions of uncollectible foreign debts, and the complete upset of
our economic system, in addition to the loss of human life and irrepar
able damage to the health of thousands of our boys.
The present national Administration has already spent for all pur
poses more than fifty-four billion dollars—has boosted the national debt
and current Federal taxes to an all-time high; and yet by the Presi
dent’s own admission we are still wholly unprepared to defend our coun
try, its institutions and our individual liberties in a war that threatens
to engulf the whole world; and this in spite of the fact that foreign wars
have been ln progress for two years or more and that military informa
tion concerning these wars and the rearmament programs of the war
ring nations has been at all times available to the national Administra
tion through its diplomatic and other channels.
The Republican party stands for Americanism, preparedness and
peace. We accordingly fasten upon the New Deal full responsibility for
our unpreparedness and for the consequent danger of involvement in war.
We declare for the prompt, orderly and realistic building of our
national defense to the point at which we shall be able not only to defend
the United States, Its possessions, and essential outposts from foreign
attack, but also efficiently to uphold in war the Monroe Doctrine. To
this task the Republican party pledges Itself when intrusted with national
authority. In the meantime we shall support all necessary and proper
defense measures proposed by the Administration in its belated effort to
make up for lost time; but we deplore explosive utterances by the Presi
dent directed at other governments which serve to imperil our peace; and
we condemn all Executive acts and proceedings which might lead to war,
without the authorization of the Congress of the United States.
Our sympathies have been profoundly stirred by Invasion of un
offending countries and by disaster to nations whose ideals most closely
resemble our own. We favor the extension to all peoples fighting for
liberty, or whose liberty is threatened, ol such aid as shall not be in vio
lation of International law or Inconsistent with the requirements of oui
own national defense.
We believe that the spirit which should animate our entire defensive
policy is determination to preserve not our material interests merely, but
those liberties which are the priceless heritage of America.

With The Granges

SHELDON’S FILLING STATION
ROUTE ONE

-Ml

WARREN, MAINE,
78‘lt

Street .

City _

Sra/a_

Every-Other-Day
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Our Grange Corner

TUUKSTON-W1UTTALL

Saturduy evening, June 1, Zion
Gospel Tabernacle ln East Provi««««
dence, R. I., was the scene of the
(MRS. LOUISE MILLER
ALENA L. STARRETT
beautiful rainbow wedding of Miss
Correspondent
Correspondent
,i..
Evel>'n Gertrude Whittall of B
.
ftftftft
ftftftft
lyn, and Francis Brainerd Thurston
TVl. 27
Tel 49
of Rockville, Me.
The bride is a daughter of Mrs.
Thou Art Peter’’ will be the ser
Miss Pauline Creamer is visiting
Evelyn Gertrude Whittall and the
Publication Limited to Brief
mon, topic Sunday at 10.30 at the
relatives in Sanford.
Poems
late Daniel B Whittall. She was
Church
Arthur Burgess
ant’
David Congregational Church.
ot Original Composition
born in Georgiaville, R. I., but lived
school
will
meet
at
9.30.
Achorn are at the 4-H Club State
By Subscribers
in and received her grammar school
Miss M. Grace Walker, was guest
Camp at Orono as delegates from
John B. Walker, an executive of Lincoln County.
chaplain Wednesday at Visiting
and High School education in
Pure Silk
United Air Lines, has completed a
Announcements have been te- officers' night observed by Maiden
Brooklyn.
BEI.LS AT EVENTIME
Thread
Chiffons
Cliff
Rebekah
Lodge
in
Camden.
book entitled “How to Oet into ceived here of the birth of a daugh
She has been residing ln East
| For The Courier-Gazette 1
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Genthner,
This lot only
Aviation," which Random House ter to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Godsoe Other members of Mystic Rebekah
Lodge who attended were Mr. and Bells of evening musically pealing
Mrs. Viola Kuhn, Mrs. Sidney Providence, R. I., for the past seven
first Quality
ls rushing through tlie presses for of Gu'lford.
Call to prayer and pause lor healing
Creamer and Mrs. H. E. Wentworth years, during which time she attend
Ringless
Miss Anne Ashworth, daughter Mrs. Edwin Gammon, Mr. and Mrs. In consecration of mind and heart
publication on July 8th at $1 per of Dr. and Mrs. T. C. Ashworth Earle Moore.
members of MVenahga Grange of ed and graduated from Zion Bible
With silent devotion and thought
apart
copy. The book is intended for who was graduated June 10 from
Waldoboro
visited
Montsweag Institute, a Theological Seminary in
Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chase of
Grange Wednesday night.
both men and women and tells of St. Johnsbury (Vt.) Academy was Newton Centre, Mass., and Mrs. Those bells triumphant ln harmony
East Providence.
Ring clear excelsior; from heights of
• • • •
opportunities in both commercial awarded the American Legion prize Georgie Richardson of Somerville,
Hosiery Values
ar:
The bridegroom is the son of Mrs.
our minds with rare tran
Members of Good Will Grange of
and military aviation today, not for the best 500-word essay on "Ver Mass., returned home Monday after Enthrone
Annie
B.
Thurston
and
the
late
Clin

quility
for the Holiday
mont’s Contribution to America.’’ passing a few days at the Chase And lift us from the world apart.
South Warren with the worthy
only lor pilots and members of the
Pulton J. Redman of Portland, Summer home.
master. Norman Whitehill, in ton A. Thurston of Rockville. He
next week
boughs
for
Birds
winging
home
to
ground crews, but for clerks, me Democratic candidate for governor
charge of arrangements enjoyed a was born ln that village and gradu
Recent guests of Mr£. Iza Teague
slumber.
chanics, radio operators, stew and Edward J. Beauchamp of Lew- were Mr. and Mrs. Poster Mank and Children delaying the last urgent “mystery ride" Wednesday to Ben ated from the grammar school. He ;
game
ton Grange in Fairfield. Transpor is also a graduate of Rockport High
ards, photogi a ; hers, engineers and iston. candidate for representative j children, Louise, Poster and Donna, The evening
hours, prelude to dreams ,
tation was furnished by a truck
to
Congress
from
the
Second
disM
rs
.
Jennie
Mank
and
Mrs.
CleveChiffon or Service
encumber.
draftsmen. There is a special
trict, addressed an assemblage of )and Walter all of North Waldo- As tuneful bells grow faint and tame. driven by Kenneth Keyes of Thom School, class of 1931. He has spent
elsewhere for 79o
chapter on learning to fly at gov over 100 people at Clark's Hall j boro.
aston and a private car driven by the past five winters in East Provi
Those bells of evening softly ringing
ernment expense, a complete list Wednesday night. Dr. George H.
Chime messages to assuage and head
Miss Lucy Teague of Cranford, Tlie hurts of contacts with the unfeel Dyson Jameson of White Oak dence. R. I., and is a graduate of
of all the principal companies Coombs acted as chairman.
Grange. They report a cordial wel Zion Bible Institute, class of 1938.
ing
N. J. is passing the Summer with
Dr. Donald Haskell of Rockland her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin And bind more closely to Divine ap come and an excellent supper
which are likely to get the bulk
He has preached in Caribou, Rock
peal
served at the close of the meeting.
of future aviation building business, was guest speaker Wednesday at C. Teague.
K 8 P.
the Lions Club meeting at Stahl’s
Those making the trip were: Mr. ville, Rockland, Thomaston, Waldo
Rockland.
Members of the Forget-me-not
and a description of the nature of Tavern.
and
Mrs. Norman Whitehill Mr. and boro, and for two summers he was
HUH*
every kind of a job that is or
Donald Moore has returned frem Girl Scout Troop and their captain,
Mrs. J. A Mills, Mr. and Mrs. O. B. the minister ln the Union Church of
Mrs.
Edna
Jones,
joined
the
Blue
now in stock
SNAILS
t
will be open, along with the sal a visit with his mother, Mrs. Huw
Libby, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mc South Waldoboro. At the present he
Bonnet Girl Scout Troop of Rock
Intyre, Mr. and Mrs. C J. Cope is a licensed evangelist.
[For The Courler-Oazette 1
aries to be expected and the names ard Chapman in Thomaston.
land
at
a
recent
picnic
and
outing
Mrs. C. B. Stahl visited Portland
A tousled child was sobbing at hls lot. land, Dora, Doris. Kathryn. Celia
of the persons who now do the hir
Rev. Christine A. Gibson, pastor
Thursday. She was accompanied at Sandy Shores. South Pond.
A most unhappy, heckled, six-year tot. and Howard Maxey, Olive, Russel,
ing. The first edition will be 25,- by lier daughter. Mrs. Harold Par
The Girl and Boy Scout Troops Hls nursemaid prodded. "Don yo‘ mess and Barbara Pales, Inez. Martha of Zion Gospel Tabernacle, officiated
are recessed during the Summer.
000 copies.
araoun*
sons of Newcastle.
and Joyce Whitehill. Roger Teague. at the wedding
worms dat crawl below d' Ella and Irene Simmons. Edward
• • • •
Miss Cordelia Barnard will enter The Troops are invited to the meet Wld nassy
A reception followed the ceremony.
graoun*
Gertrude Stein, living ln the Gorham Normal School Monday ing of the Womans Club next And so he Med until he gained the Barrett, Jeannette and Marion Barton Whittall gave his sister in
Thursday night at which the speakfor
the
Summer
course.
Edmund
Cora
Robinson,
Bertha
Overlock,
beach.
midst of aerial bombardments in
The wedding marches
Our line for Children and Ladies is Complete
Barnard will attend Summer school will be Mrs. Ellis Spear, Jr., her And made a hole beyond the ocean's Lovejoy, Sadie Glaude. Nellie marriage
the Rhone Valley has decided after at Bates College.
subject, “Love of Country." The
reach
Reever, Mina Rines, Martha Kal- were played by Miss Alice Chase, or
all these years tliat this is the time
American Legion Auxiliary will Scouts will lead in the salute to the To gather snails .to store there as hls lock, C. E. Overlock.
ganist. Purple and white lilacs and |
own
Pour numbers on the program palms were combined in the back
for her to write another novel. She serve a public supper Saturday at J flag, and will sing in chorus. Irv- Absorbed
with them, he thought he
ing Berlin's “God Bless America."
were furnished by the visiting
was alone.
completed the first 40 pages in Legion hall.
Mrs. Arnold Davis and children 1 Hostesses will be Mrs. Grace Sim- And almost bumped a lady veiled ln Grange and the remainder by the ground for the ceremony.
the same mystic style which typi Betty Lea and Arnold accompanied j mons and Mrs. Gertrude Rowe,
The bride was attended by Miss
blue.
host Grange.
fies most of her work and sent them by her sister Mrs. Charles Poote I Robert Simmons, a well known “I used to gather periwinkles, too!"
• • • •
Olga Gove: as maid ol honor ’nd
to her publishers, Random House and Charles Poote. Jr., of Rockland resident of East Warren, is in the Her tone, her parasol, her cobweb veil.
Seven Tree Grange of Union ob the bridesmaids were Miss Marcia i=====
a vteion ln • fairytale,
with a note that she intends to call visited her parents Thursday In Sisters Hospital at Waterville, j Were
*
served its 65th anniversary with a Thurston, sister of the bridegroom, t Maine.
♦
whence come encouraging reports., Alarmed at having startled, she with- special program and the presenta
the novel, "Ida." When questioned Palmyra.
Ann Kozak. Esther Flllman, Lucy
Guests were present at the wed- *
Miss Annette Haskell, daughter wnu/wonder ln the sunny towhead tion of silver sheaf certificates
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Reed of Dixwhy she chose the name “Ida’’ and mont, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur John of Mr. and Mrs. S. P. HaskeU, hav- J
Childs of Rcckport. Beatrice Elliott, ding from Maine, Massachusetts, 4
grew
if she thought that a novel by that son and Miss Ruth Penney of Ban ing completed her preliminary Hit* snails were treasures rarer than Wednesday night to two members Hazel Moon and Mildred Crandell. Rhode Island, Connecticut and New «
for 25 years of membership. The
A SUM ot money found Owner can
he thought.
name was Just what the world needs gor have been recent guests of Mrs. period at Cambridge, (Mass.) Hos
The flower girl was Cora Thurston. York
have same by proving and paying
Transformed to "periwinkles'' on tha awards were made to Ne’son Caipital School of Nursing with high
right now, Miss Stein answered in Ida Whitcomb.
Many attractive gifts were re for advertisement VAUOHN JOHN
derwood, and Mrs. J. R. Danforth the bridegroom's youngest sister, and
spot
SON. Vinalhaven.
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Rev. O. G. Barnard and son, Ed marks in the class of 25 has re
by James Dornan of East Union, the ring bearer was Oalore Per- ceived.
clear unmistakable words “My novel
Such ^the ,x)Wer * words ulKJn th* past Grange deputy.
mund visited Monday in Searsmont. ceived her cap.
The newly-wed couple are ac
‘Ida,’ could not be more timely. It
rault. Norman Thurston was his
Mrs. Rosa Burns has returned | To make it weep, or sing. Irom pole
Miss Sara Ashworth is visiting
The program, arranged by the
tively engaged in the ministry in (
♦
to pole
is all about the Duchess of Wind her aunt. Miss Margaret Ashworth to Union after having been em
brother
’
s
best
man
and
the
ushers
lecturer, Mrs. Herbert Hawes, con
«
11
one
but
Hits
you,
while
all
others
were
Howard
Ooodwin.
Leslie
BurOeorgiaville
and
East
Providence,
in
St.
Johnsbury,
Vt.
ployed
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
sor.” Et voila!
sisted of: Tableau, "Brotherhood"
i
« 9 • •
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cooney have Mrs. Will Yates. Mrs. David Oxton Don't prod.
ever ask. then, "Who and what in which Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Say- dell, Winston Hunter, Edward Antin,' R 1
»
been spending a few days in New of Waldoboro remains at the Yates
ls Ood?"
William
Burrows,
Edward
HUI
and
I
After
an
extended
tour
of
Rhode
ward
represented
the
grange.
Hazel
Since Gutenberg invented print York City.
MIDDLE aged woman would like
Stephen Allen Lavender
home, where Mr Yates is ill. Mrs.
Day, Helen Mitchell. Stuart Han Fred Staples
Island, Massachusetts and New York work by day or hour Very capable,
Thomaston.
ing, approximately 1,404,000,000 vol
The last meeting of Wiwurna Yates who has been ill, is about
good
references TEL 1003-W
76*78
nan and Howard Hawes, young
The bride wore a gown of white ’he couple will reside at 846 Broadumes of Holy Scripture have been Chapter. O E S. until September was again.
at it«it
people of the grange. Mr. and Mrs.
help:
l
way. East Providence. R. I.
Mrs. Albert Burdick of Portland
published—in 1039 different lan held Tuesday night. Past Matrons
be high school graduate
ROCKLAND
Fred Lucas, the older members of moire taffeta and a finger-tip length
TURKEY POND
PHOTO STUDIO 439 Main St. Ct y
and Past Patrons filled the chairs is visiting her sister, Mrs. Willis R.
the
grange
During
the
tableau,
veil
of
tulle,
combined
with
lace,
tne
guages and dialects.
78*78
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"To
each
shall
be
rendered
his
in this order: Worthy Matron. Viva Vinal.
• • • •
the song. "Oh Grange, the Beau Veil held.in place to ya wreath of
own,” said the Philosopher Emer
HIGH school boy desires work for
Noyes; worthy patron. Austin Win
Extensive repairs have been made Turkey Pond ls a freak of nature
tiful"
was
sung
by
a
chorus
of
mixed
Macmillan recently received a chenbaugh; Asso. Matron, Nellie
Sununer: would consider work of any
Tha: occupies a depression bowl
orange blossoms. She carried white son.
and a second story added at the
kind
PHONE 834-J
76*78
out by ancient glacial action. voices.
letter from Richard Llewellyn, who Wade; associate patron. Harold I Telephone Building by E. L Curtis Scooped
sweet
peas
and
lilies
of
the
valley.
Geologists call lt a "kettle hole.”*
"The Awkward Maid," a farce
HIGH School pr' want* position carhas been in war service since the Flanders; secretary, Eudora MU1- I of Rockland
The
mgid
of
honor
was
dressed
in
Though tt receives no feeding stream was presented, the principal parts
ing for cn:ldren. or doing light bounc
let
work
BETTY PAYSON. Tel 1063-M
publication of his novel, “How er; treasurer, Wilhemina Fitzgerald; | Members of St. George Lodge,
being taken by Misses Hazel Day, yellow organdie figured with white
Yet tt remains perpetually full
76*78
conductress,
Ida
Stahl;
associate
F
A
M
will
meet
Sunday
at
3
Green Was My Valley.’’ “Many conductress. Rena Crowell; chap- ' o'clock at Masonic hall to attend Supplied by the rain that falls from Agnes Day and Nathalie Fossett. bridal bouquets. She wore an aqua
Advertisements in this culumn no
YOUNO woman wanted to
heaven
Mrs.
Etta
Butler
-ave
a
recitation,
to
exceed
three
lines
lnser-ed
once
fot
thousands of people have WTitten lain, Fannie Brooks; organist. Eva 1 the funeral of Chester B. Hall at
Write "F
And springs on the bottom invisible.; instrumental sections were played green veil held in place with 3 25 cents, three tunes for 50 cents Ad owner In mail tea room
to me about my book. I have had Sheaff; Adah. Prances Crooker; 3.30. Ivy Chapter OES will also And strange to say we can see no out- by Will Bryant, Melvin Gleason and wreath of the same color. She car ditional lines five cents esch ior ont B P, ’ care The Courier-Gazette 76-78
time 10 cents for three tttnes. Five
letters from the United States, and Ruth, Verna Scofield; Esther. Sace attend in a body.
Winfred Davis, piano, guitar and ried pink carnations. Rainbow col small words to a line
No brook ol any size running away
, a good homo and also good living conWeston;
Martha,
Gladys
Grant;
with this mail will go 33 acknowl
To carry off surplus supplies ol water, , violin, Mrs. Florence Calderwood ors of rayon taffeta were worn bv
] illtlons wanted by Waldoboro persons
Preparing for Fair
At its normal level to make lt stay. ( read a report of the
year
Electra. Esther Shorey; warder.
' to help wl h light work on farm Write
edgements to all parts of the coun
the seven bridesmaids Their veils,
Committees named for the mid
"B O W
care The Courier Oazette.
Olive Crowell; sentinel, Albert
Why
isn't
salt,
like
the
desert
waters
niversary
of
Seven
Tree
Grange,
at
____________________________________ 77*79
summer Church fair, Aug. 8, by
try, from Louisiana to California. Shorey.
which harmonized with their frocks
»2»8Se2hW!5?4?S»«
time
a
flag
pole
was
placed
on
the Congregational Ladies’ Circle,
HOUSEKEEPER 50 65 wanted coun
The last three or four months have
Quite secretly seeps out its overflow union Common, the report being were fastened with wreaths of sea
try lady preferred HENRY C BRYANT
are: Fancy work. Mrs. Eleanor Bar
1 Wes: Rockport.
76*78
been filled with experiences that GEORGES RIVER RD.
sonal
blossoms.
They
carried
Col
rett. Mrs. Katie Starrett, Mrs. Alice Humble and not to be seen its action * prepared by Elmer Light. Mrs.
FURNITURE
wanted to upholster,
______
Reminding us human beings again
1 Hawes. Orange lecturer, read an onial bouquets. The flower girl wots
might have suggested an unending
EIQHTroom farm house snd wood, ,,
. .
Miss Ariene Nelson has employ- MacDougall, Mrs. Belle Walker,
’ FLE28lot consisting of 19 acres with shore
11Xe lhat are pleaftlng
| original poem about the Grange
Mrs Abbie Newbert and Mrs’ | Our
day-dream had it not been for the | ment in Rockland
76-tf
blue taffeta and the ring bearer was ' prlvt'ege at Owls
Head 4 miles from ' INO 19 Birch St . Tel 212-W
Martha
Brigham:
candy,
Mrs.
Wil
Fifty-year
members
present
were
Mus:
never
be
done
to
be
seen
of
advent of the war. However, I
Mr. an^ Mrs. Thomas Mondon
in white. It was a double ring
MRS
EDITH
M
young
men.
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Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Jones, El
- „ __ .
♦„ and grandson Thomas Heikkila of lis Vinal. Mrs Pearl Ordway, Mrs.
a
Allison M Watts
shall consider the day-dream to
Hm vlsited {riends here re. Ilda Russell. Mrs. Grace Campbell
THIRTEEN young pigs for sale, good
mer Light. Fred Lucas and Charles ceremony.
Jamaica. Vt.
t
Mrs. Whittall was attired in rose size K'xxi 'rrowing stock 8 weeks old I
and Mrs. Alzada Simmons.
have started on a higher note when cently.
Lucas. Visitors attended from Eve♦
,
„
.
.
,
JAMES SOUTAR Wileys Corner. St
« It « «
Aprons. Mrs Gertrude Hahn,
I am allowed to see the sky-line of J Mrs. Joseph Anderson and Mrs.
i ning Star Grange of Washington. orchid crepe, while the bridegroom s , George
78*89 ♦
- -- -------------*
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Munsey,
Mrs.
Flora
BE NOT DISCOURAGED
Meenahga Grange of Waldoboro. mother wore a gown of blue crepe. ' i.ehigh Valley and Blue coal $14: •c ♦
If
New York. For years I have prom- I Eran'c SaJ° of Owls Head called on
I Pioneer of East Union, Medomak
, .
...
,,
1 Mrs. Toivo Johnson Tuesday in con- Peabody, Mrs. Alice Mathews. Miss
_
,
..
„„
„! Pocohon'us. 89; Coke 811; wood 810
HOUSE to let all modem on Chest
(For The Courler-Oazette)
ised myself the privilege of leaning nection wRh the program
During
the
ceremony.
“
Because,
Te)
&
Thomaston. „'. b paulsen
Eda St. Clair; kitchen cupboard,
nut St
RUBENSTEIN. Tel 1285. An
Valley of Burkettville, and White
we think about the future
75 tl
I Love You Truly" and "Hold Our [____________________________ T7~'f tique Shop
against a lamp post outside Saks, given Saturday night at the Pin- Miss Prances Spear, Mrs. Sadie AsWith
Oak of North Warren.
forebodings ln our hearts,
Barrows.
Mrs.
Ruby
Kalloch.
Mrs.
Hands
Dear
Father
”
were
suns
tv
ERESH
cow
and
heller
for
sale,
trac
FURNISHED kitchenette apartment
And we dwell upon the present
5th Avenue, to watch the traffic go nish Orphans’ Benefit at the War
t<)r
fOr gOO<j necond-hand hay
! Seven Tree is one of the three Manas Dear ramer were sung
to let. S3 SO week, includes llghte and
Nettie Jameson, Mrs. Laura Star
And Ka needs.
98 water V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main 8t.
by, with a hamburger in one hand ren Town hall.
have great faith and courage. ! oldest Granges established in this Mrs. Donald Bickford of Mars Hill, i Warrenchakles erickson Box77*lt
The Handy Hustlers Boys 4-H rett, Miss Rosa Spear; grabs, Mrs. LetAndus remember
Tel 1154
78-tf
we
have
One
vicinity,
the
other
two
being
White
and one of your bulky Sunday club.' Albert Harjula. leader, meets Lillian Mathews, Mrs. Mary Hal Who can handle evil people
FLOWER irelllse,. bird houses. g»rFURNISHED houae to let it 111 Plesa
|
Oak
of
North
Warren,
and
Meligan,
Mrs.
Katherine
Moody,
Mrs
And their deeds
den fencing for sale.
assortment or ant 8t . all modprn Call „ premlse,
newspapers in the other!”
tonight at the home of one of its
l domak Valley of Burkettville.
• • • •
^f4°sHor°h wes^tYm W3?*« i DEI1A YORK 1,1 P,wan’ St
7’-80
members, Arthur Henry in Thom Helen Maxey and Mrs. Mildred When we see great tyrants prosper
Starrett.
And oppress the small and weak.
,
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove 8t 1>1
“How Green Was My Valley” on aston.
HOME
built
tractors
for
Crush
to
pieces
all
the
precious
«>«•
579-W
MRS
FLORA
COLLINS
57-tf
Entertainment, Mrs. Carrie Wyl
The Church will hold a picnic
SOUTH THOMASTON
TOWLES OARAOE. Appleton. Me
Things we love.
June 6 entered its fourth month
For a Limited Time Only
TWO furnished light housekeeping
Sunday afternoon at the home of lie. Mrs. Edna Moore, Mrs. Nancy Let us come .to God believing.
77*79
Children's Day will be observed
„„„
tootna to let convenient for businesa
as leader of the national best-sell Mr. and Mrs. John V'esa in Thom Clark, Mrs. Marion French; deco
In Hls faithfulness and power.
PIGS and ahoa's for sale. GLEASON couple 22 LINDSEY ST
76-78
rations, Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs. That ln Hls good time He'll send help at the People's Methodist Church
78-80
HILL FARM Union, Tel 4-5
aston. All are welcome.
er list.
From above
APARTMENT to let furnished at 14
Sunday at 10 o’clock. Rev. Mt.
On a recent weekend Mr. and Julia Watts. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson,
He has promised and He'll surely
Smith will officiate at the service
sal.; 7x11 Ontario Drill. 865. Hav TedMigration Day—a day dedicated ! ^rs Robert Carey had 25 out-of- and Mrs. Mildred Berry.
Bring to pass Hts written word.
der. 820; two horse sled. 820; set of „ ^ODmN tenements to let
Cali at
of baptism. A pageant will follow,
Supper, Mrs. Carrie Smith Mrs. And
State and local callers.
we must not get discouraged
four wheels and underwear, with 2" c H BLAKE. Wallpaper store,
78-81
to the conservation and protection
"Let the Children Come," presen
If He wait
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pease and Edna White, Mrs. Christine Barker,
steel axel. 830 W Y. PIPER ESTATE
STORE' to let at 234 Main Bt. H P
shall flnd that every Item
ted by members of the Sunday
of bird life, to be observed nation Mrs. William Duley of Bath visit Mrs. Mary Moore, Mrs. Edna Over WeWill
Warren
__________________________
ROBINSON
2
Pleasant
St
.
City
76*78
ln detail 'be fulfilled,
KNOX County Farm, borders river, ' FURNISHED home tia let for season;
ally every Spring—has been pro ed relatives here Sunday and were look, Mrs. Eva Perry, Mrs. Adelaide When the time comes He'll not tarry School.
| near tide water and villages l'i story. | flne view of breakwaater. Islands and
Norwood, Mrs. Corinne Perkins,
Nor bq late
dinner
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Al

A
clean,
smooth
sheet,
for
busi

posed by Prances Clarke, nature
8
room
houae with antique features, ocean
118 Camden Sr City
Lillie S. Bousfleld
76*78
fred Harjula. On return they were Mrs. Jessie Walker, Mrs. Eleanor
The Netherlands Indies Govern
75 ft barn, poultry and brooder house- —------------------ T-i--------- ------North Haven
lover and author, and the idea Is accompanied
ness
—
for
school
—
for
typewriter.
es;
RFD
milk
collected
school
bus
THREE-room
second-floor apytment
by Mrs. Pease’s Pipkin, Mrs. Ruth Philbrook, Miss
ment will help exploit timber in
passes; electricity, telephone; 30 acres1 *2
BrcK!^Slt;
MMMR
arousing interest. Miss Clarke is daughter Miss Ellen Stein and Lillian (Russell, Miss M. Grace
Southern Borneo.
tillable. 60 acres pasture and wood; 82 Limerock St., City.
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Walker, and Mrs. Marjorie Spear.
the compiler of such popular collec niece Miss Ina Anderson.
combination general and poultry farm
LITTLE DREAMER
M
odern apartment to let. 6 rooms,
Miss Sylvia Williamson of Mil
or attractive country home at only furnished or unfurnished flrst floor,
tions of great animal stories, as ford, Mass., visiting her father,
[For The Courler-Oazette)
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
82.000 For details write Federal Land garage, central location
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
TEL 274 M.
Bank of Springfield representative R 56 Talbot
"
Ave.
"Valiant Dogs," "Cats—and Cats,” William Williamson in Long Cove, honor of Mrs. Eino Partinen and Moonlight through the window
71-tf
WHEREAS, Redlngton C. Sprague
L
NESS.
18
Sherwln
St
,
Waterville
Miss Ina Anderson. A fish dinner
and Madolyn Sprague, both of St
We Do Not Break Packages
Falls upon a bed.
FURNISHED
two room
apartment
and "Wild Animals. ’ She has now called on Miss Ina Anderson with was served.
Me
77-781
Oeorge, ln the County of Knox and
Where a little six year old
with bath. 77 Park 8t„ TEL
70-tf
State of Maine, by their mortgage deed
Rests hls baby head
SIX-room house with two acres of
edited. a new volume of fine stories whom they were guests Wednesday
Mail Orders Filled— 15c Extra
A capacity audience greeted Rev.
UNFURNISHED apt to let, 5 rooms
dated December 29, 1933. recorded ln
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Williamson Rodney Roundy of Portland, guest Far away ln dreamland,
land; house nearly new, not entirely
AppHv FOSS
and articles on birds, with the title in Warren.
the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book No
completed upstairs; g>od cellar; piaz and bath. 810 month.
Smiling ln hls sleep
speaker at the Finnish Congrega
z3S. Page 444. conveyed to the Home
za. electric lights, water piped, city HOUSE. 77 Park St.____________ 72-tf
“Oreat Wings and Small." It was
The Community Orchestra held tional Church Sunday night, at its As he rides a charger.
Owners' Loan Corporation, a Corpora,
home
with
plenty
chance
for
gardrn
APARTMENTS
to
let,
one
for June,
Or sails the briny deep.
tion duly established under the laws
hens etc. Only 81 800. easy terms For July and Aug by week or month,
published by Macmillan on June a rehearsal Tuesday at the home Midsummer Day Eve program. The
ROCKLAND, MAINE
of
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States
of
America,
hav

appointment
write
Federal
Land
Bank
furnished:
other
partly
furnished
7
of William Johnson, one of its altar was beautifully decorated with Soft brown hair ls tousled—
ing Its office and principal place of
18.
of Springfield Representative R L Elliot S: Thomaston. TEL 24
70-tf
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business
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Washington,
District
of
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Sherwln
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,
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roses and carnations, the gift of Curling lashes brush hls cheeks
FURNISHED apartments with bath to
Columbia, rhe following described real
Twenty-five members of the Har
As he slumbers now.
KITCHEN range lor sale also an let. V F STUDLEY. 77 Park St . Tel.
James Daugherty, a son of Ameri jula family enjoyed a get-together Mrs. Hilda Laurila.
estate, situated In St Oeorge. in the
open
Franklin
stove,
both
good
condl
330
or 1154____________
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Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Nelson and
brown eyes will open wide
County of Knox ar.d State of Maine:—
can pioneers in the Ohio Valley, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred daughter Eleanor, Mr. and Mrs. Soon
tion May be seen at 83 Orace Bt. TEI.
With the morning sun.
AVAILABLE June 10, four-room fur
"A certain lot or parcel of land,
1155.
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he'll grin at me,
nished apt elee refrigerator, automa
with the buildings thereon, bound
returned to that state on May 28 Anderson Wednesday night in Toivo Johnson and daughter Doro Bewttchlngly
And then the day's begun
THOROUGHBRED Irish Terrier pup
ed and described as follows, to wit:
tic heat and hot water. Tel 318-W,
thy, Albert Korppinen, Uno Nelson
to receive the Newberry Award for
plea
for
sale,
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old;
come
visit
Beginning
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the
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side
of
MRS FROST
68-tf
Rose B Hupper
and
William
Harjula
returned
Sun

them
Head
at
Bay
Kennel.
D
A
Tenants
Harbor
Town
Road
leading
past
W.
W.
mous
English
illustrator,
and
was
his recent children's book, ’Daniel
ONE room apt. with kitchen pantry,
COTTAOE
for
sale
In
Warren,
fur

NOONAN
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Seavey
’
s
house,
at
the
angle
of
the
day from a fishing trip to Moose
to let; *lso 2 or 3-roora apartments;
nished, price reasonable MRS. DICK.
private road leading to D. H. Wil
Boone." The honor was conferred also given by Mr. Melcher. The head and a visit in Monson with
SIX-room house for sale, bath, fur
Tel. 63-W.
72 tf nace. garage space; large lot; central all furnished Apply 11 JAMES 8T.
lard's dwelling house at e. stake and
d
Aulaire
author-illustrators,
whose
68-tf
on him before an audience of dis
Mrs. Eino Partinen who accom
Atones; thence south 8° east by said
WHEN A DEAR FRIEND GOES
SMALL new furnished cottage for location; good neighborhood; terms
Town Road, four (4) roda to stake
FOUR-room apartment to let, al)
arranged.
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THURSTON,
Tel.
1159
sale,
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at
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authors, illustrators, home was formerly in Norway and panied them on their return to
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and atones; thence west five (5)
74-tf modern Apply at Oamden and Rock
cook Lake Electric lights Will sacri
a week here as guest of her
rods to stake and stones; thence
land Water Co.. TEL 634
66 tf
publishers and librarians, meeting who have brought to this country spend
Why do we grieve when some friend
fice for quick sale. TEL 77, Cltty 78*80
sister Mrs. Elmer Nelson.
BOSTON
terriers
for
sale
MRS
north
8°,
west
four
(4)
rods
to
goes
In Cincinnati for the annual con a rich background of European
COMFORTABLE, 4-bedroom bunga ROSE HUPPER. Tenants Harbor. Tel
said private road; thence five (5)
Melvin Torpacka returned Sun
Away from a life of pain.
72*80
low to let for July, attractively lo 4-3
rods to the place of beginning, con
ference of the American Library iolkiore and craft, declared when day to his duties as radio operator When Just a step and a bright new
cated. South Cushing at mouth of
taining twenty (20) square rods,
dawn
SLOOP rigged sailboat for sale or to
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after
a
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more
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And we shall meet again?
let 16 ft long by 7 ft. 2 In beam Good
rier-Gazette
76*78 condition. 8afe Less than two years
heating, plumbing and lighting
end here as guest of his parents, Why do we stand with head bowed low
for the “most distinguished contri we studied Lincoln, the closer he Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Torpacka.
fixtures and equipment now or
Where flowers mark a door,
AppKy LAWRENCE HAMLIN 14
QUIET and cool for Summer—five- old
hereafter attached to or used ln
fluttering ribbons telling us
room house 10 let. three bedrooms; on Oay St City.__________________ 71*100
bution to juvenile literature of the became to us a generous relative of
Miss Ellen Wahlman visited ItsThat
connection with the real estate
someone's toll ls o'er?
Oeorges
River,
near
Rockland
D
M
MEN. Women! Wnn,t Vim? Stimu
SAIL boat Ior sale, 18x6’, round
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friends here Saturday and Sunday
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vacation
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Mr. Daugherty spoke on the im
ly painted and afloat ROBERT HILIS. bodies lacking Vitamin B 1. Iron. Cal
thor.” The John Newbery Medal
are the same which were described
And speak with trembling breath.
at her home in Vinalhaven to
THREE room cottage to let at Crock 119 Summer St.. City
69-tf cium Phosphorus Get 35c size today.
ln a deed from William T. Hocking
some soul has taken flight
was established 18 years ago by portance of children's books in Portland where she is a student Because
First package satisfies or maker refunds
ett Beach, Ash Point. 10 minutes from
to Redlngton C. and Madolyn
To a land where there's no death;
DARK loam for sale. $2 load del. In low price. Call, write C. H MOOR 6c
city.
Tel
,
elec,
refrigerator,
elec,
range
to a heavenly realm.
Sprague, dated November 5. 1928.
Frederic G. Melcher, editor of Pub- building up a democracy. “If books nurse at the Maine General Hos Departed
Rockland and Thomaston. For flowers CO_________________________________ 66*78
outside chemical toilet, private sprlc~. and lawns.
recorded tn Knox County Registry
To a home beyond the skies
WILLIAM ANDERSON.
Ushers Weekly, and ls a means of bring to children a sense of joy pital.
Inquire at ROSEWAY BEAUTY SHOP. West Meadow Rd . Tel. 1245 from 6 to
To the soul's bright home, tn glory,
of Deeds, Book 219, Page 453 ”
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Sock
75-tf 9 a m., and 4 to 7 p m
Where there are no sad good-byes?
75-80 , land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
WHEREAS, the condition of said Tel. 1069 or 643-W
emphasizing the importance of laughter and affection, and if this
Mortgage
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broken
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H O. RHODE8. Tel. 818-J
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
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for
holiday,
at
Spruce
8o let us hide beneath a smile
HARD wood per foot, fitted. 81.25
Now, therefore, by reason of the Head, where the forest and ocean
40-8-tf
children's books and of encourag expands to the whole family and
The tears that smother so.
Sawed. 81 15. long. 81 05. M B & O. O
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the
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For though we miss a friendly face
LAWNMOWERS, sharpened and re
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ing authors to put strength and to tlie life of tlie nation, it will help
said Home Owners' Loan Corporation, shouting dies. Furnished, electricity, PERRY. Tel 487
'Tis best ther they should go.
paired.
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for
and
delivered
Tel.
by Elisha W. Pike, Its Attorney there fireplace,
COOK stoves for sale, $10 and up; 205, H H, CRIE CO , 328 Main 3t. 66-tf
boats
Twenty
minutes
just that much toward freedom of
For ln that land there are no tears,
flavor into their stories.
unto duly authorized by Its power of from Rockland on tarred road
HER all kinds of heaters C. E. GROTTON
No pain, no toll nor care;
WASTE and ashes removed reason
66-tf
At the same session the Caldecott thought necessary on a democratic
They have only passed through an attorney dated October 1, 1936, and MAN P WINCHENBAUOH, Tel 997-W. 138 Camden St.. Tel. 1091-W
DISCOMFORT
recorded ln the Knox County Registry
able rates, dependable service. 8TAN
open door
Try CHIC
__________ ________
CHICHESTERS
PILLS
BRECKS 78*79
tested seeds for sale H H HALL. Tel. 311 or call at Haifa aervice
Medal went tc Ingri and Edgar country," he declared. "What we
of
Deeds.
Book
249.
Page
313,
claims
a
To wait for us up there.
for functional periodic pain
COTTAOE to let at beautiful In CRIE CO., 238 Main St., Rockland 66-tf station. Main and Winter Sta
foreclosure of said mortgage, and gives
66-tf
and discomfort. Usually
Parin d'Aulaire, for their “Abraham need right now are children's books
graham's Hill; six rooms, good beds;
Margaret Elwell
this notice for that purpose.
five QUICK RELIKF. Ask
6c H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
Spruce
Head.
city
water
A E BRUNBERO. Tel. 814D. per
your druggist for—
Dated this twentieth day of June
ton,
del
Household
soft
coal
Lincoln," deemed the most distin which tackle the problems of liv
197 W or 151-W, City.
69-tf 88 per ton. del Nut size New River soft,
A. D. 1940.
Always think before you ac?, but
HOME OWNERS LOAN
guished picture book for children ing in the United States, the diffi CHICHESTERS PILLS
COTTAOE at Holiday Beach to let by not screened $9 ton del.; screened, 810
THE DIAMOND
A
BRAND '
CORPORATION.
Buy Yourself rich—through clas
lonth or season;
----------- lights, spring water; ton del.
month
Ask lor
for swap for cash don't think too long about an
culties
of
living
under
the
pressures
produced during the year. Tliis
------ -r- 519 Malo
By Elisha W Pike shore
lore lot
Tel. 237-W ur 625, 115 Park tickets. M. B. 4c C. O. PERRY.
IN BUSINESS OVER V SO YEARS
sified offera.
____ ; _
75-6-81 Bt.. City.
««-« swering lnteratlng classified offers.
96*tf Bt.. Tel. 487.
tnedal is named in honor ol tlie la- we feel and how to solve them."

WALDOBORO

WARREN

THE LYRIC MUSE

$

A program prepared by the lec
turer followed the regular meeting
Wednesday of Megunticook Grange
of Camden. There was a brief ta.k
on Home and Community Welfare
from the The Maine State Journal
of Proceedings; poem by Lois Dau
cette; playlet, "The History Lesson,"
Irma Annis of Mt. Pleasant Grange
and Edith Sheldon; and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Lord told of their re
cent trip to the World's Pair. The
program next week will be in ob
servance of Edgar Guest Week, and
each member is asked to take his
favorite Guest poem to read.
• • • •

CRANES

Hosiery Sale

59c

SILVEREINE
69c

WONDERFUL NYLON’S

$1.35 pair

SOCKS! SOCKS!

10c, 15c, 19c, 25c, 50c

a

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

TO LET

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets S^xll
Yellow Second
Sheets

Only 37c

The Courier-Gazette

; Summer Cottages

n«

! MISCELLANEOUS •
•
♦
g************9

HELPFO*DAYS or

i

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
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PORT CLYDE

Mrs. Mary Barton has opened the
"Port of Call" for the season.
Mrs. Jane Simmons who has been
MRS OSCAR C LANE
spending a few weeks at The Lu
cette ln Thomaston has returned
Correspondent
home.
Daphney Pengleton was given a
School of Instruction of Eastern
Star. District 12 will be held with birthday party at her home Tuesday
Marguerite Chapter in Masonic afternoon.
hall, July 1 at 10 o'clock
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown end
Those attending the Licn'A Club family of South Portland who have
zone meeting Wednesday night in i been visiting Mrs. Brown's parents
Rockland were: Zone Chairman Mr. and Mrs. Y. G. Davis have reO V Drew. E L. Glidden, Andrew (turned home.
Oilehrest. Charles Webster and I
A seaplane landed in the harbor
G. Calderwood
Monday.
wTUt7h£td?vg?„S ,nnt±,ra!n 1 Mr and Mrs. Walter Simmons
Webb went Friday to Jonesport to
nassinc a few weeks at Lincolnattend Young People s Convention * „ passln* a.Iew „ *al unco1‘n
of Utter Dav Saints Church.
| ville Beach where Mr. Simmons has
„
j employment.
^Pa^ ,mOnS^"d
and Mrs. John Anderson of
son David of Friendship have been Criehaven
t lasl WMkend at
Fred EfenT.w
P
thelr h°™ he"'
Mrs Fred Greenlaw.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Sargent of
Mbs Helen Hopkins of Bucks-1 Falmouth Forside visited relatives
‘J V^U2L8.Mr> 8usan Ho>*‘ns in Friendship last weekend.
F L Roberts has resumed his, Advent chrlstian chureh wlll
as PUrSCr °n 8leame' W I hold worship Sunday at 10.30; Sun-

KNOX COUNTY CHURCHES

With The Granges
Orange members throughout the
country are interested in the fact
that one of thelr own number, and
formerly one of the mose famous
baseball stars of hls time, is a can
didate for Congress In a Maryland
district and with apparently good
prospects of winning. This is Walter
Perry Johnson, whose name was once
a "household word” ln the baseball
vocabulary. Some time ago Mr
Johnson bought a farm at German
town, Maryland, Immediately affili
ated with the local Grange and has
taken a deep interest in its work.
He ls proving as good a farmer and
as useful a citizen as he was an
efficient ball player, and men of his
type are always a welcome addition
to the personnel of Congress.
• • • •

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

We asked about drying flower taste, dash of cayenne, 2 tablepetals for pot pourri so the colors spoons sherry, thin slices of bread
would be preserved, and Ellen
Brown butter, then add bay leaf
Tufts of Rockport sent us her and thyme. Add mushrooms, and
method and samples of dried 'red fry until moisture has evaporated.
roses, delphinium, red geranium Add cream and seasonings, and let
and yellow tparigold that were vivid simmer until liquid is reduced to •
in color. Fast drying is the secret one-third. Remove bay leaf. Add
she says ... a shelf on the kitchen sherry, bring to boiling point, and
range or even a moderate oven.
j remove from heat. This may be
Here's an idea for the brides, used lor open sandwiches, served

Champion Whittier
Gilbert Lane Known To
Thousands Who
Ride the Pike
West Peabody. Mass.. June 25
Editor of The Black Cat:—
Some time ago our good friend
Alton Hall Blackington of Boston
told mp gbout you and j intended
to write you about six black cats
owned by friends of mine in Sau'
j wgs guest and au stx cats
„reeted me at a house party
I
onc(, had a black (.ut 'tha, |nel me
when j c#me
frQm WQrk
N
.
,
.
.,hnnt hla-k
w^here is a,st«bout^Luk

Florence Freeman started lier rose immediately on hot toast, or alcrossing on the turnpike Some
bowl mixture with her bridal lowed to cool and stored ini the re- are ulte tame bul most are lllnld
bouquet, added flowers sent her frigerator to use as a coldI filling. | ..giackje. js a dear friend of mine.
Recent reports of Grange activity when her babies came, then their Makes 16 full-size sandwiches,
We are both entertainers, but he Js
in Wyoming show nearly 30 thriving graduation flowers, some petals Asparagus With Crumbs
miles better than I. He shows some
subordinate units in that great State
One
bunch
asparagus,
one-third
and steps are now in progress look from their wedding bouquets and cup melted Land O' Lakes butter, of the most beautiful pictures on
ing toward the formation ot a State so on down the years . . . can you 3 tablespoons bread crumbs. 1 tea any screen, while I show wood
Grange organization before the end imagine how precious a "memory spoon minced chives, salt and pep carvings Jacknlfe work of my own.
Many call me “the champion of
of 1940. All the subordinates are ln pot pourri" would be as years went per to taste.
whittlers." I have been twice on
prosperous condition and the growth on?
Prepare
and
cook
asparagus
in
Mr and Mrs Ernest OHdden 'lay ®ch?5>1 atl'45; evfninK
Someone asks which fragrant
Dave Elmans "Hobby Lobby,' and
of the present year throughout the
returned Thursday from Rockland. « at 7,30 *
morning service
herbs to add to pot pourri. The the u^ual way. Drain and serve three times last year on "Big
State
has
been
very
gratifying.
If
with a sauce made by mixing melt Brother' Bob Emery's "Rainbow
the
pastor
will
give
the
sixth
in
a
old
recipes
called
for
rosemary,
and
Mrs George Kay and grand
Congregational Church of Rockland, Rev. Corwin II. Olds, pastor.
Wyoming ls organized before the Na
ed butter with the remaining in
daughter Ethelyn Johnson, and series of sermons on the "Revela
—Photo by Dow.
tional Orange opens its 74th annual knotted marjoram, lemon verbena gredients. The sauce should be of House" on WOR. 9 to 10 Sunday
tion,
”
the
“
Message
to
the
Church
and rose geranium with a few bay
grandson Richard Johnson went
morning's in New York city.
session
at
Syracuse,
N.
Y„
in
Novem

at Sardis." At the evening service
leaves. And speaking of rose ger the consistency of Holandaise. Serve
Friday to Worcester, Mass.
If you have ever hit the Pike to
ber,
It
will
mean
a
voting
member

at
once.
Makes
3
to
4
servings.
Mrs. Arthur Pierce and daughter he will speak on “Echos of the Con
Boston, you have seen my cabin
ship in that body of 37 different anium. do make up a few jars of Roquefort Cheese Dressing
of Lexington, Mass,, are guests ot ference.’ at Friendship. Wednes
States. The last one admitted was jelly to which you’ve added the
One - fourth pound roquefort with signs on it If I was on duty
her parents, Mr and Mrs. Richard day at 7.30 the prayer service will
Montana in November, 1938, and spicy aroma and flavor of rose cheese, 2 tablespoons chili sauce, 3 you probably saw me, If I was off
be held.
Young.
since that time Grange enthusiasm geranium leaves. Dabble a few tablespoons Cain's Mayonnaise, 1 you missed me, but a lot come near
Edward Smith, Howard Coombs,
not missing me. I have given out
in the neighboring State of Wyo sprigs ln the boiling Jelly and you’ll teaspoon Worcestershire.
and Horatio Tofason left Wednes ROCKVILLE
have the flavor and fragrance. It’s
about 11000 pieces of advertising
ming has been rapidly increasing.
Mash
cheese
until
creamy
and
day to resume work at the General
possible
to
buy
assorted
varieties
of
• • • •
for the Boston & Maine RR in
Vernon Hunter. Oaig Korpinen, -++++++++++-S+++++++++++++++++4-++++++++++++++4-4-O-Ocombine
with
remaining
Ingredi

Poods Company in Boston
herb Jellies now in some of thc
An event of State-wide interest in summer colony shops and they ents. Mix until smooth and pour three years; most of it at my cross
M. P Smith returned today to Jennie. Edna and Ralph Marshall.
ing. I have been with the road
Wills allowed: Mabel T. Amesbury., deposition of witness to will granted: Michigan Grange circles recently
Helen and Esther Hall. Percle and
Boston.
promise to be the hit of the season. over quartered lettuce or a citrus
Miss Ruth Brown is guest of Vestina Fisk and Janice Lofman | late of Thomaston, deceased. Franc, Estate Etta M. Richards, late of came to its climax ln the conclusion Delectable on hot tea biscuit or fruit salad. Makes 6 to 8 servings. 26 years last Feb. 23 and will be 13
July 26 if 1 don't slip up.
relatives in New York and attend- are attending the sessions of the L. Amesbury of Gardiner appointed i Thomaston, deceased, presented by of a pie-baking contest, into whlcn with the little toasted English niuj- India Huffs
Gilbert E. Lame
the famous cooks of the State en flns or scones that go so well witli
lng the Worlds Fair.
| Vacation Bible School at the Bap- executor; John J. Meehan, late of Eunice L. Shorey of Thomaston
Eighteen salted crackers, ice
Ixiwell street.
tered heartily and their home tea in summer.
water, L teaspoon paprika. \ tea
Miss Virginia Black has returned tlst Church ln Rockport. Toliran s
Philadelphia, Pa., deceased. Andrew
Petition for perpetual care of Granges waited with breathless in
from Hartford. Conn., where she bus furnishes transportation.
Oh. I do want you all to have the spoon curry powder, *4 teaspoon
has been teaching.
Miss Emma Brewster of Bedford. Meehan of said Philadelphia ap burial lot granted: Estate Lucy E terest for the announcement of the two lovely “Edgar Ouest Picture salt. 3 tablespoons melted Land O' SOUTH LIBERTY
The Farm Bureau met Thursday Mass. spent last weekend with her pointed admr. c. t a.; John B Rob Walker, late of Rockland, deceased, State winner.
This, , was recently
...
. , .. Poems" the Land of Lakes people Lakes butter.
Mr. and Mrs. Donuld R. Patrick
witli Mrs Beulah Drew
t,u. Ind,an head
Soak crackers in ice water, if
mother Mrs. Fannie Brewster.
inson, late of Warren, deceased. presented by Frank H. Ingraham of made and the surprising part of lt, h#ye for
David Mills of Camden is ln
all Is that top honors did not go o a gir, cut from # carton of
o flaky 8 minutes; if firm, 10 min of Portland visited las: weekend
Mrs. Edith Follansbee of Rock Elizabeth E. Rcblnson of Warren ap
Rockland, exr.
town this week
woman at all. but to an efficient Lakes butter, either the roll or the utes. Drain on paper Scottowels. with Mrs. Patricks parents.
land was guest Wednesday of Mrs.
Mrs Maude Gleason and Miss
pointed exx.; Frank G. Creighton,
The Antique Club met Monday J. F. Jaseph at “Porter Acres."
Petition tor distribution granted; Patron in the town of Sparta. James ' carton wlth
cents to MarJorie Place on greased pans, using a flex
Lucille
Prescott were guests Tues
with Mrs Ernest Macintosh.
late
of
Union,
deceased.
Agnes
H
Bowler,
whose
pies
were
declared
by
'
ible
pancake
turner.
Brush
with
Estate Lucy E. Walker, late of Rock
Mrs. F J. iHunter is confined to
Mills. Yankee Network, Boston, or
of Mrs. Inez Leigher
Miss Barbara
Roberts and the house with the grippe.
Creighton of Union appointed exx.; land, deceased, presented by Frank competent judges to be the most de your own station, and you get these remaining mixed Ingredients. Bake day
W R Cole and Alton Overlock
brothers Mont and James are visit
lectable of all submitted In the com stunning big "picture poems" all 10 minutes ln a hot oven '450 de
Mr. and Mrs. William OJala. Oeorge W Blethen, late of Rockland, H. Ingraham of Rockland, exr.
wen Waldoboro visitors Wednes
ing their grandmother, Mrs. Wil
petition.
grees F i then reduce heat to mod day.
Vivian,
Helen
and
Ray
O'Jala.
Mr
ready
for
framing.
One
ts
"A
Heap
deceased. Everett 8. Blethen of Owl's
liam Carlon in Newton Center,
Petition for change of name
and Mrs Oiva Kallinen. Marlin 1
of Living” the other ts "Boy or erate <350 degrees Ft. Bake 20
Mrs. Linda Jewett and family
Mass.
KalUnen Mr and Mrs Frank Balm; Head aPP°lnted exr- Samuel Cla.k. granUfd: George L Wooltz of RockA remarkable instance of outliving . Girl," and they are both illustrated minutes or until light brown and and Mrs Esther Moody made a
Elizabeth Oray went Tliursday to
crisp.
and
Oeorge
Salnu.
Helen
Hakko
latf
of
Friendship,
deceased.
Mary
land,
name
changed
to
George
L.
one's
generation
so
far
as
Grange
j
beautifully
on
heavy
antique
white
visit Wednesday at the home of
Naples where she is employed as
and Barbara Orover enjoyed a pic- E. Stanley of Friendship appointed Watts.
affiliation is concerned is found in paper iin genuine gravure copper
Mrs Lucy Haskell.
MENU
nurse at a girls' camp.
Mrs Lolle Powell was in Belfast
Miss Mabel Erickson of Boston nic at Fort Knox Thursday return- ( exx.; Alfa S Parsons, late of Rock
Petition to carry on business one of the best known Orange vet- piate etchings Tlie offer is limited,
Breakfast
Wednesday on business
ls visiting her parents Mr and Mrs. ing by the way of Bangor.
port, deceased. Jessie M Satterlee of granted: Estate Ernest C. McIntosh, erans in the State of Oregon. C T. so act quickly
Strawberries
and
Cream
Dickinson of Oswego When the 1 Any of you who own or plan o
Cllftcn Leigher was guest Sun
Mr. and Mrs Eino Heikkila ot
Bernard Erickson.
Broiled Bacon
Camden appointed exx.; Lora E. late of Vinalhaven, deceased.' pre Grange ln that town was organized own a dog w,n want to rush like
day of his parents. Mr and Mrs.
Arthur Orne of Rockland was in Norwood. Mass. arrive today to
Dropped
Eggspend a week irith Mr and Mrs Buber, lgte of Appleton, deceased. sented by Frances M. Gilchrist of 66 years ago Mr. Dickinson was one mad to get a copy of the Rivai Dog I
E A. Leigher.
town Thursday.
Toasted JEnglish Muffins
Mrs. W R Cole and children,
of the 25 charter members who set Pcod book—"Dogs of the World."
An open air fair will be held on 1 Thomas Mor.den and Mr. and Mrs. ] Leslie D. Butler of Appleton appoint- Vinalhaven, admx.
I*resh Strawberry Preserves
Wayne and Joyce were visitors
Union Church lawn July 3 and 4,1 William O’Jala.
ed exr ; Sarah E. Davis, late of VIthe institution going. He is still as There are 114 full color pictures of
Coffee
Accounts
allowed:
Alvin
G.
Pottle,
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
H*m«>red by the trustees of the I Mr and Mrs William Nevala of nBlhaven. deceased. Maude L. Plllsactive as ever in its work, carries every known breed of dog. with deDinner
Ernest Davis.
church.
( Fitchburg have been passing the
, n„„,.
, i, late of Friendship, deceased, flrst many responsibilities and is alwaysscriptions. also health hints, dog
Fresh Fruit Mint Cup
Mrs. Inez Leigher has returned
Mr. and Mrs Leon Arey have week with Mr. and Mrs. Einar burj of Portland appointed exx , Liz- and Anal account presented by Lew- ready to lend a hand, but realizing tricks and a page for your own
Roast Beef
Brown Oravy
home after spending a few days
zie
M Hill
late ot Thomaston, de ville J. Pottle, exr.; Lucy E. Walker that he is the last survivvor of that 1 dog-s nfe history
moved to their home in East Bos- Heino
.............
.................
The book Is
Mashed Potatoes
with her daughter. Mrs. Donald
charter group of nearly 70 years ago. yours if you wiu send three Rival
tonMr. and Mrs Almon B. Cooper ceased Gilford B. Butler o' South
’Asparagus with Crumbs
Patrick In Portland
Miss Carolyn Calderwood left of Rcckland are occupying the Thomaston appointed exr.; Sarah A late of Rockland, deceased, flrst and Mr. Dickinson was born in 1854 and |
Pood labels to Marjorie Mills,
Stuffed Tomato Salad wi'h
Mrs Gertrude Peaslee and son
Anal account presented by Frank H
Friday for Philadelphia, for a year’s Frank Crandon house ln the vllBarnes, late of Camden, deceased. Ingraham, exr.; Edward G Day, la’e still lives on the quarter section yankee Network Boston, or your
and Mrs Lottie Boynton of Jef
•Roquefort Cheese Dressing
course in dietitian training in the ! u„7'
claim where he was born.
own station.
ferson spent Sunday with Mr and
Jewish hospital
8 '
____________
Ginger Ice Cream with
Arthur A Barnes of Camden ap of Rockland, deceased, flrst and final
.
n
j.
,
And »'hen you write, why not ask
Mrs. E. A. Leigher.
Grated Chocolate
Mr and Mrs Henry Anderson TCVAWT'C LIADPAD
Juvenile rallies of large dimensions for
free reCipe books we have
pointed exr.; Walter E. Colson, late account presented by Ella Beal. exx.
have moved to the Calvin Vlnal IU4NA111 <3 nAADUK
Coffee
are
rapidly
becoming
a
prominent
|
for
,
Th
ere
S
th
e
new
banana
hcuse on School street.
Mrs Minnie Benson has returned °f Bock.and. deceast d. Minnie P Freeman J. Perry, late of Rockland
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADA
Supper
feature of Orange work throughout reci
book -Bananas-how 'o
Union Church wiil hold Sunday from New York where she spent C°'son of -Rockland appointed exx.
deceased, second and final account the country, and this is especially
lhem.. -he Oood Luck recipt.
Chilled Kemp's Tomato Juice
WORK WONDFRM
School at 1° o'clock tomorrow. Wor- 1 the past few months with Mr. Ben- , petitions lor administration grant- presented by Robert L. Dunbar, exr ; true in such States as Ohio. New bQok and lhe Nestle ,older of semi.
•India Puffs
ship wi.l be at 11, Patriotism' wlh son who has emplovment there.
i«t®
Address
•Open Mushroom Sandwiches
be the theme ol the day. All Pa-me Donald family have vacated d Estates Annie M^Simmons. late Annie F. Frye, late of Rockland, de York. Pennsylvania. Washington. sweet chocolate reciPes
Frozen Fruit Salad
Massachusetts, in which the Juve- Marjorie Mills Yankee Network.!
triotic Orders of the town, led by lhe tenement in Nelson Gardiner's of
deceased. Cora L. Del- ceased. first and final account pre nile work has gone forward by leaps
Of your QWn station for
Cookies
the Vir. a. haven Band, will march house (formerly owned by Ormand ano of Rockland, admx.j Nettie Y sented by Alan L. Bird, exr.
and bounds the past five years. Fre them.
Coffee
in a bedy to attend this service. I Hopkins) and have moved to Rock- j Rising, late of Rockland, deceased,
Petitions for probate of wlll pre quently these rallies bring together Open Mushroom Sandwiches
■Recipes given.
Rev Kenneth Cook will preach the land
;_ , „ ,
.
,
----------: "Religion and. iih®rtv" anQ
’ Frank H, Ingraham of Rockland, sented for notice: Louise A. Brown, Juvenile delegations from long dis
One-half cup Land O' Lakes but
sermon
Richardson of admr . Amarlah Kalloch ,ate of late of Thomaston, deceased. Marie tances, sometimes a Jolly bus party ter. 1 bay leaf, 1 sprig thyme, '4
Joseph Hutchison of Columbus. 6., RocklandHeanor
OWL’S HEAD
is
visiting
her
parentsI
,
’
and
again
in
private
cars
generously
will be soloist. The choir will sing
South Thomaston, deceased. Sidney B. Singer and Mabelle 3. Brown of offered by their owners for the trip; pound mushrooms, chopped, 1 cup
Mrs. John Jones is a patient at
light
cream,
salt
and
pepper
to
the anthems: "Make a Joyful Noise Mr and Mrs. Charles Coolbroth.
Mrs. Fannie Orcutt has arrived O. Hurd of South Thomaston, admr ; Thomaston, named exxs.; Edwin J. but always under the careful super
Knox Hospital.
unto the Lord" and "Ood of the
Nations" Prayer meeting ln the at her Summer cottage on the El Oeorgia Shepard, late of Union, de Elwell, late of Camden, decease!, vision of matrons or other leaders in
more shore having spent the win ceased, Herbert L. Orinnell of Union, Lula E. Elwell, of Camden, named the work Such an occasion was re
vestry Tuesday night.
Miss Sara Bunker has returned ter In St. Petersburg, and later admr.; Linwood A. Thayer, I&te of exx.; Carrie H. Hodgman. late cf cently staged in Greene County,
Ohio, when a class of 37 candidates ft
from Ridgewood, N. J . where the visiting relatives in New York and Vinalhaven. deceased. Nellie M.
E. E Hary has reported South
Camden, deceased, Alexander - R. received the Juvenile degree Initi
MAKES 10 BIG
Massachusetts, enroute to Maine.
has been teaching.
' Dakota
Who can complete the
Thayer
of
Vinalhaven,
admx.
ation,
the
youngsters
being
brought
Gillmor
of
Camden
named
exr.;
EdThe
Wildcat
quarry
shut
down
GLASSES^
Miss Fanny Ames is home from
wee three remaining?
The Morning AfterTaking
together
from
all
the
Granges
in
the
last
week.
Clark
Island
quarry
has
Swans Island for the Summer va
Petitions for license to sell real, ward C. Moran, late of Rockland.
Arkansas
cation.
been cut down to a three day estate granted: Estates, Minnie B. deceased. Susan E. Moran of Rock county. Beautiful tableaux accomCarter's Little Liver Pills
Idaho
panied thf degree work and a de- IFDFr I J CIRCUS CUT-OUTS
schedule.
/*£VfRyPACXACf I
land
named
exx.;
Walter
H.
Wot

"Dear Old School Days”
Light,
of
Appleton,
presented
by
lightful
musical
program
closed
the
1
■
■
’
•
*
Mississippi
Mrs Theodore Jonasson is em
The annual Alumni banquet and ployed at the home of Frank Bar Herbert L Grinnell of Union, cons.; ton, late of Friendship, deceased. event.
meeting was held Tuesday at ter, s' ice Mrs. Barter s return from Elizabeth Rogers Scammon and Mary E. Wotton of Friendship
Union Church vestry. Music was the Maine Oeneral Hospital in Miriam Calvina Scammon, minors, named exx ; George O. Carpenter, POULTRY AND EGGS
furnished by Arey’s orchestra. Portland, where she received treat
The Agricultural Marketing Serv
of Owl's Head, presented by Meltiah late of St. Louis, Mo., deceased, peMembers to the number of 123, ment for an Infected foot.
ice reports the following:
with the graduating class as guests
Edwin Wheeler has been con E. Scammon, gdn.; Everett N. Duffy, tltlon for probate of foreign will,
"Farm flocks 3.5 percent larger
ot honor, enjoyed the fine banquet fined to the house the past week late of Camden, deceased, presented presented by Oeorge Oliver Carpen- than last year and 16-.vear record
served by the Church circle.
with a severe cold.
by Harold B. Monroe, admr., c. t. a ter, Jr., of St Ixiuis. Mo., and St. high June 1 production of eggs per
After the banquet. Miss Pauline
Petition for conveyance of real Louis Union Trust Company, quali- layer are reported by the Agricul
Smith president, opened the burl-1 Aid For The Refugees
tural Marketing Service. Total
estate
according to contract granted: fled exrs.
ness meeting These officers were
Intensive work In Tenant’s Harbor
production of eggs during May was
elected: President. Edith Nicker under
Estate.
John
F
Richardson,
late
of
I
Petitions
for
adminstration
preRed Cross auspices to help
5 percent larger than a year earlier
son; vice president. James Barton;
Warren. deceased, presented by Am. j sented for notice: Estates, Oeraldine and 7 percent greater than the 5secretary. Villa Calderwood; Cleo the war refugees will start next Fri ber M. Fernald, of Rockland
| B. Annis, late of Camden, deceased. year average for the month. Num
Shields was re-elected treasurer; day, July 5, and continue every Fri
Petition for assignment of stock' George B. Annis of Camden named bers of young chickens'on farms
executive committee, Lois Webster, day afternoon thereafter. The ef
Emily Winslow, and Oliver Amiro. fort will be in sewing and knitting granted: Estate Alvin E Studley, adnir ; J. Hale Hodgman, late of June 1 were down 12 percent from
a year earlier.
Production of
Four letters were read from out This flrst meeting will be held at
of town members, Bertha Healey 2 p. m., July S. at the Lillias Oil late of Warren, deceased, presented Camden, deceased, Alexander R hatchery chicks during May was
Raymond of Florida; Gertrude Tol ehrest Grace Institute at Tenant's by Wendell A. Studley of Warren, Olllmor ol Camden, named admr down 13 percent and turkey poults
man Bautista of California. Evelyn Harbor. Not only is everybody in admr.
d. b. n„ c. t. a.
down 21 percent from May last
Arey Hall of New Jersey and Jesse vited. but they are strongly urged :o
Petition for allowance presented year. But heavy stocks of poultry
Petition for appointment and con
Bradstreet of Rockland. Rev. Ken come and help this flne work.
firmation of trustees granted: Estate for notice: Estate William C. Well still remain ln storage from last
neth Ccok. pastor of Union Church
year. The producer's situation was
John P. Richardson, late of Warren, man, late of South Hope, deceased, described as less favorable than
delivered an address to the class Church Notes
> 4
"Christian Reality for Earthly deceased, George W. Starrett. Ansel presented by Gertrude E. Wellman a year earlier, with prices received
of 1940
Living"
will
be
the
theme
of
Rev.
Chester Soule of Portland, for
M. Hilt, and Clifford M. Spear, se of South Hope, widow.
for eggs and chickens down slightly
mer principal of Vinalhaven High Newell J. Smith Sunday morning
and feed costs about 20 percent
Petitions
for
distribution
present

lectmen
oi
the
town
of
Warren,
at
10.30
at
the
Church
cn
the
Hill.
School was guest speaker. His ad
higher."
The
choir
will
sing
the
anthem
ed
for
notice.
Estates.
Charles
Ball,
trustees.
dress Interspersed with humorous
and reminiscent sketches, was lis "They That Trust in Tlie Lord".
Petition for compromise granted: late of Camden, deceased, presented
Bible classes will meet immedi
tened to with rapt attenion. The
Estate John Pascal, late of Rock- by Edward C. Payson, admr.; Ches- personal estate piesented for notice:
ately
following
the
worship
ser

banquet and meeting were followed
Estate Ethel L. Howard, late of Dan
by the Alumni ball held ln Town vice An invitation is extended to port. deceased, presented by Frank (er l Pascal, late of Rockport, deall summer visitors away from H. Ingraham of Rockland, admr. ceased, presented by Henry B. Bird vers, Mass., deceased, presented by
hall.
their Church homes to join study d. b. n., c. t. a.
Lucia H. Edsall of Belmont, Mass.,
I of Rockland, admr.
Because of features — appointments —
E'RE not telling you this 1940 Buick
and fellowship, in classes for all
admx.
Petition
for
commission
to
take
petition
for
license
to
withdraw
ruggedness
— value ?
is
the
best
we
’
ve
ever
built
—
you
’
re
New Under-arm
ages.
Accounts presented for notice: Ar
The Happy Hour of Music and
tellinn us!
thur W. McCurdy, late of Rockland,
We’ll let you decide. But there’s
Cream Deodorant Message service meets promptly at
7 each Sunday for a song-fest by
deceased,
flrst
and
final
account
pre

food for thought in
taftly
Never in our history have we built so
all the congregation, and special
sented by Lillian M. McCurdy, exx.;
musical numbers by the young
prices* that begin as
many
cars
as
we
have
this
model
year
Charles Ball, late of Camden, de
Stops Perspiration people's choir and orchestra. This
(Eastern Standard Time)
low
as..............................
ceased,
flrst
and
final
account
pre

—
not
even
in
the
flush
days
of
the
evangelistic..hour will toe Closed
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
by a message by the pastor entitled
sented by Edward C. Payson, admr.
for
the
business coupe,delivered ut l- lint,
twenties.
"The Song of Heaven ” During
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Mich.
Transportation, based on rail
the next four Sunday evenings
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
Now why is that? Because of the big
there will be a five-minute presen
CUSHING
rates,
state
and local taxes (if any),
Read Down
tation of some outstanding sign of
Mrs. Olga Lindstedt has sold her
Dynaflash engine that’s the only power
Daily
optional
equipment
and acoessories are
Daily
the day in the light of Bible
Except
Sun.
property to William Anderson of
Except
Nun.
plant balanced after assembly? Because
sun.
Only
Prophecy.
extra—but that still adds up to delivered
Sun.
Only
Thomaston.
AJW.P.M.P.M.
AJM.PJtI.AJO.
Merle James and family of East
of the soft-und-easy BuiCoil Springing
prices that ure mighty low for the best
Testifying recently before the
Ar. 1155 7.00 5.35
4.301.15 B.00 Lv. RfX'KLAND,
Aurora have arrived at their Sum
ride?
Senate
Committee
on
Naval
Af

Buick we ever builf.
Ar.
10.55
6.00
4.35
1. Does not rot dresses, does
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
mer home.
fairs, Rear Admiral John H. Tow
Ar. | 9.50 5.00 3.25
not irritite skin.
Miss Dorothy Young of Rockland
6.50 4.40 10Jl»t Lv. STONINGTON.
ers, chief of the bureau of aeronau
Because of size? Because of style?
★Prices subject tu change without notice.
2. Nowaiiingtodry.Canbeused
,2.15
Lv. 8.451
has been guest of Miss Frances
|ll,30 Ar, SWAN'S ISLAND,
7.50
tics, said that at present the navy
right after shaving.
Read Up
Alley.
has 11367 planes and 734 more un
3. Insta-.tly stops perspiration
Hugo Johnson and children
der construction. He added, how
for'. to 3 days. Removes odor
VINALHAVEN LINE
Bertha and Hugo and Jane Farrar
ever, that by Junt 1. 1941, age and
from perspiration.
of Weymouth, Mass., have been
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
crash losses would reduce the num
♦. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
visiting Mrs. John Johnson.
Read Down
ber
to
less
than
2003,
When
the
less vanishing cream.
Mr. and Mis. John Gidney,
Dally
.
KXIMHAR OF OINIRAl MOTORS VAlUl
Dally .
suggestion was made by one of the
8. Arrid has been awarded the
Except iq
daughter Jean of Edgewater, N. J.,
Except 3- Daily Bmembers of the committee that this
Sat.
&
ie
§
Dally
Approval Seal of the American
Sat. tc«5Except®0
Miss Ruth Gidney of Monroeton,
Sun.
information be suppressed. Sena
Sun.
Sun.
Institute of Laundering for
Penna.. Mrs. Harry Weller of Can
A.M.A.M.P.M.
tors Johnson of California and Tyd
A.M.A.M.P51.A.M.
being harmless to fabrics.
ton, Penna., and Mrs. Howard
Ar. 9.4511.45 5.30
ings of Maryland, instantly ob
5.00‘ 8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
23 MILLION jars of Arrid
Sohambacher have been guests of
jected.
Thev
demanded
publica

I
I
I
| 9.05
,
| Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
have been sold. Try a jar today 1
Mrs, Irving Fales and Mrs. Fiank
Lv. 8.30 10.30 4.15
tion of the facts.
6.15,10.00 3.30 9.15; Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Flint.
Read Up
Beware overstatement! Only the
TEL. 1000-W
712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
• New York train connection Saturday only.
COURIER-OAZETTE WANT ADS
fool thinks to drive home a carpet
78-tf
qaU
Al aU •lore* Mlllaa lallal I

PROBATE COURT

Kool-A

L\

Spying Auto Plates

.1

$o f/ris onemustbe tfoodf
W

895

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

ARRID

tack with » sledge hammer.
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I GRAFFAM-MILLER
AIV ARDS FOR CHILDREN
and guests, Carlene Young and
One of the prettiest of early Sum
Linwood Moody. Prizes at auction
Standard Brands Will Distribute
’ were won by Mrs. Spaulding. Mrs
mer weddings took place Thursday
S5C0} Among Employes' Offspring
/>» XN -A.
z\ zx
Moody and Mrs. Payson.
Seven
Diplomas
Passed
at 4 p. m. at the Rockport Metho
(Can
you
identify
them?)
The cooked food sale which the
With an announcement that
LEDA C. CILAMPNEY
Out At Graduation—
dist Episcopal Church when Miss
SHUUiEY T. WILLIAMS
Federated Circle is having next
Standard Brands has set aside $5000
Correspondent
Ruth Barbara Miller, daughter of
Correspondent
Social
Festivities
Wednesday afternoon will be held
to be awarded to children of em
Mr. and Mrs James Herbert Miller
•> A
ooA
*
A
ployes, President Smith, in a speech
at Richardson-Libby’s Store in
.-•
’
s'*
Fields of com- of welcome in the open-air theatre
became the bride of Harold Spear
Tel. 2220
stead of Donaldson s as first an
Tel. 190
Graffam., son of the late Mr. and
m e r c e have a i of the Standard Brands Building
nounced.
drawlng power at the World’s Fair, brought cheers
Mrs. Elmer E. Graffam. Rev. ForMr. and Mrs. Benjamin Smalley
Mrs. Clifford Merrill of Methuen.1 reg^ p Fowle of Hallowell, a former
of seven new en- of approval from over 3000 Stand
Miss Frances Crute of Winston. and son Benjamin have returned
Ma s. arrived Tuesday for a visit at pastor cj tbc church, performed the
r o 11 e e s, latest ard Brands employes and their
Conn., has arrived to spend the ] after a visit in Worcester. Mass.,
the lomc of Mr. and Mrs. Jalne'' double ring service. He was assistproducts of the families.
Summer at her home in Cushing. with relatives.
Miller und
wedding
^v
p Ernest Smith, the r
In June 1941, this sum will be di
Ballard Business
Grace Chapter members planning
Grace Chapter. O.E.S. observed
of her niece, Miss Ruth Miller
present pastor.
School which re vided among 150 children having
to attend the Eastern Star School "Members Night’ Wednesday with
Mrs Doris Caza of Brookline.
The church had been attractively
cently graduated: the highest standing in their
of Instruction being held in Vinal- about 40 members present. A covMass., has been spending the week decorated for the occasion by the
Priscilla D. Rob studies. The $5000 will be distribut
haven Monday should C3ll the ered dish supper preceded the
as guest of her mother, Mrs. members of the Junior choir of inson, Corinne M. Jordan, Margaret ed as follows:
worthy matron. Mrs. Lura Libby.
meeting and Misses Glenice LerPhoebe Harmon and of her brother, which the bride is director, ever$25 each to the 75 children from
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Craw ord | mond and Audrey Simmons were
Oilbert Harmon in Camden
greens banked the altar rail and E .Graves. Dorothy A. Anderson, the first to the fourth grades hav
secretarial
course;
A.
Cleora
Con

baskets
of
cut
flowers,
blue
irises
were guests at a supper-bridge giv waitresses. The Chapter was invited
Mr “"and Mrs. Leroy Chase of
ing the highest standing in their
en by Mr. and Mrs Harold Mon to have the annual summer picnic
Rockland are occupying their sum and pink wicgclias gave the right don, Frances E. Hatch and Rus studies:
at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
Lermond
s
color
accent.
roe at Camden. Thursday, Mr
mer home on Beech Hill.
$50 each to the 25 children from
As tHh guests arrived there was sell S. Young, stenographic course. the fifth to eighth grades with the
Crawford winning the prize for top cottage at Hoi.day Beach, the date
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest M. Torrey
Exercises
were
attended
by
alum

a
program
of
organ
music
played
to
be
announced.
Mrs.
Faye
Sietscore.
highest standing:
and Mrs. Cacilda Cain have been
ni. parents and friends. The pro
Miss Georgie Young is expected son, Mrs. Bertha Seekins Mrs
$75 each to the 25 high school
spending a few days at their cottage by Miss Mattie Russell and Earl
gram
consisted
of:
History.
Mr.
Achorn
sang
"Oh
Promise
Me"
and
to arrive today from Swampscott. Eleanor Cullen. Miss Helen Studstudents from first to fourth years,
in Northport.
"Because."
The
bridal
party
en

Young; prophecy. Miss Graves; ' having highest standing
Mass., for a visit with her parents, ley and Miss Helen Stetson were
Francis Gilbert of Utica. N Y.. tered the church to the strains of poem. Miss Hatch; will, Priscilla
Awards will be based on actual
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young at appointed to assist Mrs. Lermond
is passing a few days in this vicinity the “Bridal Chorus" from Lohen- Robinson; gifts, Dorothy Ander
on the committee
marks attested by the children’s
Pleasant Point.
Miss The ma Nutter of Waldoboro grln and -Mendelssohn s Wedding son; address to undergraduates. teachers.
William Whitney and
Miss
Mrs. Nettie Robinson. Mrs. Eshas been usiting at the home of March was used as a recessional.
Miss Condon. Mrs. Nellie R. Bal
telle Newbert and Mrs. Nellie Orff Maude Lermond are at the Ler- ,
Mr and Mrs. Charles Lane. Sr
The bride, who was given in mar
Strange as it may seem to many,
were appointed a committee to take mond homestead for the Summer
Mrs. Charles Wooster has been riage by her father, was gowned in lard. principal, awarded the diplo
mas, after which dancing was en agriculture, with 4500 accidental
charge of the public supper Mon- vacation from their work at Plyspending the ,week
as
guest
of
her
. . ,
,,
. white embroidered mousseline de joyed
,ovea
day at 6.30 at the K P. hall under . mouth. Mass.
sm and daughter-in-law Mr and I
princess style wlth sweeltwart JO>ea with
**' music by Fred Harden s deaths or 25 per cent of the total,
leads all the othear industries. This
Mrs Kenneth Wooster m Bangor.
np
.
u
anf1
,
nn
_
»
ra(n
vpi1
,
orenesira
the auspices of Weymouth Grange' Miss Iva Henry leaves the first of
neck ana .ong train. Her veil was | At
Aiumnl meeting and ban. must no doubt be attribupted in
Mias Ruth Packard of Rockland of silk tulle, caught with orange L“
Circle.
next week to spend the summer at I
*'
is visiting Miss Barbara Richard blossoms, coronet style. She carried pr-idint*
dU
f ' large measure to the increasing
Mrs Ruth Rockwell and daughter the Wright-Underwood Camps at ,
mechanization of American farms.
son for a few days.
Marianne, who are spending the Falmouth Foreside, where she has
a shcwer bouquet of bride's roses,
Mrs
Arthur
Scott
of
Philadelphia
ton
presided,
having
made
a
special
Summer at Bird's Point were guests employment.
and white sweet peas. She was at
will arrive today to occupy her sum tended by Mrs. Beatrice Richards, effort to be present for commence
Wednesday of Mrs. Genevieve Frye.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Payson and
Probate Notices
mer
heme
on
M
street
for
Miss Doris Whitney of Bayonne, granddaughter Sandra Kimball, of
sister of the groom at matron of ment. Selections were presented in
the
season.
honor, who wore yellow organdie ‘*lls „or^er' Duet.
’Whispering
N J. is visiting relatives and friends Portland are visiting relatives in
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs John T Braun is expected embroidered with blue and pink Hope " Virginia Richardson. Doro
Union after spending several days I
in town.
To all persons Interested in either
to
anive
July
3
to
spend
the
sum

thy Dimick; remarks. Fred Harden, of the estates hereinafter named:
flowers, and yelllow flower hat
Mr, and Mrs Philip Edmands with Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark.
mer at her cottage "The Commun
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
The bridesmaids. Mrs Maynard' ^r-; Plano solo. Russell S. Young
Miss Martha McKinney of Ha
have returned home after a few
| In and for the County of Knox, on the
ity House?
Graffam and Miss Mary Veazie "Talk on Canadian Trip.” Pa- 18th day of June in the year of our
verhill. Mass., is expected to arrive
days' visit in Boston.
h Vnd„Mr
SA^°U
wcre
*«««» o'er silk with lace tricla Thompson.
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Mrs. Susie Poland of Chelsea.' today to spend a vacation at Mrs.
:d Mrs Harold Sha.ou
form,r pjnk
and
Shalou, George Jr top
Officers of the Alumni Association |
YwSS
Mass., is guest of Mrs. Lucy Clark Genevieve Fryes cottage "Camp
and Lee Shalou of Providence are flower Hat and the latter blue, with
were
re-elected,
namely
:
Miss
Jones.
The following matters having been
Miss Blanche Henry goes today to| Cosy Nook' at Hathorne s Point.
visiting at tlie home of Joseph Mar pink flower hat. All wore corsage
president; Helen
Rogers, vice I
,or. Jhe action thereupon
The Daily Vacation Bible School I
U. of M. where she is to attend the
shall.
rrelnotter indicated it is hereby
bouquets of pink and white sweet president; Dorothy Dimick. secre- ordered
I will continue through next week |
six-weeks Summer school
a^,±ily„±! »*«• ^is Ruth Richards, niece tary-treasurer; E. Sam Dow, Pearl
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark and i with a session each day except the ■
That notice thereof be given to all
moved from the William Harms of the groom, was flower girl. She
persons Interested, by causing a copy
daughters, Rae and Norma are i holiday and Saturday, from 10 a. m
house to the Magune house on Me wore a dress of blue and white wi,th Knight, Doris H. Dandeneau, ex of
this order to be published rhree
ecutive
committee.
spending two weeks at Bucksport, to 3 p. m. the picnic will be held
chanic street.
weeks successively in The Courler-Oapink and blue flower hat and car
As a joyous finale, a house party rette a newspaper published at Rock
guests of Mrs. Clark's parents, Mr Children will meet at the Baptist
Miss Sarah Smith a teacher in ried a colonial bouquet.
Upper right, No. 2
Upper left, No. 1
was held at Holbrook's cottage in land in said County, that they may ap
: Church at 10 to go to Sandy Shores
the Ft. Fairfield public schools, is
and Mrs. Daniel Keyes.
The groom had as his best man,
pear at a Probate Couii: to be held
Lower right, No. 4
Lower left. No. 3
Mrs. Edith Hills arrived yesterday Sunday night, July 7. there will be
’ we’ her brother' Cla\t021 Sm*u’. J his brother Maynard Oraffam. The Bremen, chaperoned bv Mrs Bal at aald Rockland on the lath day of
lard
and
Miss
Virginia
Richardson.
July A D 1940 at 8 o'clock in the
from Reading. Mass . called by the | a union service at the Baptist
William
Harms
arrived
Thursday
■
ushers
were
Maurice
Miller,
brother
The names of these veterans will appear in the next issue:
forenoon, and be heard thereon If
from Philadelphia to spend the of the bride'and Newton Graffam
accident which befell her cousin.! Church for demonstration and exTHE CLASS POEM—1940
they see cause
In Thursday’s edition were: Upper left. Wyman Ulmer: upper right, summer at hie hnmf» nn Pascal ttM. •__ ...
summer at his home on Pascal ave- , brother of the groom.
William C. Lenfest. who is at Knox iiibition of the work accomplished Edgar Ulmer: lower left. C. C. Cross; lower right, Alvah Babbidge.
CLARA C WEED late of Union, de
The best of friends must part, they ssy
Hospital.
by the Bible School pupils. All
ceased Will and Petition for Probate
So we w’ll s&y sdleu
Mr and Mrs. Clayton Smith, Miss blue 6 Uce^with°whiU ...i,
thereof,
asking that the same may be
And
try
new
worlds
to
conquer
Mrs Walter Bowe and Mrs. Car- parents ar.d friends are urged to
proved and allowed and that Letters
I Sa^alLS?lllhi, oi’w ^.arion U^)a,ni shoulder bouquet was of
pinkroses. Let's hope we get a few
Gray There will be no prayer
rie Northrup arrived yesterday from attend
Te tamentary Issue to Maud ,M Bol
_
_____
I and Frederick Richards motored to1 A* --------„
H
Lots of learning, study and play
ster of Norway, she being the Execu
T. Smith I meeting Thursday night because o
to remain until i Mr. and Mrs IVi
Arlington. Ma:
reception -followed
immediately
Oldtown FrtdaV on business in con- at the home of the brides parents AU were pleasant In thel- way.
trix named in said Will, without bond
i and son William T Smith Jr. went the holiday
after the holiday.
Now it's time for us to do
te>UU
With
tHC
C
°
mmg
Carnlval
*!°
tl
Mechanic'street
“
Mr
”
an7
Mrs
EDWARD C MORAN, late of Rock
Federated Church. Sunday School
Something
different,
unknown,
new.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Berg of, yesterday to North Attleboro. Mass ,
land. deceased Will and Petition for
Perry Greenes, Booked
Graffam with their attendants, and And when we work for some big firm. Probate thereof, asking that the same
Green Bay. Wis. are visiting his where the-y are to attend the wed- at 9V. worship at 11. The sermon
1 may be proved and allowed and that
For Rockport Regatta,
the bride's mother greeted the Or maybe for the governm-nt
mother. Mrs. Mary Berg and his d:ng today of Mr. Smith's niece, for the morning is entitled "Useful
1**1* Testamentary Issue to Susan E
Very Interesting Persons SPRUCE Ht-AD
guests. The groom s sisters, Mrs. We will think of our friends and Bal- i L*
Smith, to Eugene for Ministering." and the anthem
aunt. Miss Alice Oliver at Oyster I Miss At-line
Moran of Rockland, she being the Ex
lard
J. Baril.
is "Thou Art Near." by Norman,
ecutrix named In said Will without
River.
_____
Mrs. Callie Slick had as dinner Hazel Daucett, gowned in navy And what its teachings meant.
Mrs. Frances Carter arrived I The evening service will be in
Miss- Katherine Aagerson and
s Sunday at Rockledge Inn, flowered chiffon with matching hat So we'U try out best to reach our goal, bond
Perry V Greene, world's cham- |
FRANK H TOWLE late of Port
Miss Ethel Sheldon of Bloomfield Tuesday from Windsor Locks rharge of the Epworth League del pion wood chopper, will have’ ‘Ir and Mrs. Herbert Bowes of and Miss Mildred Graffam wearing And I m sure some fine day
Clyde decea-ed. will and petition for
N. J are at the Aagerson cottage Fnon"n ’*?" **?
P„aM egates to Kent s Hill who will give
Union. Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe green and white figured chiffon Wa ll thank good old Ballard
probate thereof, asking that the same
at Spruce Head for the season.
' 10 months' and wUI ** wl!h her reports of their week at the Insti chaige of the Sportsmen's Show aj of Warren, Mrs Muriel Huggrvrd. with white hat, also assisted. Each por having come our way
may be proved and allowed and hat
daughter. Mrs Allyne Peabody, tute.
Frances E Hatch
letters testamentary’ Issue to Isabelle
the Rockport Regatta Aug. 7-8-9-10. Miss Constance Hallowell of New wore corsage bouquets of pink and
Sidney Counce. Mrs. Oliver and Dr. Peabody, for a time.
Drummond of Port Clyde, she being
white
sweet
peas.
CLASS ODE
During his seven years' reign as Haven and Mrs. Estelle Perry.
the executrix named In said will withCounce. Mrs. Arthur Ela and Mrs
The centerpiece for the refresh
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
R
Tinney,
Mrs
In
the
Churche-i
Tune:
"Let
the
Rest
of
the
World
out
*>°na
Dr.
Henry'
L.
Elliot
Irving Ellis, all of North Anson,
champion. Greene has defended his
ment table was the brides cake, Go By ”
LOUISE A BROWN late of Thomas
Jean
Mitchell
and
Miss
AnnaJsella
were guests Wednesday of Mr. and
St. James' Catholic Church.
shocked
and
Residents here were
title In more than 2.000 sports Troupe all of Quincy. Mass , are which she cut, with the punch bowl The time ha« come.
ton, deceased.
Will and Petition for
Mrs Frank Hathorne, having come Mass at 9 a. m.
Probate thereof, asking that the same
saddened to learn of the sudden men's show contests from Maine spending several days at the Tinney at one end. Mrs. Clifford Merrill For us to depart.
From Ballard and from classmates.
may be proved and allowed and that
to attend funeral services of Mrs.
St. John’s Church. Sunday at 9 death Thursday morning of Dr.
of Methuen pind Mrs. Carroll Mer And our teachers true
cottage.
Letters Testamentary Issue to Marie B
Mabel Jordan.
a m. Sung Eucharist. Music by a Henry L. Elliot of Salem. Mass., a to Indiana. Greene has lowered
We bid good-bye with heavy heart*.
Slnrter and Msbelle S Brown, both of
Miss Helen Meservey has com rill of Rcckland were In charge of Though
the
chopping
time
on
8
x
8
hard
their
memories
we
ll
keep,
Thomaston they being the Execu
Children who wish to participate special male choir. Reception in native of this town. Dr. Elliot was
pleted her duties at Dana Hall. serving. Mrs. Orra Burns had As years come and go.
trices named In said Will, without
In the Legion Fair Parade should ] the rectory after the service
charge
of
the
decorations
at
the
spending several days at his sum timber from 34 seconds to 15
We
’
ll
drift
back
again
Wellesley, Mass., and will spend the
bond.
notify Mrs. Matie Spaulding or Mrs
St. George's Church, Long Cove mer cottage at Hathorne s Point seconds.
church, and Miss Marion Upham To Ballard and the friends we knew.
summer at her home here.
WALTER
H
WOTTON. late of
tonight as we go
Mrs Greene is Maine’s champion
Adelle Roes as soon as possible.
j At 6 p. m.. Evensong.
Friendship deceased. Will and Peti
preparing it for occupancy during
Mr and Mrs Charles C. Titus of was in charge of the guest book And so
into the world.
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
Mrs. Linwood Cunningham en- Baptist Church. Sunday School a: July and August as usual, and lady tlyca.-ter ar.d was featured as Nutley, N J., have rented the Philip The gifts, many and beautiful in Out
We bid you all a fond, adieu
the same may be proved and allowed
tertained at luncheon and bridge 9 45. worship at 11. Music includes planned to return to Salem yester such at the Philadelphia Motor York house for the season.
cluded silver, china, glassware,
and that Lettera Testamentary issue
Corinne M Jordan
linens
and
money.
to Mary E Wotton of Friendship she
Wednesday at "Gornawawa." the I the anthem "Fear Not. O Israel day. He had been afflicted with Boat and Sportsmen's Show last
Miss Constance Chilton and Miss
being the Executrix named In said WU1.
February.
She
was
also
under
con

The
cduplc
departed
by
motor
for
Holiday Beach cottage of Mr and ■ by Splcker. with incidental solos b\ a heart ailment and succumbed to
Jean Chilton of New York are at
without bond.
a few days' honeymoon, destination
Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding. Her guests Raymond K Greene. Alfred M an attack in his sleep, his death be tract to flycast at the Syracuse Sheldon's Point for the Summer.
Notices of Appointment
GEORGE O CARPENTER late of St.
were Mrs. Spaulding. Mrs. Charles i Strout and Mrs. Grace M. Strout ing discovered Thursday morning Sportsmen's Show last August. She
Mrs. Cassie McLeod went Thurs unknown and on their return they
Lou:«. Missouri, deceased Exemplified
s
i
has
been
on
radio
programs
in
will
start
housekeeping
in
the
Tor

I Charles L Veazle. Register of Pro- co”? 01 WUI a‘l2.,Proba.t'e t£!rTof.’
Smith. Mrs. Alton Grover. Mrs. ] The sermoi topic is "The Greatest
He was born Dec 9. 1874. son o*
T-*l. ~-2 ■ day to Waldoboro where she will
York. Indianapolis. Philadel
Knox.
In the „
geth'r
with a Petition
vislt her niece Mrs. Mae Dalton for
h°use on Summer street, which hate for the County of .......
....................
................
... for
. .. Probate of.
Clement Moody and Mrs. Malcolm Decoration.' ar.d the subject of the George and Ella i Libby > Elliot New
6tate of Maine, hereby certify that in Foreign Will, eeklng that the copy of
phia.
and
Augusta.
She
learned
they
have
recently
furnished.
,„
veral days.
Jefferds, all of this town, and Mrs children's : ory is "The Lion and Graduated from Thomaston High llycastin? in five weeks, practicing
the following eetatee the persons were '*,<1 J*'11 >n»y be allowed, filed and
The bride
of RockMr. and Mrs Wilbur Aagesen of
. „ Is, a ,graduate
.
------- || appointed ‘Idmint.trator,;
Administrators. Executors I?TOr“e" ,n_the Pr0?!.t*...Court
- __of
Douglas Payson of Rockport and 1 the Four Oxen. In the evening at School he received his degree from after office hours, her Instructor
port High School and of Rockland Guardians and Conservators and on K"ox £°untT P^'ented by George
Mrs. Lester Delano of Cushing. Alsq 7 o'clock there will be another Bible Bowdoin Medical College and in being her husband. She is secre Massachusetts are at the Osprey Commercial
Oliver
Carpenter. Jr
of
Bt . Louis,
College
For
thp
na«t
I
,he
clafks
hereinafter
named
,
.
_
_
_ Mo ,
present were Charlene Spaulding1 lesson conducted by Mrs. Carl R terned at the Maine Central Hos tary of the Maine Guide's Associa Sheldon's Point for a week's vaca three years she has been employed vtPEAR„L 2^TrhlatT %
1 lSu'. Ma “
tion.
pital in Lewiston and also in a tion.
Prof and Mrs. Charles Wilbert as stenographer in. the office of the w^rvni.
»a* auiwiutru
appointed yuuiir.,
Admr alu
May.
ESTATE JAMES
MUTCH, late. J of
ngyciviLc wiu>
.------- i-----------------------New York Hospital. He was as
decked Petition for Adand family arrived here Fri I aibot-Stevenson Insurance Co in 31. 1940 and qualified by filing bond Vinolhaven.
ministration,
asktng
that
George Mutch
sociated with Dr. Harvey Phippen i CAMDEN “GOES HOLLYWOOD” Snow
June
7.
1940
and will occupy their cottage Camden. She is a member of the
of Citmden. or some other suitable
in Salem. Mass., later locating in I Camera men of New York news- day
__ ____
on
Soruce Head Island for the Methodist Church and active in all i ELDEN M COOK, of Friendship person, be appointed Admr . without
Salem to conduct his own practice i papers and movie studios arrive!' Summer"
branches
of its work
She Valw ' pviiitca o^di^.
™n^n P ’?S *P
o
r w.
Aju*iui*n, juiic ia, 1940. and bond
ESTATE WILLIAM C WELLMAN.
tn 1923 he was married to Miss j last night, preparatory to filming
a fan Matron of Harbor Light qualified by min< bond June 12. 1940
______
_____
L Ian Langville, the superintend-: renes of Cant. Swifts Vagabond
SAMUEL CLARK,
late__of _________
Frlcndahlp late of South Hope deceased Petition
An increase of about 1 percent of cfiaPteL OES
> Stanley
Mary V
of Friend- lor Allowance, presented by Gertrude
ient of the children's ward in the Cruises. Unlavorable weather has the average farm real estate values .5he R,r<l°m u pmPloY«l as a gar- ' ,h:p was appointed- —
- ----Exx . June
IB.
1940 E Wellman of South Hope, widow
Salem Hospital. Their married delayed their plans for the mo the country over during the 12 ?fner
summer home of Mr\.. witnout bond
PEUT1ON FOR CHANOE OF NAME
life was of short duration for Mrs. ment. but when sunshine appears. month- enddig March 1. 1949 was Mary Loii1m> Bok and has winter' WALTER E COLSON i»te of Rock asking that the name of Robert Leroy
Jenkins,
minor
of Rockland, be
Elliot lived only unril 1926
deceased
Minnie p Colson of
Penobscot Bay and its vacation reported by the bureau of agricul- eniP1oyment in Florida He is a
to Robert Leroy Carlaon Pre
w'im’u bSSd1"1**1 Ex’t ’ June 18 changed
Funeral services will be held craft is scheduled to make their tural economics. The preliminary grad^te of Rockport High 1926. a
sented by Ethel Carlson of Rockland,
Sunday at 2 o’clock from the El debut In the movies.
Index of
average
value per acre of i number__cf__
the Episcopal
i
--------------------- - Church
„
......
SARAH A BARNES, late of Camden. mother.
ESTATE CHARLES BALI,, late of
farm
land
is
85.
ns
compared
With
rr<
-\iacrcp.
R.
I.
and
Of
St.
Paul's
deceased
Arthur
A
Barnes
of
Camliot family home which is now oc
Paramount Studios sent from
Petition for Dis
den was appointed Exr . June 18. 1940 Camden, deceased
cupied by Mr. and Mrs. Frank D their New England heauquarters. 51 in 193T- The period frem 1912 I/xige FAM and Harbor Light
tribution. presented by Edward C. Pay’
without
bond
1 Chapter O£S.
Elliot. Rev. Mr. Leach of the in Boston. Philip Coolidge and to 1914 equals 100.
son.
Admr
I.IZZTE M HILL. late of Thomaston,
Federated Church will officiate and from Fox Movietone came Larry
ESTATE CHESTER L PASCAL, late
deceased Gilford B Butler of South
Petition for
Thomsston was appointed Exr. June of Rockport, deceased.
burial will be in the Thomaston Ellis. Hearst News of New York is
18 1940 and qualified by filing -bond Distribution presented by Henry B.
Cemeteryrepresented by Arthur Gaskill;
Bird of Rockland. Admr
on same dale
Near survivors of Dr Elliot are Acme News Syndicate bv Harry
ESTATE ARTHUR W McCURDY. late
JOHN B ROB INSON. late of Warren,
deceased
Elzabeth E Robinson of \ of Rockland, deceased First and Anal
a daughter. Elizabeth, and a son Mamas; and New York Times by
Warren was appointed Exx June 18 account presented for allowance by
Richard, both of Salem, three George Hill. Jr.
I.llltan M McCurdy. Exx
1940. without bond
brothers. Arthur J.. Frank D and
Action and still pictures will be
ESTATE CHARLES BALL late of
FRANK O CREIGHTON late of
Richard O Elliot, and a cousin. taken during a few d?ys stay in
Union, deceased
Agnes H Creighton , Camden, deceased First and final ac
count
presented Jor allowance by Ed
of
Union
was
appointed
Exx
.
June
18
Miss Helen Carr.
this vicinity.
ward c. Payson. Admr
1940 without bond

THOMASTON

CIVIL WAR VETERANS

The Ballard School

ROCKPORT

1

« Champion Couple

AT THE PARK SUNDAY-MONDAY

New Trends Introduced By Circus Here July 4
Russell Bros’. 3-Ring Circus ir Fourth of July, and with it some
coming to Rockland Thursday, the interesting and revolutionary new
ideas in clrcu: operation and preROBERT MONTGOMERY , MADGE EVANS cwlWALTER HUSTON
in. ‘HELL BELOW*
sentation.
Most obvious of this season's in
novations will be a big top which,
instead of being the traditional
white, is "cucumber green’ with
“SUSAN AND GOD’’
trimmings of blue and red. The
new color scheme not only is easier on the eyes, but tends to make the
tent cooler in hot weather.
Another trend in which the Rus- j
sell Circus has been a pioneer is,
the use of automotive transports- tion. Today all the circuses in this
country but two are motorized. This j
form of tiansportatlon it is ex-1
plained, makes for greater flexibil
ity of routing and reduces excessive
overhead costs. The management
of Russell Bros, prides itself in be
ing able to present a complete
three-ring circus of better quality
and highly concentrated entertain
ment content, at a low scale of
prices everyone can afford to pay.
An entirely new array of talent
is being offered this season, replete
with topnotch aerial artists, acro
bats. tumblers, jugglers, equilibrists,
clowns, and wild-west champions,
and. in the animal department, a
complete horse show, performing
| elephants ar.d numerous other
varieties of four-footed entertain
ers. A modern musical setting for
the circus is provided by a band
under the lively baton of Eddie
Woeckner.
The wild-animal displays in the
menagerie have been enlarged and
augmented. Front doors open at
Barrie Trexel asks his wife, Susan, to decide which is more important
1 and 7 p. m. on Circus Day to
to her, her daughter or her social fads. The scene is from “Susan and
give patrons ample opportunity to
God," filmization of the brilliant Rachel Crothers' Broadway hit, with
Miss' Crawford as Susan Frederic -Mirth as Il-triU u»J Kit, Qui.lc, a
tour the menagerie before the tig
show starts,
UiMT VMUlg Uaughtar

Y0U1L LIKE
/the Car /the
/and the Deal we offer!

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

Discover the 39 Modem Feature* you’,
missing in vm.r
your 1936-’37-’38 car!
IDER SEATS—better road

Wlight—improved steering
...those are just a few of the
features DeSoto offers that you
are missing now. Come in to
day. Try the marvelous new
De Soto Floating Ride ■ ■ ■ and

get our appraisal on your preaent car. You won’t find a better
deal —a better car for your
money —anywhere! See u>
now—drive thia DeSoto!

PRICES ARE $20 TO $48
LOWER THAN LAST YEAR

MUNSEY AUTO SALES
21 LIMEROCK STREET,

ROCKUIXD, MF..

TRY

DESOTO’S FLOATING RIDE

#,ORA E BUTLER, late of Appleton,
B3TATE EMMA A. KUHN, late of
Fifth and final
deceased Leslie D Butler of Apple- Rockland, deceated
ton was appointed Exr , June 18. 1940, Trust Account at Edward K Gould,
decea'ed
Trustee,
presented
for allow
without bond
GEORGE W BLETHEN. late of Rook ance by Fannie D Oould. executrix at
land deceased, Evere.t S Blethen of will of said deceased Trustee
ESTATE ELIZABETH I BURPEE, late
OwIh Head wax appointed Exr. June
of Rockland deceased
Second and
18 1940. without bond.
GEORGIA SHEPARD late of Union, final account presented for allowance
by
Edward
K
Oould.
Exr.
deceaned
Herbert L
Grinnell of
HARRIET E HOWARD, late of Union,
Union wax appointed Admr June 18.
1940. and qualified by fill ng bond on dreeaaed
Will and Petition for Pro
same dale
bate thereof, asking that the same may
ANNIE M SIMMONS, late of Rock be proved and allowed and that Let
land. deceased
Cora L Delano of ters of Admtnletratlon with the will
Rockland wax appointed Admx. June annexed be Issued to Iawrence How
ard of Union, or xome other suitable
18, 1940. without bond.
NETTIE Y
RISINO.
(otherwise person, with bond
ESTATE EDWARD F CLEMENT, late
known as Nettle A
Rising! late of
Rockland, deceased.
Frank H Ingra of Warren deceased. Petition for Li
ham of Rockland was appointed Admr . cense to Sell certain Real E-ttte. situ
June 18, 1940 and qualified by filing ated In Warren and fully <U cr'.bed In
said Petition, presented by Stuart C.
bond on same date
AMARtAH KALLOCH late of South Burgee* of Rockland. Admr
ESTATE JANE E. WALL., late of St
Thomaston, deceased
Sidney O Hurd
_eorge deceased
Petition for Li
of South Thomaston was appointed, Oeorge
Admr June 18. 1940. arid qualified
or 'by cense to Sell certain Real Estate, situ
ated
In
St
George
and
fully described
tiling bond on same da e
FRANK S SHERMAN late of Rock In said Petition, presented by Stuart
C
Burgess
of
Rockland.
Admr
land. deceased Carrie F Sherman of
ESTATE ALFRED K LUDWIO late of
Rockland was appointed Admx. May
21. 1940 and qualified by filing bond Thomaston, deceased Petition for Al
lowance presented by Flora E Lud
June 18. 1940
JOHN J. MEEHAN, late of Philadel wig of Thomaston, widow
ESTATE ETHEL L. HOWARD late of
phia, Pa , deceased
Aodnw Meehan
Petition for
cf said Philadelphia wax appointed Danvrrs. Mass . deceased
Admr CTA. June 18. 1940. and quali License to Withdraw Personal Estate
fied by filing bond on same date In Maine presented by Lucia H Edeall
Philip R Lovell of Ellsworth was ap of Belmont. Mass . Admx
pointed Agent in Maine
ESTATE AMARtAH KALLOCH. tats
FRANK E LONG, late of St George of South Thomaston, deceated Petition
deceased
Alfred 1C Hocking of 6t for License to Sell certain Reel Estate,
O orge was appointed Admr.. June 18. situated In said South Thomaston,
1940 and qualified by filing bond June and fully described In said Petition,
presented, (by Sidney O. Hurd. Admr.
25, 1940
ESTATE ALBERT P HEALD. late of
ETTA M RICHARDS, late of Thom
First and final
aston. deceased
Eunice L Shorey Thomaston, deecsed
of Thomaston was appointed Execu account presented for allowance by
Jane
R.
Heald.
Exx.
trix June 25, 1940 and quallfled by
filing bond June 20 1940
ESTATE GUST CARLSON, late of
MABEL T
AMESBURY, late of Vlnalhaven. deceased
First and final
Thomaston deceased
Frank L Ames account presented for allowance by
bury of Gardiner was aopolnted Exr
Frank H Ingraham Public Admr.
ESTATE OUST CARLSON, late of
June 18 1940. and quallfled by filing
Vlnalhaven. dtceaxed
Petition for
bond June 26. 1940
JAMES T JONES, late of Rockland, Distribution, urwented by Frank H.
Ingraham
cf
Rs-kland.
Public
Admr.
deceased Charles T Smalley of Rock
land was appointed Exr . June 25. 1WO.
ESTATE M-aRFHA BURGESS late of
and qualified by filing bond June 28. Waricn. deceased. First and final ac
1940.
count presented for allowance by Eliza
CHARLES F LEAVITT, of Rockland. beth E Robinson, Exx
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR. Esquire
Louis A Walker off Rockland was ap
pointed Conservator. June 27. 1940. and Judge of Probate Court for Knox
quallfled by tiling bond June 28, 1940
County. Rockland. Maine.
Attijt:
Attest:
CHARIJK I, VEAZCB.
niU8LF!°. L VEAZIE

‘-Star.
’ll
5-54

RMtster.
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Every-O ther-Day

The S. Of V. Auxiliary
Rockland Member Was
Elected To the Depart
ment Council

OClETY.

This And That

CAMDEN
/X

x"\ zs xs xx

JUNE COTE
Correspondent
££££
Tel. 713

The 49th encampment of the
Auxiliary to Sons of Union Veter
ans. was recently held at Water
These members of the Camden
ville. with department president,
Commandcry went to Bath this
hlrs. Genevieve Whitmore, presid
week to Join in the Saint John’s
ing.
Mrs. Carl Borgerson. Miss Doris
Day celebration: Robie Ames,
Mrs. Mildred Webster of Spring
Bprgerson. Mrs. Gladys Thomas and
Harold S. Corthell. A. V. Elmore,
vale. chief of staff, and Mrs. Louise
Miss Ruth Thomas are touring
Elmer E. Joyce. Robert W. JamieEastern Maine. New Brunswick and
Cole of Bangor, personal ade were
Did any one say that the wind [son, L. O Gross. Guy Cucinotta.
Canada. They will visit Frederic
in charge of the opening services. was East for the Spring and Sum Allie O. Pillsbury. Bernard Knight.
ton and Woodstock. N B.
After reports were read, the ses mer months? Locks that way.
Finlay H Calder. Elmer Reed. Ma
• • • •
sion was called to order by Harry
rion French. Harry Murray, Harry
Wing of Monson, department com
Mrs. E. E. Marston returned to
Remember that mold or fermen J. Pettapiece. F. W Miller, Jonn
mander of S.U.V. Albert deHaven tation in Jd’.y is likely to result L. Tewksbury. James I. Burgess
Poitland Thursday after a snort
visit with relatives here.
of Sanford and Charles Buck of when the jelly is stored in a warm and Arthur P. Webster.
South Portland extended greetings or damp place.
Mrs. Nellie Wiley has returned to
Mrs Archie Bowley and daugh
« • • •
from the S.U.V. and Mrs. Grace
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spear of
Auburn after spending a week with
ter. Ruth, are guests of Mr. and
The
highest
price
paid
at
at)
Darling
of
Gray
gave
greetings
Mr and Mrs. Adin Hopkins.
Mrs Preeman Bridges in Minturn. North Noblcboro. announce the en
irom the G AR. A message was American book auction in 1939 was
gagement of their daughter Helen
also received from the Women's for a first folio of Audubon's "Birds Put Quigley of Philadelphia, for
Geraldine, to Chester W. Donnell,
Ruth Chatto. Harriett Clark and
of waiter Donnell of North
of Ameiica'' and the price was merly of this town has recently ar
State Relief Corps.
rived here for the Summer.
Barbara Lasalle are attending the Nobleboro. Miss Spear graduated
The ritualistic work was done by $11,700.
• • • •
Castine Epworth League Institute from Lincoln Academy in the class
At the service at 10.30 Sunday at
the Daniel Chapman Auxiliary of
"Thy homestead, peasant, is on the Methodist Church. Rev. Weston
this week, representing the Metho of 1940.
Bangor. A joint memorial service
dist Church Young People’s Or
was held and an address given by holy ground. What Norway was P. Holman will have as subject,
ganization.
Mrs A. D Morey has returned
Mrs. Maude Warren of Brockton, that she again shall be on land, on "What Then!" The music Is un
i from a week's visit in Waterville.
Mass., National secretary. Mrs sea. and In the ranks of nations der the direction of A. F. Sherman.
Church school and Bible classes will
; Mrs Roy Kinney of Felsemere. j where hshe was guest of her sister,
Mary Dow. department president of 1807-1873-1940'.• e • •
meet at it 45. Mrs. Stella McRae,
J Fla, and Mrs. Fred Kilburn and, Mrs. Charles Keith.
Massachusetts gave an interesting
"But I do not know the candi superintendent. Happy Hour serv
talk, as did past National com
1 son Wilson of Port Fairfield, are j
------date." said the Yorkshire farmer ice will be at 7.30 with sing serv
mander Frank Kergscliasner
Members of T Club met last night
guests of Mrs. Guy Wilson this
ice and Edward Manning as guest
with Mrs. Earle McWilliams, at her
After a parade. Mrs. Whltmorf who was appealed to for a vote.
’week, at 41 Beech street.
"But you know his father.''
speaker The monthly meeting of
Ingraham Hill cottage, for picnic
presented Mrs Mary Dow with
“
Yes,
but
the
caufl
is
not
like
the official board will be held Mon
gift, and Mrs. Warren gave details
Mrs. Levi Flint of Old County supper and an evening of sewing.
father."
day night in the vestry at 8 o'clock.
of plans made for the National the coo or yete his
I road has as a guest her niece. Miss
• • •
Church night service is Thursday
Convention, to be held this sum
Mrs. Edward C. Moran, Sr., has
• Joyce Young of Ellsworth.
An Arab sheik was being taken in in the Ttotry at 7.30.
mer in Springfield. Ill.
returned from Melrose. Mass., where
a car across a very bumpy patch ol
The nomination ard election of desert. So bad was the going that
Mr and Mrs. Charles Apps of
| Congresswoman Margaret Chase she visited her daughter Mrs.
officers followed, with Mrs Mildred at last the car oveiturned and the East Orange. N. J. are guests at
I Smith is at her Skowhegan home George I,. True for several weeks
Webster as installing officer, as sheik was thrown cut.
Terrace Cottage. Spring street.
I for a Lw days. Today she ad- Mrs. True is here on her annual
sisted by Mrs. Nellie deHaven
Idresses a DA.R. meeting at Poland Summer visit.
Instead of protesting Io the driv
A public whist party will be held
The new slate of officers consists er, the Arab picked h hrAt If up and at Meguntlcook Grange hall for
1 Spring.
of
president.
Mrs.
Katherine
Voter,
Sylvia and Sonja Currie, twin daughters of John Currie, celebrated their fifth birthday by entertaining
apologized profusely, saying: ''I'm the benefit of the Red Cross. There
Mrs. Nellie Hall is on a vacation
Misses Mary and Dorothy Lawry trip to Georgia, being a guest at a group of friends at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Sullivan. 29 Spruce street. Those present were: Front of Farmington; vice president. Mrs so sorry. I've not learned to ride one will be prizes and refreshments will
be served.
were recently in Boston, where they present of her son Frederick in row, left to right: .Alice Chaples, George Brackett, Diane Spurling, Gene Harjula, Miriam Mosher. Baek row: I Georgia Patten, Augusta, depart- of these things• yet."
• • •
ment council members. Mrs. WhltArthur Mosher, Shirlene Lord, Mary Jean Glendenning, Sylvia and Sonja Currie, hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Dougherty and
attended a brilliant recital, given by Naugatuck. Conn.
\
—Biackinton photo. [ more of Bangor and Mrs. Frances A Three-Power Midget Roadster daughter. Honey, will be among
■ pupils of Felix Pox.
[
Warren,
Bath;
treasurer,
Mrs
Weighing
cnly
400
pounds,
this
Miss Constance Knickerbocker
those to attend the wedding of Miss
; Doris Ames, Rockland; chaplain iny car, Invented by Marcello Margaret Hauck, daughter of Presi
Miss Louise Piske of Boston and has Just completed a year of gradu
Creti,
young
Italian
engineer,
will
Mrs.
Katherine
Haswell,
Biddeford;
dent and Mrs. Arthur Hauck and
Mrs. George Gove, (Kathleen Piskei ate study at the Fletcher School
, patriotic instructor. Mrs. Ella Hol- travel 165 miles on a gallon of gaso Edward R. Ladd, son of Mr and
of Haverhill, Mass., are spending of Law and Diplomacy in Medford.
line,
it
is
declared,
and
can
develop
[
ston,
Westbrook;
department
I.
and
[ the weekend with relatives and Mass., where she recently received
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd of Rockland,
I.. Mrs. Hazel Downes, Belfast; a speed of 50 miles an hour on its in Orono Monday.
her degree of Master of Arts
f frienas in this city.
one-cylinder
engine.
Should
the
1 press correspondent. Mrs. Stella,
Mrs. Etta Bracv is confined to
McRae, Rockland: secretary Mrs car run out cf gas ,hcre b an emer’ her home on Washington street by
Mr. and Mrs. Rliama E Philbrick I
Mr and Mrs. Prank A Tirrell
!
Ila
Day.
Brunswick:
aide
Mrs
Fave
gency
battCTJ
'
that
wlil
run
11
for
have closed their home on Beech and Misses Madeline and Norma
Corbett, Farmington, national del- ?v*n £°,urs If
battery runs Illness.
street and have gone to their cot Philbrick have returned from a [
egates.
Mrs
Abbie
O'Neil
and
Mrs
!
do
*^
a
gaso
’
lne
station Is “The Dependence of our Inde
tage at Megunticock Lake for the visit to the New York World's Pair
Alice
Brown.
;eacb
5
d
there
are
pedals
that pro- pendence" will be the subject of
The trip from New York to Boston
summer.
un
«...
__
. P«1 the car by chain drive. The the sermon by Rev. W. F. Brown
was made in one of the express, de
s 6i en a pasi j iny far was photographed Just out at 11 o'clock Monday at the Bap
luxe planes.
department president's badge.
ride of the Palace of Justice in tist Church. The Church school
Miss Margaret E Hauck, daugh
Rome.
convenes at 9 45. There is no eve
ter of President and Mrs Arthur
Mr and Mrs. F A. Tirrell were I
ning service during the Rummer.
A Hauck of the University of at Belgrade Lakes recently guests
During the hot summer Mrs. Alice The mid-week devotional service is
Maine, whose marriage to Edward of the Sewall Club of Augusta. Mr.
Freeman Palmer used to leave her held Thursday night at 7.30.
| Rar.km Ladd, son of Mr and Mrs. Tirrell was invited to become a [
Walter Ladd of Rockland will be 1 member.
Speed Up Production of peaceful country home and go to Misses Hflcn and Marlon Pres
Boston to talk to children of the
solemnized at 4 p m.. Monday in
of Newton, Mass., are at the
Arms and Air Forces, She slums in the vacation schools. One cott
the home of the bride's parents at
Perry Homestead for the month of
Rev. and Mrs John Collind and
sizzling July day she found the Il lv
Orono, has chosen her sisier-in- son Francis of West Scuthport. ,
Tells State D. A. R.
school full cf girls, most of whom George Dvrr has returned from a
Jaw Mrs. Hubert H. Hauck (Elea- were guests of Mr. and Mrs For- '
t nor Letson* of Portland to be her est Pinkerton of Simmons street I
Strong defense against foreign held In their aims babies which it business trip to Boston.
I maid rf honor and only attendant. Thursday and Friday of this week j
invasion was advocated by Marga was their task to tend.
Lawrence Bowers of New York
“What shall I talk to you about
E The wedding w;ll be solemnized
ret Chase Smith. Representative In this
morning?" said Mrs. Palmer. is spending the weekend in town.
’ n the presence of the immediate
Congress from the Second District
Mr. and Mrs Herbert O Stetson
Miss Ina Kangas and Miss
“Yes, tell us how to be happy,"
’ families and a lew friends. A re- Frances Dewey returned today to
(By Pauline Ricker*
Mrs. William J. Collins and sons, John R Lynch. L Amor)' Lynch, when she addressed a State meet
of Waban. Mass., have been recent
sma.l
pale-faced
child
with
a
heavy
| teption will be held. Both Miss New York city after a fortnight's
Rockland Breakwater June 26— Robert and Richard; Dr and Mrs. Bryn Mawr, Pa.
ing of the D.A.R. in Poland Spring baby in her !t*p.
guests ot Mrs D. S. Martin.
■ Hauck and her fiance are gradu visit with Mr and Mrs. Christian The Samoset opened today for its Jcseph Beardwood. Miss Deborah
Mrs. Andrew McBurney ofPhi.today.
The Auxiliarv of Canton Moli"Yes,
tell
us
ho
wto
be
happy,"
ates of the University of Maine, Kangas.
39th season Arriving bv Bar Har- Beardwood. Joseph and Donald adclphia and her son Frank mc‘‘It is necessary." she said, “for us
neattx No 2 w.ll meet Monday night
the former being graduated this
bor Express were Mrs F. E. Bal- Beardwood.
Philadelphia;
Mrs. Burney have arrived at The Rus- to speed up production of arms and chimed In the others.
Mrs. Palmer gave them tlie^c at 7 30 o'clock. Reports will be giv
month After a wedding trip, they
lard. Mrs George R Westerfield; John A. Cochran, her daughter sell Cottage
to increase our own air force so three rules for being happy:
en of the Association meeting re
till reside at Camden where the
Miss Sarah Harrison. Mrs. Al- Mrs Dana Jackson and Dana Jack- Judge Victor B Woc.ey sod Mrs
that it can take its piece beside thi
"First, commit scmeUiipg to cently held In Portland, and mem
rdegroom Is in the insurance
bert S Carman of New York; son Jr . and Christopher Jackson. Wooley cn ertained at cccktuls A
y
each day, something good bers are urged to attend.
luslness.
Judge Victor B Wcoley of the the Misses Letitla and Frances Tuesday evening. , ,
„W(i mujt
'( thp mogt modprr memory
It needn't be much, a Bible veise,
The musical comedy. “Road to
Mre^Wcolev. Wilmington ' DclaMr. and Mrs. Watson H. Caldwell
Mrs. Harlan Dennett cf Holyoke,
tanks perhaps, or a pleasant thought.
Sli gapore, ’ starring Bir.g Crosby,
"Second, look for something the good vaudevillian Bob Hope,
ware Joseph I Ycur.g cf East of Brooklyn arrived by motor to- Mass., and Christmas Cove entert -tank guns and ships, we must
Grange is entertaining his grand-'clayfrem the White Mountains, tained her house guests. Mrs Pl.il- set up adequatecoast
de ense ant- pretty every day—a flower, a cloud, and Dorothy I amour, will play at
Miss Carol
Yeung Other arrivals included
Mr and lip Judd. Mrs. James H Wakelln, 1 train more skilledmechanics
and a star, a leaf—and stop long enough the Comlque Theatre Sunday and
Mr and Mrs. Wallace Spear and j daughter
daughter,
Maplewood, who to enroute to her Mrs R. Fred Porter, Jr.. Halifax; Mrs Herbert B Newton and Mrs [ technician?;
technician.?; wewe need highly mo before It to say. "Isn't It beautiful." Monday. Today the double feature
daughter Helen of North Noble
“Third, do something for some includes Florence Rice aid Kent
J. F. Lynch. Miss Mathilde E A .Ashley all cf Holjcke a bile fighting units and bases for body
boro. were guests yesterday of Mr. summer heme at Stockton Springs. Mrs
every day."—Fiom Christian Taylor In "Girl In Room 318' and
air.
water
and
land
defense,
strate

In
the
cottage
colony
are
Mr.
and
1
I-ynch.
Miss
Rosamond
Lynch,
lunch
Wednesday.
and Mrs. Donald Cummings.
Science Monitor.
gically located.
The Three Mesquiteers in "Heroes
• • • •
“In addition to our armed de
of the Saddle."
Charity Club members motored DECROW-COOK
Now
semeone
has
asked
who
in

fenses." she said, “we should pur
to Camden Thursday for luncheon
Elmer Decrow and Miss June
chase and store an advance supply vented the safety pin. It really was Subscribe to The Courier-OazettO
at Green Gables, remaining for an
for the mother of Queen
Cook were married last Monday by
of every vital raw materiel, such invented who
afternoon of sewing and cards.
made the call on Eng
Curtain Rises Night Be as manganese, rubber and tin. not Victoria
Rev Corwin H. Olds, pastor of the
Knox County’s Red Cross
land for a pin that was safe and
produced
in
sufficient
quantity
or
Mrs. Edward Lancaster and son [ Congregational Church, and left at
could be used oil her baby, the fu
fore The Fourth—
Effort Still Short Of Its
at all within our borders."
Edward of New Britain. Conn . arc once for their new home in Bar
ture queen. An English Jeweler
“Accent On Youth”
Harbor. Mr. Decrow who is a for
"But above ell" Mrs. Smith in whose name Is new unknown was
$6000 Quota
'.siting Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost.
mer resident of Belfast, and was
sisted. “we must have such unit' he one who solved the great probWhen the curlaln rues the night of ideals and aims that our people .em for the world.
A splendid lift on Knox County's
Miss Barbara Bodman of Lawn employed as a druggist in Camden
• • • •
Ave., is visiting her sister, Mrs before coming to Moor's Drug Store quota of $6,009 is noted today in before the Fourth, at the Boothbay know what we are defending: om
Gifu of almost $2,000.CG0 to UrnCaroline Schmitz of Skowhegan. in this city, has a position now with the gift of $SC9 from Mr. and Mrs Playhouse. It will mark the opening policies must be free. too. from
College in North Carolina, a
the West End Drug Store in Bar
of a 10-week season cf Wednesday party politics end military service nett
school fcr Negro women, will help
Mr and Mrs. James MacLaughlin [ Harbor. The bride is a daughter T. B Tcrrey of Camden which through Saturday performances, activity.''
are staying at the Robert Simmons of Mr and Mrs. L. B. Cook, and swells the total to date to $3 689 22 and the fourth birthday of this
Tire speaker, herself a member much.
• • • •
hcme_Jn East Warren.
j graduated from Rockland High The drive ends July 4 ro every summer theatre.
of the Eunice Farnsworth Chapter
Coast Guard ships are observin'?
------' School In 1938 The popular young possible contribution should be
“Accent On Youth," a ccmedy commended the patriotic activities t ie Labrador. Greenland and tip
FIRST TIME HERE
Sunshine Society will meet at couple will be followed to their new marie at once Donations may be in three acts by Sainton Raphael- of the D A.R.. who. for manv years
All sizes and widths
Grand .Banks coast lines trying U
Mrs. Lena Merrill s home. Monday home by hearty congratulations and
son. which is the opening attrac have been advocating strong na ascertain the rca. on for the la i.
made
to
local
chapter
officers,
to
afternoon, to tack a quilt.
afst wlshes
tion. is a captivating play—good- tional defense.
of iceberg* this season. It ha. b en
'hairman I. Lawton Bray at 18 humored and pleasantly insane.
She spoke cf the historic value
Ralph L. Small of Worcester
Schcol street. Rockland, or to The When it was produced at the Ply of the Monroe Doctrine, and re of great advantage to .'■hipping ant
with war conditions necessitating
Mass has been the guest of Don- | COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AD$ Courier-Gazette.
mouth Theatre in New York, the called the efficiency of Its applica sailing with silent radios. I' It stih
$3,055.07
a4d E Merriam this week.
Previously
reported.
WORK WONDERS
drama critics proclaimed it not tion in two Instances)—once in 1861, so cold tiiat thev do not break lor
310 MAIN ST., F.OUKLAND, ME.
General Ice Cream Corp.
merely funny, but most adroit
5 03 suave, and steadily amusing—spiced when Maxmillan of Austria main the southern cruise?
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet
Rockltnd...........................
• • • •
1.50 with a touch of Molnar and a dash tained temporary rule of Mexico
Monday night when all convention
A Friend. Rockland
Brevity Is the soul of wisdom in
and again In 1 96, when President
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H.
reports will be heard and all busi
of Noel Coward.
Special Fourth of July
Cleveland insisted upon peaceful most cases. Lectures, sermons, po
500
ness matters attended to before
Tolman. Rockland
Frank Rcssl. a phpu'.ar leading
Sunday and Monday
.... 2.00 man in New York stock who joined arbitration rather than armed In litical speeches too long drawn on;
the smnmer recess. In the after
F
H
Wood,
Rockland
after*
Dinner, 60c
tervention from England in settling often lose the real effect to being
noon beano will be in progress.
Mr and Mrs. Henry E.
the professional company at thi a boundary dispute between British too lengthy To tire the mind by
Mrs. Lina Carroll will be in charge Clam Chowder, Trnobscnt River
Comins. Rockland
Playhouse this season, will play the
repeating a truth is not the soul ol
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Vcazie.
and promises the usual careful
etar role of Steven Gaye, a success Guiana and Venezuela.
wit or wisdom.
She
emphasized
the
expediency
Rockport .........
..........
selection of awards, with a chicken Salmon. Egg Sauer: Green Peas,
• • • •
ful dramatist. Ruth Thorley, a faMashed Potato, Green Salad,
Mr. and- Mrs.
McKen ,
door prize. Refreshments on sale
Question—Robert P
'"ristr.-m
—, Chas.
.
vorite of two seasons, will appear In of having the United States assume
ney. Rook port .................. 1 00 t j,e r0;e oj steven Gaye's secre- an important role in protecting Coflin speaks of a plant, "Ragged
Bread and Butter, Dessert,
Mrs.
Veda
Brown.
Rockport
1
00
this
hemisphere
from
invasion,
and
Sailor." Can anyone teli tins wili
tary, the part plaved on Broadway
Tea or Coffee
Mr. and.Mrs. Arthur Berry.
called particular attention to the er what this flower or plant Is and
by Cons'ance Cummings.
SUN.-MON.-TUESRcckport ............................
1.00
Coffeet;me on the Playhouse peculiar needs of Maine for ait if it grows about this coast now a
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Farn
Green which occurs between Acts bases airports and pilot training le says it used to grow Will
SAINT...OK SCRtWBAB?
ham Rockport .................... 2.00 T and II. is a purely social custom schools.
be cbllged to ask him or can some
TENANT'S IIAREOK, TEL. 27
Dora Lord. Evangeline Noyes,
Because of the nearness of thi: one of the readers of The Courierestablished this year by the man
78-79
Harriette Churchill. Billy
agement. The Playhouse hosteyse; State to Canada and Its many mile Gazette tell?
• • • •
Whitney. James Whitney,
will serve by lantern-light on the of seacoast. Mrs. Smith has beer
Dickie Whitney. Rockport .. ' 65 Green (weather pc mittlngi; other urging the War and Navy Depart
Cotton stockings are new and
Union Farm Bureau, Union.
2.00 wise in the downstairs lounge. The ments in Washington, shp says. t< manufacturers are soon to bring ou j Alilh Hu*|e Wild-Animal
Mcthcdist Ladies Aid, Union
5.03 audience is guest of the manage
establish air bases at Penobseo' lesigns most urn ual and charm- dCNACERir, MUSEUM
GRAPHIC $
Mr» Sarah-J: Thomas. Union 2 00 ment.
ng T ie prices #111 be about the md Real WILD WEST..
Bay and Norridgewock, and tc ,atac
C F French. Rockland
1.00
as si.k and "gla's,”
“Accent cn Youth" has the poise
• • • •
A Friend Rockland ............ 1.00 and honesty to say that youth, a' build airports throughout the State
111 ucu/i CLOtiouiLY G«un« ..
Dells
dressed in the uniforms of ULLUlVY! GORG1OUSLV CRiNDlH
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Torrey,
youth.
Isn't
anv
brt
‘
er
than
age,
a.
THEATRE
British
sailors,
soldiers
and
airmen
G, mocn ................................ 600.00 age; it depends upon the person who is rid or young It is no spe
'^j'nden
lei. 2bT9
t NUNDREDS OF PEOPLE AND ANIMALS
A hilarious, mw Joaiu.ttaiMd with
cial and peruliar fate—like, for In have bren added to a col'ection of • TONS OF PONDEROUS ELEPHANTS
Total to date $3,680.22
stance. being able to wiggle your 1000 dolts In historic dress In the
Fradric March In lh« laugh-loaded
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
museum at Hull, England.
• SCORES OF MAGNIFICENT HORSES
[ ears.
successor to “Tho Wonwa"!
• • • •
Cultivation of dura, the basic
• CLOWNS GALORE • ACRES OF TENTS
STARS
SONGS
GIRLS
>S» JOAN f
/
It Is said that a band of 13 gypsies
food of the natives is »" be In.
A proposed Federal marketing who
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
And a Million South Sea Laughs
lived
in
two
trailers
had
a
sign
rhe Cream of the World’s
creased in Italian East Africa, folj agreement program for hops pro
WALTER HUSTON
BING CROSBY
BOB HOPE Jowing the adoption of modern
one painted thus: "God ble.s cur
Asters, Snapdragons, Salvia.
duced in the- three States of the in
Choicest Circus Talent
home;
DOROTHY LAMOUR
methods for growing the cereal.
Pacific Coast hes been svbmittec
• • • •
Stocks, Petunias. White Alyssum,
rwiCE n e Q n U ooorsopen
TODAY
I
to
the
industry
for
approval,
by
the
lrl> I&7FM
“ROAD TO
But when they talk about the DAILY Z & O
Lobelia, Zinnias, Harmony Mari
ROY ROGERS in
livl'ion cf marketing and markat- -allbre of a man do they mean the
Free Acts on Midway 12 30 * 6.30 pm
SINGAPORE
’
’
golds. Scrilch Pinks, Sweet Peas.
ng
agreements
of
the
United
State"YOUNG BUFFALO BILL"
NOW PLAYING
diameter of the bore?
Department of 'Agricu’ttire. Tlx
OUR GANG COMEDY
Gladiolus, Hardy, Double Mixed
There are more than 13.665
“SAFARI"
•'
IT' "
I/1 ' .
I Boothbay. Maine
Route 27
LOWEST PRICES IN BIG
proposed
program
will
apply
to
C
artoon
news
square miles of national parks In
Fragrant Pinks. Etc.
with
|
Tuesday and Wednesday
hops
produced
in
Washington,
Ore

SHOW HISTORY
the
United
States,
a
territory
larger
MADELEINE CARROLL
$—
Wed. thru Sat.
Ten Week
gon and California and would re than the totgl are of Belgium and
VEGETABLE PLANTS—
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS. JR.
TONIGHT
Epn
Flux
I Children
place a similar program In eifec! the Netherlands.
July 3-Sept. 7
Season
also
3UC Tax | Under 12 Years
Cabbage. Hed Cabbage. Cauli
since Aug. 15, 1938. which will ex
It
’
s
a
Win
Streak
—
LOUIS-GODOY FIGHT
flower, Pickling Cucumbers, To
Including Wild Animal Menagerie
pire automatically with this crcy
Don't Stop Now!
OPENING PRODUCTION
PICTURES
year.
mato, Turnip,
Sweet Pepper.
GET RICH NITE, $10.00
HOLIDAY SPECIALS
Broccoli, Dill. Celery, Sage, New
On The Screen
The National Safety Council is
On AU Permanents
Beet Greens 30c peck.
authority for the statement that
“GIRL IN ROOM 31.7"
A Comedy in Three Acts
during
1936,
the
last
year
for
which
Katherine
’s Beauty Shop
“I1ERCES OF THE SADDLE"
Wednesday thru Sat., July 3-6
reliable figures are available, 18 COO 666 MAIN ST.
EDWIN A. DEAN
BLAKE BLOCK
Another Chapter
workers were accidentally killed In
TEL 11 •«
;ac. 75r. $1 00 Plus Tax
“THE SHADOW"
TEL 671 I
IttH KLAND Mr
Shows: Mat. Z: Evg. S» and 8 IS
‘
be
vafiGu,
mdu^trisy
of
the
United
»ov
S 50 P »i.
Continuous Saturday Z 15 to 10 45
78 79
i8-it States,
Commander Douglas W. Puller,
with Mrs. W O. Fuller. Jeanette
Puller. Betty Puller and Dick Puller
motored to North Conway. N. H.,
[yesterday and spent several hours
I with Mrs. Puller's daughter and
family, the Howard G. Philbrooks,
at the Easter Slope Inn. of which
Mr. Philbrook is the manager. The
Philbrooks' daughter. Mrs. Carl F.
| Ingraham and small daughter Eliza| beth of Chicago aie spending the
| summer there. So it was a very deI lightful family party.

Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Robinson
and Mrs. M. R Pillsbury, are at
tending She Moorehead - Ireland
wedding today in Brunswick.

II

At Rockland Breakwater

Mrs. Smith Spoke

The Red Cross
‘TLAZA”
for the FOURTH

Drive Ends July 4

Boothbay Playhouse

CELEBRATE AT
THE CIRCUS

ROCKLAND
THURS., JULY

$6.50

BLACKINGTON’S

WAN-E-SET INN

COMIQUt

PLANTS FOR SALE

crauafora March

SUSAN AND GOD

-BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE-

25c

[UCKKlSCC

I '

Kfll>

.«(• CESAR ROMERO

Strand
Snndsv Mst

S— navllaht Time

“Accent On Youth”

"GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST"

Briefly Explained

. STEAMBOAT DAYS

■

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

This not too prepossessing side wheeler played the leading role in the great marine tragedy ol 1907 when a*
the Joy liner "Larchmont*' she was rammed and sunk by a schooner, with the loss ol 125 lives. Photo by

K. L. Graham.

Every-OtEer-Day
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Recordings In Review Six-Billion Mark

Story of Osteopathy Told
In Short Words At the
St. Louis Convention

A new "short short" explanation
of osteopathy has been presented
to the profession by Dr Perrin T
Wilson of Cambridge at the an
nual convention of the American
Osteopathic Association, meeting
this week in St. Louis.
"Reduced to its simplest terms,"
Dr Wilson declared ln an address
cn F indples of Oseopathy, "os
teopathy contends that the human
body, among other things, is mech
anical. and like all mechanical ob
jects works best when there are no
derangements of Its parts
•'Any person Intellectually hon
est must concede that the human
body can perform its functions best
when all its parts are performing
the job they were des'gned to do
The osteopathic profession attaches
great Importance to the mechanical
feature of the human body In
creasing numbers of the allopathic
profession admit that csteopathy
is of some value, but believe it is of
minor importance. This ls only
natural, for apart from surgery,
most .of thelr activity la in the field
of chemistry."
Dr. Wilson, who Is treasurer of
the Massachusetts Osteopathic Hos
pital and a former president of the
American Osteopathic Association,
emphasised that "after 68 years of
clinical experience and laboratory
experimentation the osteopathic
physician ls convinced that the
principles of osteopathy are fun
damentally correct Irrespective of
the benefit he can give his patient
by the use of other procedures, he
knows that the mechanical factor
mi * be considered lf the patient
is . be intelligently treated."

Will Be Reached in Retail
Travel Expenditures
This Year

This week, Columbia gives a
Retail travel expenditures are ex
ccuple of good numbers. The first pected to hit the $6,OOO.OOO.OCO-mark
' of these is the "Woodpecker Song" ln 1940. with every State benefiting
by Frankie Masters. This is one of from the tourist trade, according
the new numbers and is treated in to current estimates. Automobile
a solid vein. The recording is a ownership now stands at a record
grand Job and the maestro has given high and there is a strong tendency
It a touch as only Masters can Ma- I for families to use their cars more
rion Francis takes the vocal chorus j extensively each year in vacation
Next on our list of must-haves
is "Plajia.ates* teoorded by Ray I travel.
At the "State of Maine Day"
Herbeek and his "Music with Ro
mance." Ray has given this disc dinner held ln Portland recently,
a new touch that few bands po sess. celebrating the opening of the 1940
The vocal refrain Is furnished by recreational season, lt was fore
cast that 6100,000.000 would be spent
Betty Benson.
Louis Armstrong record“d "When by recreational travelers in Maine
It'.s Sleepy Time Down South" for this year.
President Roosevelt has issued a
RCA and has done a fine job. His
work on this number is a grand "Travel America Year ' proclama
tribute to an old song. This Is a tion urging "our own citizens and
numbers which should” be had by friends from other lands, to Join
every collector of records. (Blue In a great travel movement, so that
bird).
our peoples may be drawn even
Mt. Desert Light at Mansetwof which E. M. Wallace is keeper: rather I
Henry Allen presents the final more closely together ln sympathy
a stranger to the column, but he may join the "Guardians” at some future Bluebird record this week with and understanding." The President
' Feeling Drowsy." This blues song points out that the disturbed con
date.
brings out the fine quality oi Al ditions in Europe will deter Euro
len's band. Allen takes the trumpet pean travel by Americans.
Or beach and rock the pounding wavea at the Theatre recently.
solo.
Break tn thei. glory white;
In recent years there has been
Jack Robinson Ls enjoying a vaca
From Decca comes Jimmy Dor
On ghet'ning sands and sunken reels
tion from Porteous-Mltcheil-Braun, sey with "Fools Fall In Love." This considerable expansion in one-day
An awe-inaplrlng sight
Rev Hcngy F Huse
department store ln Portland.
Ls another Dorsey hit by one of the and weekend trips, especially among
North Haven
two
famous brothers. Tlie vocalist families with modest Incomes. Good
Mr. and Mrs Robert Sterling. Jr.
roads and highly efflci»nt motor
MATINICUS ROCK
were dinner guests of their parents is Bob Eberly.
Last but not least is the United vehicles have Increase, enormously
The Ilex landed supplies at this at the Light recently.
States recording of "It's A Lovely the mobility of car-ownmg families,
station June 11.
John Kinney and A W Hathorn Dav Tomorrow by Johnny Green with the result that they can make
Yvonne Davis of Millbridge. is of St. George were guests of the and his orchestra Although it is short trips frequently at relatively
visiting her aunt Mrs H A Ball Hilt faintly Sunday.
not as lively as some heard of late. small expense, says the Maine Pe
for the vacation months.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling. Sr., enjoyed it ls a good record. Johnny is at troleum Industries Committee. Dur
Mr and Mrs. R L Fletcher have' last Sunday with Mr. and Mrs the piano while Jack Smith takes ing the past 10 years the biggest
growth of automobile ownership has
returned from an enjoyable vaca Robert Sterling. Jr., and party at I the vocal solo.
tion. during which they' attended j Harrison.
]
-------- taken place among families with
the graduation of their daughter , Mrs. F O Hilt called on Mrs l keeper, his wife and one daughter, modest incomes—for the most part
those wtth Incomes of less than $30
Constance from Brownville High Clyde Grant at Cape Elizabeth re- Kathleen.
School. They returned to the sta- , cently
Mr and Mrs. Groom are occupy a week. Such families have the
Lion by way of' the
" White
" Head 1
sterling and R. T. Sterling, ing their summer home across the means to make frequent short
trips, but they cannot afford ex
Coastguard, and were accompanied Sr entertained last Saturday On riv*r
by thelr two daughters and Mrs a motor ride to Bridgton. Mrs W
Mrs. Fana and son Lermond have tended trips. Tliere are 11 or 12
Fletchers mother. Mrs. S H. C. Dow. Miss Elizabeth Sterling. returned to Lubec until school million car-ownlit? families in the
Brown of Eastport who will visit Mrs. F. O. Hilt and Mrs. R. T. opens again in town next Septem United States with average incomes
ber.
of $30 or les.5 a week. Vacation
them for a few weeks.
Sterling.
T» P O Hills
!» RodUand i
33*" travel among such is increasing,
Mr and Mrs. W E. Thompson
largely through greater frequency
were visitors at New Harbor. Port Wednesday to attend funeral serv
Wyman Johnson and daughter of trips.
Clyde,and Matinicus last weekend, ices for Mrs Albert Jordan They
daughters Pauline. Muriel called on Mrs. Henry Jones In were recent guests of his sister,
Mrs Corbett.
and.
"tu*7ed.‘?.,‘he st*“_on i Thomaston. Mrs. S G. Robinson
Mrs. Lawrence Day and mother GLEN COVE
with them for the school vacation. and Miss. N. H. Kinney of St
Mrs. Ance Gregory and Monira
Mrs. Alice Davis h»v<; arrived to
'willbndSwere wen*
a‘‘orge
Mrs Weston -Ames and , occupy then Summer hcme here Blodgett of Somerville. Mass . have
Mlilbriuge were recent guests of Mrs rujus Miller, Rockland, acMrs Thankful Harr s Ls visiting arrived at the hemestead fer the
r and Mrs H A. Ball.
'companied them home and are here sister Mrs. Willie Wilder.
summer. Maurice Gregory who ac
Signing off with best wishes to Lheir guesls at the Light.
Oeorge Boynton am daughter companied them, has returned to
all "Guardians of Our Coast
Mildred have returned from Lynn. Lancaster, Mass.
LITTLE RIVER
Mass., where they have been vlsitMr. and Mrs. Walter Crossman of
PORTLAND HEAD
. i Nell Corbett has rt turned to Pert ing his mother Mr Boynton.
Bangor were guests Thursday of
_®terImg was guest Friday 1 Clyde to join Willie Bowden's sein
Mr and Mrs. E. B. Hall.
last week at the home of his uncle ing crew.
Because of the paper shortage,
Mr. and Mrs. J. E Reed of Mel
R T. Sterling
Miss Emily Corbett, daughter of schcoi children of Leicestershire, rose. Mass., were callers Wednesday
Mr and Mra..W. C. Dow of Port- Mr and Mrs Willie Corbett has England, resumed the use of slates at C. E Gregory's, also Mrs. Wil
land were callers Monday morning employment for a few weeks at
liam Gill and her daughter, Mrs.
at the station.
Rcque Bluffs.
•
| Where peace is not, God cannot Frank French.
Mrs R T Sterling was guest of
At present lt is quiet at the sta- ccme; where Ood is not. peace canMr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling. Jr Aion, there being here only the not come.
Subscribe to The Courter-Gaiette.

No 53
' our own Brandon. That is her t.ily reference was not to our able tow
One of the few Maine steamboats excuse for appearing in this column, boat but to a small steamer, named
- Her new owners changed her ap- for the same man as our Smith,
to figure in a major disaster was pearance completely J>y building for bothboats were built ln Philathe "Cumberland' presented above. jierup a deck forward, closing in delphia in the eighties.
She was built in 1885
by the New hermain deck aft and replacing
Can anybody recall when there
England Shipbuilding Company ol *,er^a" smoke stack with a much
were two light towers on Negro
smaller one.
Bath and was a big ship for her
Island. Camden harbor? I have a
day. -Cumberland’ grossed 1606
Theflrst eteamboat excursion of photograph that shows two towers
tons, was 262.2 feet long, 37 foot
record on the Georges River oc- and t^o lanterns The picture was
beam and 14.8 foot deep. She was i curred July 28. 1824 when steam- sent
w s Rob*rts of Reading
with a good natured question mark
j The photograph was made ln
‘America Is Unduly
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------183$ and gjnce i was less than three
Alarmed
” Lincoln Col
: years old at the time, my reactions
are not to be relied upon Maybe
cord Tells An Audience
i somebody can tell the tale. It might
have been a range light or it might
Lincoln Colcord of Searsport,
have been only a temporary affair author and former newspaper man.
while the regular structure was drew a comforting picture of the
' being repaired. Who knows the European war—at least as far as
i real facts?
America Is concerned—in hls ad
• • • •
dress to Bangor Kiwanls Club
How many citizens ot Waldoboro
"There Is a lot of unnecessary
1 and Thomaston know that their hysteria in this country." he said
; towns had at one time direct in effect, "and our President seems
steamboat connection with Boston to be encouraging it. We are un
It is a fact and I quote no less an duly alarmed at unlikely possibili
authority than Historian Cyrus ties."
Eaton in support of the statement
The Allies.* he held, faced a sit
Above is S. S. "Bainbridge." which took her first dip into Maine Eaton says. “The Waldoboro and uation of thelr own making. We
waters in 1922 at East Boothbay. All her courses have been through pleas Thomaston Steam Navigation Com onee saved them 20 years ago. but
ant waters and she remains highly successful. Photo by Brad Mitchell.
pany was this year formed 11853i were given no real part In the
and had built on contract the treaty of v»—ailles. And. when the
of 1.000 horsepower and was not boat Maine came up to Thomaston, steamboat Oen. Knox which com totalitarian, powers later began
world
peace.
the
particularly pleasing in appearance bringing a great throng to see the menced running between those threatening
When 17 years old "Cumberland" launching of the brig Dodge Healy. I50115 and Boston under the com democracies sat back suplnely
Japan moved into Manchuria.
was sold to the Joy Steamship Co., and the following week took an mand of Capt. L. Winchenbach"
along with her handsome but excursion party from Thomaston The line failed to survive beyond , and the United States tried to get
smaller contemporary "State of to Monhegan. beating Capt Earle 1855 however, when '*Oen. Knox England to back It ln a move of
Maine.' The pair were renamed Starrett to the mprk by Just 116 was put on the Penobscot River | Intervention, England refused tu
listen
Italy attacked an in
run and later sold at auction
"Larchmont*' and "Edgemont*' and years,
• • • •
dependent nation in Africa, and
on Feb. 10. 1307 "Larchmont* was
....
Comes the highly interesting ru- England did nothing to prevent It
rammed and sunk by a schooner.
Robert A. Snow recalls the breaktaking 125 persons with her In j ing up of the hull of the steamer mer that two former Rockland England and Prance stayed out of
death. The disaster also spelled the M. & M. later Stockton at Uie steamboats. Pemaquid and West- the Spanish war. but permitted the
dqom of the Joy Line which short- "Spear s Mill' wharf. The hull was port. will be in competition this totalitarian powers to step in and
Block Island run. change the form of Spanish,gov
ly afterward went into receivership. I bought from Capt. I. E. Archibald Summer on the
• • • •
ernment
by the Littlehale interests. The'
Now all this tolerance with ag
It always brings warmth to my
A steamboat sharply different plan was to use the old craft in
to hear the voices of "Oov gression ls coming home to roost
from coast ideals was built in 1922 the grain business but it was never heart
B0ClWe'i and "Vinalhaven" signal The speaker believed we are under
at East Boothbay and is in done.
thelr departures and arrivals twice f no obligation to save the democnthoroughly successful service today
daily and once on Sundays and to cles a second time—to fight for a
onl Lake Michigan
Michigan.
Glancing through the 1915 marine g!ance up through the dav and
set of policies i referring to the
This not altogether unpleasmg , register pursuing the record of S.S. the white hulls gleaming as
Treaty of Versailles) we had no
monstrosity was launched as thej Edgemont ex "State of Maine.* cross the bay Hail "North Haven1' ’ part
ln formulating
“Bainbridge- and is presented be- ■ my surprised eye caught this foot and "W. 8 White". Long may
We should concern ourselves, he
low in her present day estate of note (formerly St. S "Somers N. they ply.
! thought, with keeping America a
“Algomah IT" of the Mackinac Smith." A further look showed the
, democracy, not permitting lt to
Island service. When brand new
drift into a totalitarian form of
* Bainbridge plied for several years
' government.
as a night liner out of Chicago and
Even if Oermany should win the
some four years ago went to her
J present war. he believed, it will be
present owners as their crack boat.
' too exhausted to launch a militari
“Algomah n" must be a pleasant
attack upon us Developing this
change for her patrons as she re
| thought, he said among other
placed "Algomah," built in 1881 of
, things that we shouldn't * think of
slightly over half her tonnage and
| Lindburgh as a "fifth columnist.”
about half her power. Algomah II
America's principal flier has the
is of 704 gross tons. 139 2 feet long, j
right Idea: the Atlantic ls as broad
29.9 foot beam and 21 feet deep. I
as ever it has been, and it would
She is driven by a 1450 horsepower
be sheer impossibility for a bomber
engine, and as can be easily
to fly across lt. strike with any de
Imagined, is fast and able. The ar
gree of effectiveness, and return to
rangement of her houses and loca
a European base But we have got
tion of boiler and stack are a far
to prevent possibly hostile powers
cry from local steamboat design
from getting a foothold ln the
though quite in accord with great tsr~
Caribbean and It is gratifying to
Lakes carrier practice.
note that our fleet has been recalled
• • • •
Brad Mitchell made this picture of "Virgini- * while on his recent to the Atlantic—where we may
Believe lt or not the Virginia Great Lakes trip. She is relief boat on the same 1.
aa “Algomah II." ex- some day have need of lt.
presented herewith is a sister of "Bainbridge" and is the revamped sister ship ol our own "Brandon.”
The real threat to America from
thc totalitarian pea ers at the closn
WHY THE GRANGE OPPOSES
er’s credit need to build one of the restore the impairment lf any. of of hls war, Colcord *■ 'lleved. will
be In the economic
That is
THE JONES-WHEELER BH L
most dangerous political machines i legal reserve and capital.
a very detlnit
nd we must
1 We oppose this bill because it | jn history
10. Provide a definite income for be prepare'*
will Increase the danger of cen
national farm loan associations up
"I don’t v
vou to get the idea
tralization of authority and bureau WHAT THE GRANGE ADVO
*ver in prepared
cratic control.
CATES TO SAVE FARM CREDIT to three-fourths of one percent for I am not a
ness.” Colcord said *'* I believe In
2. We oppose this bill because it
servicing
loans
and
real
estate,
to
1. Reduce interest rates by pro
will destroy local interest and local
enable them to conduct thelr affairs it thoroughly.” But he went on to
declare that the present armament
participation in farm-loan affairs. viding 3'i percent interest to July on a sound and profitable basis.
3. We oppose this bill because it 1, 1946 and the lowest possible rates
11. Make the system genuinely drive includes a lot of "political
hokus-pocus," and to predict that
will entirely remove the co-opera thereafter.
co-operative and permanently in
tive features of the act. which have
2. Strengthen the co-operative dependent of political or organiza much money Is likely to be wasted
Present plan, for example, call
been its greatest strength.
features of the National Farm Loan tion pressure so that lt can render
4. We oppose this bill because, Associations, increase their income, g* eater service to rural life than for many tanks. If they are built,
by one legislative step, it destroys and strengthen their financial | any one-man system, managed in what use will we have for them?
No European nation could land
23 years of work and an Investment structure.
Washington, can reder regardless tanks in America for years to come,
of $130,000,000 by farmers ln their
3. Retain the 5 percent capital j of the ability of the administrator, provided we have adequate air pro
own system.
stock provision, but provide for di- |
------------------tection. He considered a strong
5. We oppose it because it creates vidends on stock if possible.
GEMS OF THOUGHT
air force vitally Important, but de
the possibility of a change of policy
4. De-centralize both operation' EDUCATION
with each incoming administration and authority. Check all efforts' Education has for its object the cried the creation of weapons that
and each new Secretary of Agri toward over-centralization in Wash- ; formation of character. — Herbert may be of doubtful value.
culture.
Ington.
Spencer
6. We oppose lt because It makes
5. Increase farmer representaInstruction
increases
inborn CLARK ISLAND
it easy to confuse sound credit with tion on land bank boards by in- : worth, and right discipline strengA children's Day program will
relief and social problems
be presented at the Church Sun
creasing the board of directors to thens the heart.—Horace
7. We oppose it because it will I nine and provide that six shall be
We understand best that which day at 7 o'clock by the Sunday
prevent a continuity of policy, nuk elected directly by borrowers.
begins in ourselves and by educa- School. Rev. H I Holt of Rock
ing it difficult to secure capable
6 Assure constant close contact tion brightens into birth —Mary port will perform a baptism.
Hiram
Andrew of
Norton's
operating personnel and good larm I between the banks and the farm Baker Eddy
loans.
loan associations and establishment
Enlighten the people generally Island. Myrtle Slmmbns and Leroy
8. We oppose this bill because it of a practical system of allocation | and tyranny and oppressions of Spear of Augusta, and Kate
destroys the farmer's right to his by the use of advisory committees both mind and body will vanish like Meservey of Tenants Harbor were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs
own credit system, the same as in- j chosen by associations from among I evil spirits at the dawn of day.
Charles Butler.
dustry and commerce now enjoy
| association presidents.
Thomas Jefferson
Dr. and Mrs Cutter of Roches
9 We oppose it because it vio- I 7. Restore the farm loan system
Real knowledge in Its progress is ter. New York, were recent visitors
lates that sound principle of demo-; to an independent status under a | the forerunner of liberality and en- at the home of Richard Richards.
cratlc control advocated by every bi-partisan board.
] lightened toleration.—Lord BrougMr. and Mrs. Eric Thorjornson
true lover of liberty since the days
8. Give to Federal land banks! ham
and son Edward of Tenants Har
of Thomas Jefferson.
rediscount privileges with the Fed
Mere knowledge is comparatively bor were callers Sunday on Mr.
10. We oppose It because these eral Reserve Board.
worthless unless digested into prac- and Mrs. Carl Malmstrom.
changes will bring grave apprehen
9. Permit the land banks to re- j deal wisdom and common sense as
Mr. and Mrs. BJarne Peterson
sion and concern not only to or finance certain of their bonds now applied to the affairs of life—Tryon and children of Wiley's Corner
ganized agriculture, but to farm and held by the Federal Farm Mortgage Edwards
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
home owners everywhere.
Corporation and make provision
HJalmar Carlson.
11. We oppose It because It will whereby the savings will go directly
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Niles of
Japan is trying to increase eco
d«i Secre- j to farm loan associations to provide nomic co-operation with Man Rockland were guests Sunday of
enable a politically-mind^
tary of Agriculture to use the farm- j either dividends to borrowers or to churia.
Mr. and Mrs. Henning Johnson,

Danger Is Slight

These Records May Be
Heard At Maine Music
Co., Rockland

LONGEST
OF THE LOT!

The Style Hit of the Year
s8»J
Found Only on Chevrolet and on Higher-Priced Can

The Master 85 Town Sedan, $699*
Chevrolet for ’40

Supreme on Land, Sea and in the Air

out-measures

181 Inches from Front of Grille tu Rear of Body

all

other lowest-priced cars from front

80% Automatic- Only 20% Driver Eff< rt

of grille to rear of body ... and it
also

outsells all other

makes

Smoother, Steadier, Safer

of
The Last Word in Safety

cars, regardless of price!

For Smoother, More Reliable Operation

Measuring 181 inches from front of grille
to rear of body . . . tipping the scaleu at 3010
pounds for the Special De Luxe 4-door sedan
. . . Chevrolet for ’40 out-measures and out
weighs all other cars in the lowest price field!

It's the biggest package of
value in the busiest price range;
and, of course, its extra length
and extra weight mean extra
worth to you,
ways.

the buyer,

In all

That’swhypeopleare saying,
“Why pay more? Why accept
less?” That’s why they’re buy
ing more Chevrolets than any
other car, for the ninth time in

A Six Costs Leu to Run than an Eig it

♦On Special De Luxe and Master D/ Luxe Series

659

XHEVROLETS
FIRST AGAIN!

Other models slightly higher
*AII models priced
portation based

on

of

Flint, Mich.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
ROCKLAND,

TELEPHONE 1250

Trans

rail rotis, state and

local faxes (if any), optioml equipment
and accessories—extra.

Priest subject

to

change without notice.
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the last ten years!

689 MAIN ST.,

MASTER 85
BUSINESS COUPI

CARROLL’S GARAGE
THOMASTON, ME.

PEASLEE & ROSS

BARKER’S GARAGE

VINALHAVEN, ML

UNION, ME.
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